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Arounsed by a sudden noise;
,
And I know, in the gone and the coming,
The purpose of griefs and joys.
"
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For life is not mine that is lent me,

gy,

+

Tlie Worning Star.

|

And thought is not mine:to keep :

Not mine arg the hands that labor,
Not mine are the eyes that weep,
Not mine is the ear that listens,

Nor the feet that climb the steep.
My soul, in a bundle of being,
Has bound thém every one—

?
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set me

right,

‘should this estimate be wrong) only
three per cent. of its graduates have enter-

be

My only object in calling attention to
these facts is to promote

the

health,

the

~ | permanence and the prosperity of our foreign missionary field. Our first missionaries sailed for India on the 23d of Sept.,
1835. They reached here and began their
work early in 1836, so in less than

three

years and a.half we shall celebrate the
semi-centennial of our Mission.
Our
mission field embraces a population of
fully three and a half millions. Our missionary work is done in four languages,
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A WINTER SONG.
We

woke

in the
warning,

morning,

and

found

The meadows and hillsides were
SNOW;

without

white with the

it came all unbidden, the brooklet was hidden

And hushed in the hollow below.
Softly, silently, whiteand fair,
Floating along through the frosty air,
Swirling, whirling,
Shifting, drifting,

Came the glittering snow.
A poor little robin stood silently bobbin’
His wee little head in a pitiful way;

The chickens, with wonder, stood solemnly under
The homely old shed o'er the way.
Hei
Boftly, silently, white and fly]
g along through the frosty air,

%

Swirling, whirliog,

Me

Shifting, drifting,

t

Came the glittering snow.
The

north

wind

was

blowing,

the cattle

were

lowing,

The poor sheep were blealing. about the--old
:
shed,
:
The horses were neighing, all seemed to be say
ing:
‘ We want to be sheltered nnd fed.”
Softly, silently, white and fair,
Floating along through the frosty air,
LJ
Swirling, whirling,

4

Shifting, drifting,

Came the glittering snow.
—E. J. Hall,
Ap A Ap Mp

rl

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Francis Murphy is having great success
his temperance work in Edinburgh.

in

~The average annual lacome of 285 of the ministers of the Established Church of Scotland is
£168, not quite $800.
The native

:

Christians

of Madagascar

have

given a million dollars during the last ten years
for the spread of the gospel,
Two native evangelists, called the * Moody
and Sankey”
of Hawali, are preaching the
gospel over the Sandwich Islands with much

success.
The Old Testament Committee of Revision
are diligently
Prosecuting their duties, but it
will take a year or two to finish their work,
Messrs. Moody and Sankey after leaving
in

work

their

Paris began

- October 23.

Bristol, England,

Mr. Moody has been laid aside by

severe sickness.

The Chinese

Sunday-schools of New

York

have 810 on their rolls, with an average attendance of 301. Forty are professors of religion
and twenty more give evidence of being Christians,
aie
The most novel Sunday-school in Boston is
the Chinese, in charge of Miss Harriet Carter,
who is'a veteran in missionary work, beginning with freedmen after the war, then work-

ing for the city poor here and now the leading
spirit in this Chinese school.
The old slave-market of Zanzibar, where for-

merly were

sold

80,000 slaves annuully,

has

been transformed into mission premises, with
a church mission-house und school, under t
charge of the Universities’ Mission to Africa,

started in 1859 at the suggestion of Dr. Liviogstove,

With

all the

* the opening

of

for

outery in certain quarters
public

libraries

on

Sunday,

there does not seem to be much real demand
for . this

infringement

on

the

rest.

of

day

At the Philadelphia Public Library a week ago
last Sunday there were but 65 male and 15 fe

male visitors,
The international committee of the
Men’s Christian Association of the

Young
United

States and Canada reports for 1882, 779 asso-

ciations, of which 669 have an aggregite

mem-

bership of 82,875, and 69 own buildings, val(ued at $2,700,473. Special and distinctive eft
forts on behalf of the 60,000 college students,

the 100,000 commercial travelers,

Germun-speaking , young

men,

the 500,000

the

500,000

colored young men, and the 1,000,000 railroad
‘men of North America have been made with
the most gratifying results, Ove hundred and

seventy-four college associations are already io
operhtion, and the railroad corporations show
of the railroad associations

their appreciation

. by contributing over $80,000"a year to their

support, During the past two years, 201 young:

men have

been

by the

carefully dealt with

agentsof the committee

concerning

their

en-

trance into thie secretaryship, and 65 of these

have been

placed in the work.

The

present

number of paid secretarles and assistants is

272.

About 160 American cities of 7,500 inhab-

itants are yet

without such

aspociation

secre

taries, and the committee desire to supply these
© 8A fast as snitable young men can be found and
the funds for their support secured.
“~

\

a

And I walk

that around

me are,

in the midst of the days,

And I lift my heartin petition,
And 1 utter my soul in praise—
For He who has made

me must keep me,

And His are the whole of my ways.
—8. W. Duffield.

years ago this very day in our New York
church, Iwas ordained to this ministry.
My vows are as fresh, as binding now as
then, and may God help me

ful unto the end.

Among thé Oriyas we have three

churches,

cular.is the

among.

the

Bengalis

Hindustani,

we

four,

have

yet done little more than nothing.
Santals waited long for a man.
Burkholder’s

as

The
Mr.

appointment to Bhimpore,

measure ceased.

The practical issue of

all this is seen in the increase of the congregations in the parish churches in rural
districts,

and

the consequent

enfeebling

and diminution of Nonconformist

gations.

congre-

Something must be done to aid

and encourage village communities of
Baptists or many of them will die out.

The Baptist Union, recognizing the importance of this matter,has held a ** Conference”on the condition of the rural

brethren, with one

cal fortunes, the tail has wagged the dog,

not the dog the tail. If the’head can take
control, if the party is able to disregard
the clamor of its organs and” eamp followers for a share of the public

plunder,

if it has the self-contiol to practically
adopt and carry out a trve civil-service

ing the decline. of these churches and
promoting their best interests. The sum

States Treasury it has the moral power to
cut down taxation to the necessities of a

of £1000

reasonable national expenditure,

accord

lift

was

raised

for this purpose

aid is to be applied as the council of - the
Union may think advisable.
The fear of

ie call 0 the miuistry, and so do we."
y want only men whom the Lord has ¢¢ centralization” and loss of fondly cher-

The

and hitherto, unfortunately for its politi-

reform in this state and in the . House of
Representatives, if instead -of inviting a

up your hearts and voices to God in behalf of this needy field? It is men we
want most. Our fathers believed ina Di-

pant?

OURRENT . OPINIONS.
The democratic party is put into. power
by the independent vote; can it retain its
recruits?
The democratic party, like the
republican party, has a head and a tail;

to be faith-' churches, and has resolved to employ the
trength of the denomination in prevent-

Will you, beloved fa-

‘chosen and called fur this work.
Will you
by prayer and effort find such and send
them ? The last mail brought such a
besides the English,viz.,Bengali, Hindustani, Oriya and Santal.
Our work in cheering letter from an Ohio pastor proEnglish is increasing yearly, for the lan- posing a covenant of prayer for this misguage of the conquerors is spreading rap- sion. Who will come unto such a cove-

‘The
Calmness of the Lord’s Prayer. Sel.
370
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
gs
iw
Te
311
MISSIONS. x.
"."
.
C.
,
.u,
0.81
EDITORIAL :—The True Zest of Life—* Caste
in Education”-=Notes.
37

CORRFSPONDENCE:— Our Most - Important

make over to them the care of our churches? Shall wa send them out to preach
to the heathen?
td

fiers and

UNO.4Y

———

May a graduate of twenty years plead
ed the foreign missionary field.
I will with his teachers, his classmates, his
not here and now emphasize the low fig- brethren, who before him, with him and
ure by contrasting it with the propor- after him, have reaped the benefits'of our
tion of missionaries among Andover, own Biblical School, for help? Twenty

Oberlin and other graduates.

=

Lord has the men

and the

money too, hut he will be inquired of by
his people. I believe that believing

prayer will bring out the right

men.

ished * independency” was held to be unreasonable and even groundless, and

much was said about the mischief mistaken views of church independency have
wrought in the denomination. There is
thought to be 4 new departure of large

importance in this action of the Baptist
Uuion, and it is felt that

the

recent —ses-

sion of the Union at Liverpool

has

made

its mark in denominational history by its

Some will come forward and say, ‘* Here
am I, send me.”

sound, judicious and earnest treatment of

Every mission has its dark days, and
stich days 1éach us much-needed’ and im-

¢* Congregational Union” at Bristol also

I was thinking of this
of | portant lessons.
on
the
tenth
of
this
month, the anniver3

this question.

:

new gang

to take a hand at the United
if,

dis-

ances in the trade of the country,
raise the largest amount of revenue

will
with

regarding local pressure for favoritism, it
can inaugurate such reforms in the tariff
as, without creating dangerous disturbthe

least

amount

of

friction

and

expense, if it dares to cut down the*num-

ber of offices instead of maintaining thems
in order (to reward its followers—in a
word, if it has the courage and the power
to cease to be the old democrat party and:
become a truly independent party,there is
no reason why it should not retain the
position it has ob'ained and elect a president in 1884.

But he must be a very san-

guine man who . dares to prophesy this
tuture for a party all of whose historic
traditions point to a very different issae.
— Christian Union.

witnessed a ‘* new departure” which may

The temperance people in Iowa need
have historical and happy results. The
not be discouraged because of the blunder
years.
:
session
was
signalized
by
the
appearance
INDIA LETTER.
made concerning the prohibitory amendEvery foreign field like this has its sary of the death of Eli Noyes, our first] on the platform of an inflnential deputa- ment. Judge Walter T. Hayes,of DavenMIDNAPORE, India, Sept. 28, 1883.
missionary,
of
Elias
Hutchins,
for
twenty
changes. They sometimes come sudden-’
tion of clergymen of the Church of Eng- port, has decided that the prohibitory
This is a month of anniversaries
for, ly ; hence the need of a reserve force in the years the beloved and devoted Se:cretary land, headed by Dean Elliott and Canon amendment was not legally a part of the
Free Baptists."
The second day is_the field, and of a liberal policy at home. of our Foreign Mission Society, and of Girdlestone. The address presented to State Constitution for several reasons,
anniversary of the opening of the Biblical We have had our changes during these Ebenezer Knowlton, so long its honored the Congregational Union was signed by chiefly, however, on the ground that the
Journals of Legislature do not contain the
School at Parsonsfield, Me. That school,
few weeks. Mrs, Burkholder's serious ill- president and faithful friead. On the about fifty-eight of the clergy of the Na- acts in full on their pages, and do not
the first of its kind among us, began its ness necessitated a voyage to sea, and she tenth of last Suptember Mrs. Lawrence
tional church resident in and around contain the yeas and nays taken upon the work Sept. 2, 1810. It is now forty-two’ and her husband are now in Australia or breathed her last in my own house. Are Bristol, and gave a hearty welcome tothe same. He also points out that the Act
years since our fathers began in earnest on their way back to us. Mr. Marshall's these mere coincidences? Do they not city to the Congregational Union, recog- passed by the Senate of the 18th General
the work of training men for the Christian health seemed to be breaking down rap- teach us a lesson? When the disciples nizing its members as ¢ fellow-workers Assembly was in terms prohibitory of the
-sule or manufacture of liquors, net only
ministry. The Biblical School has now idly, and on medical advice, he has taken were tossing in their skiff on the sea of in the cause of Christ;” expressing as a beverage, but also to *¢ be used,” and
Galilee
with
wind
and
waves
against
attained a'double majority, it being twice his family and started for America. Dr.
that it, therefore, prohibited ‘the use of
«« gratitude” for the piety, zeal, learning,
twenty-one years since its birth. It seven
Bacheler is having a few. weeks of well- them. the eye of Jesus was on them, though. eloquence of the Nonconforamist ministry, ~pirituous liquors for any purpose, even
marks perfection,our school should surely earned rest in the hills, and while I write, they knew-itseot, and Jesus came for their and for the prosperity of their work in sacramental or medicinal. But it should
be borne in mind that this is only the debe perfect, for its age is six times seven! Mrs. Bacheler . is prostrated by fever. relief. So will He come for our relief, all parts of the empire and of the globe; cision of one judge, and even if he is
if
we
pray
and
toil
in
faith.
Our
friends
On the 2d inst. I was at our Santal station,
and finally wishing the Union ¢ Godspeed right, the people of fowa are quite ready
Io our Orissa field we now have Mr. ColBhimpore, and recollecting the anniver- dren, a man not yet three years in India. may fall here and at home, but there is a in every good work.” In the adress
to fight the battle all over again or th
sary, I fell to musing,
To-day as I ‘ake’ Miss Ida Phillips and her mother at Friend who sticketh closer than a broth- were also expressions of desire for broth: sake of the issues at stake.— Advance.
up my pen for the Siar letter, the musings Balasore anid Miss Hattie Phillips at Jel- er.
erly love and c operation of -forces for
In the same ship that brought our first the furtherance of the Gospel. The Dean
of that day press to the front, and [ must lasore are now his only coadjutors in the
The foolish notion that a denomination
write of what has been much in my Oriya work. Dantoon is again forsaken, missionaries from America,came Samuel S, in presenting the address said that dur- is bound to tolerate within its communion
and his wife, the founder of the Telugu dnga long term of ministerial and official whalever heresies or vagaries it may
:
for Miss Nellie Phillips has gone to cheer
| thoughts during the month,
sion in southern India. In Sept., 1840, life, nq act of duty that had been devolved please any one of its ministers to introThe Education Society was organized her sister at Jellasore.
first Telugu convert was baptized, up n him had afforded him more sincere duce in a pulpit or a theological chair,
Jan. 15, 1840, and its first work was the
I wish it were only Dantoon that was.
no mercy at anybody's hand.
apd
four
years later the first lurch organ: plessure and satisfaction. The speakers deserves
plantingof the Biblical School in Maine forsaken. The paucity of missionaries has
Even where the teaching is not, strictly
during the autumn of the same year. forced us to forsake much work that ized. The next. year, failing health drove
who followed took up the same strain. speaking, a heresy, and is entitled to a
The Foreign Missionary Society had should have beefi done, and done long all the missionaries from the field. ln 1849 The Head-master of Clifton College, even more honorable name than that of a vagabeen organized. in March 1833, and the ago. In the line of much-needed literary Mr.Day resumed his work at Nellore. Dur- aid there had been an age of persecution, ry, it is open to the denomination to decide for itself whether or not it will give
Home Mission Society in 1834. There is work, I don’t know as we have brought ing the ensuing five years the work was there had been an age of toleration, and to that teaching even the endorsement of
a lesson for us in these relative dates. out so much as a tract of our own for 80 iscouraging that for the second time now there was opening an age of com- its own silence.
Whatéver action it may
take in the matter is-not necessarily judgthe questionof abandoning the field wasNot until the eyes of our fathers had been
plete religious equality; but still the
de- | movement was going forward and the ing-another man’s conscience, but conopened to the woes and wants of the for our Oriya, Bengali and Santal work, “agitated in America. It was however
sulting the dictates of its own; it does.
pagan world, chiefly through that ex- but our men are too few, and too heavily cided to let the ‘* Lone Star” (as the Te- hand of the clock pointed to co&peration. not invade the freedom of the individual,
cellent and earnest English missionary burdened already. Our Press does * job- lagn Mission was culled) ‘“shine on™. The chairman of the Union suitably re- but simply cares for the consistency of.
Amos Sutton, did they begin to respond work,” and so makes money for the mis- Io 1861, the first native pastor was or- | sponded, expressing the indebtedness of the organism,— Standard.
to the needs of the weak churches at: sion. It should be busy printing our own dained. Yet theworkgot on so slowly the Nonconformist ministry to the literahome, or provide for the education of our
McGill University in Montreal is agipublications, andso truer to its name that the question of giving up the mission. ture of the National church and its admirwas again raised by the Baptist Mission- ation of the zeal and devotion of the tated over the question of admitting
rising ministry. Our very “first beneveand object as a Mission Press. It might
lent society was the Foreign Missionary be made a hundred-fold ‘more active and ary Union. Bat Mr Jewett begged them to parochial clergy. At the suggestion of young ladies to its privileges. The
one, and thé hearts and heads that plan- ‘potent as a direct missionary agency in spare the tree once more. More help came Canon Girdlestone the deputation (thirty ¢¢ practical” diffi:ulty is tne same as that
encountered in many other colleges—lack
ned and prayed- for the benighted mil- this pagan land. But we have not the from America, fresh life was given the clergymen) united with the vast assembly of
accommodatiuns.
Bui this is quite 1mlions of India could not remain long un- man to do this with it.
aginary after all. It is by no means necDr Bacheler Mission, and the Divine blessing came
in singing Bernard’s ine hymn, ¢ Jesus,
responsive in the presence of crying gives it what time he can, and it is kept down copiously upon its work. Now that the very thought of Thee," and so the in- es-ary that the college should turn itself
*¢ Lone Star” mission has seven stations, terview closed. Very much general in- into a young ladies’ boarding-sehool..
needs at home ; so there followed the or- renning. The Dispensary has been and
Let it open its class-rooms to the youag
‘ganization of this pioneer. society, that should be a strong agency in our work.
twelve missionaries, forty ordained native
terest has been shown in this ‘ new ex- ladies and leave them to settle the quesof the Home Mission in 1834, of the Edu- When our senior missionary retires or preachers, 166 schools with 2891 pupils, perience.” Since Nonconformity was or- tion of board and lodgings. In our judgcation in 1840, of the Anti-slavery Society takes furlough next year, who will take and seventeen thousand native’ Christians. ganized,such an incident, betokening hap- ment it would be nn advantage to collegin 1843, and so on. The influence and up this work to which he has devoted Could Noyes and Hutchins and Knowl- pier days for English Christianity, has es and to civilization if the whole system
ton and others resting here and there never before occurred. . The effect of it of dormitories, for both sexes, were abolthe impulse of the Foreign Mission Socie- many faith{ul years?
ished.—Caristian Leader.
now speak to us once more, would they must be beneficial, and may perchance
ty in all the benevolent effort that followa
So
far
as
itinerating
in
the
District
is
not bid us push on our foreiga work with tend to soften the asperity of controversy
ed can not be doubted or denied.
concerhéd, we have been able to do very
fresh courage ?
{
On the 15th of the present month came
The men who are laboring to destroy
and sweeten the bitter waters of ecclesiChristianity do not grow happy.
There
the twelfth anniversary of the opening little df it late years, just because we are
-B-0-O
astical
strife,
:
so few and a good share of the cool seais a certain exhilaration while their bright
of the Theological School at Lewiston,
The church Congress at Derby discuss- but injurious books bring them copyright;
THREE SpEAT INOLINE ASSEMMe. Daring these forty-two years of our son has to be spent in seeking rest after
ed every possible relevant theme, but and while crowds of men are found willlong
over-working,
and
so
preparing
for
Biblical School, at Parsonsfield, Whitesing, for reasons whick bring no credit to
perhaps its most kindly and. conciliatory
CHILWELL COLLEGE,
the months to come.
I could write much
ENGLAND, O26. 26, 183..
town, New Hampton and Lewiston, protheir minds or their hearts, to pay a dolattitude
towards
Dissent
was
its
chief
lor each and contribute also their applause
Three great national religious assembably not less than three hupdred men under this head, for it has been a real
claim to special notice. Canon Carteis to a preacher of blasphemy; but as life
have been connected with it. Ihave not trial to me to be thus deprived of blies have just been held and the reports read an able paper on the ‘ Deficiencies
wears on, and as there comes to such
the data at hand to calculate exactly, the four months of itinerating that we of their doings and debates form the chief of Dissent,”and the discussion that follow- men a revelation of the probable effects
but think I have not overstated the num- used to have. There was no Bible School feature in the ecclesiastical chronicle for ed suggested that if there is still much of their teaching onthe tuture of society,
then, no ragged schools either, and now, thé month. These three Assemblies were
ber.
How many of these students comignorance amongst ‘‘ churchmen” as to they grow very despondent.—Rev. Dr.
pleted the full course of study, and may with my much-added work we have had the autumnal sessions of the Baptist and what Nonconformity means, there is yeta Deems.
be counted as graduates of the institution, no added workers to help to do it. I dis- ‘the Congregational Union, and the annual desireto become acquainted with it and
A pronsinent clergyman has said
that
1 am quite unable to say, but perhaps it is like to write of myself in a letter to the meeting of the Church of England Con- angappreciation of its work and service to
pastors
too
often
make
idols
of
their
Star,
and
shall
not
complain,
but
sv
long
a fair estimate to say a third of the whole
gress. Very much was said that has no
the Kingdom of God. It is certainly some- church edifices. Well, that may be so;
number, ¢. ¢. one hundred. I see from as God gives me strength I'll hold the special or abiding significance, but neverthing to find Bishops, Deans, Canons and but there ure church edifices—a good:
the General Catalogue of 1863 that thirty- fort here a8 best I can against fearful: theless each assembly managed to estabmany of them too—which. are not fairly:
parish
incumbents, in solemn conclaves
odds. The question for my American lish its claim to general notice by some
up to the South Sea Island idols in beauty
‘nine men had, at that time, graduated
assembled, considering whether it is not | of form, jn attractiveness of finish, or in
from the school. There has been a larger brethren to settle is this, Is ut right? feature of unusual interest.
possible for a reunion to be effected be- .expensiveness of decoration,
[If you will
With the Baptist Union, this special innumber, [ think, during the past nineteen Will seventy thousund Christians answer
tween Nonconformists and the Church of worship your church, do whitewash it,
this
question?
Will
our
fourteen
hunterest was connected with the question of
years. Otthese graduates, so far as I
England; and it is much more to find the nud have the paint cleaned up, and the
floors swept. Give your idol a fair show
‘am able to ascertain, only three have en- dred home pastors answer it?
the welfare and prosperity of rural churchdiscussion conducted in & manly, intelli before the world. [It is a shame to.a man
es.
While
the
towns
and
cities
of
Engtered the foreign field, viz., J. C. Dow,
That distinguished writer on missiongent and Christian spirit. The millennium to be mean towards that which he worof the class of 1842, B. B. Smith of the ary topics, the late Dr. Rufus Anderson, land are increasing in population, the
ships, or towards that which he worshipsapproaches.
* THOMAS GOADBY,
class of 1851, and J. L. Phillips of the has very clearly pointed out that every rural districts are rather declining, and
in.—8. 8. Times.
>
classof 1862.
healthy and prosperous mission’ must be some country churches find it difficult to
These figures call for.study and may a growing one. Did our friends mark the exist, Moreover, where the church of
Wendell Phillips gives some good hints in
Negro suffrage is not yet an. ideal sucrepay reflection. Daring its first decade fact that our total church membership in Bagling is active and has a zealous or the following respecting his methods of prep- cess ; but until better ideas of the sacredevangelical incumbent it often happens aration. He says:
our Biblical School sent one man to the this mission, us represented in the Report
ness and responsibility of. the suftrage
Generally ‘spéalgiig, I never write any prevail amoung the
white citizens of
foreign field, during its second decade it issued from our press several weeks agd,
that the very grounds upon which vilportion of what I say; never wrote asdozen
sent one man, during its third decade it is precisely what it was one year ago? lage churches first came into being are speeches in all my forty-five years. .I did not South Carolina, yes, and among the white
citizens of Massachusetts, let us not be in.
write a word of what I said about Garrison
also sent one man, during its fourth Have we ceased to grow?
It is forgotten that Dissent
If so, we've taken away.
at his funeral, und changed, one hour before | haste to pronounce negro suffrage a fail-deonde it sent none, nor has it sent any begun to die. There is a reason for the in England is mainly and primarily re- rose, the whole plan of what I had arranged to ure.— Advertiser.
leaving out one-third of what | had
pre
go far in its filth decade, If the change apparent stand-still in our work. .We
ligilous and only secondarily political. say,
pared, and adopting wnat came to me then and
from a */ Biblical” to a ** Theological” have had six men (neverrmore) for three ‘Many of our Noncofiformist ancestors there. Ordinarily, I think out pretty fully the
If figures tell the truth, infant baptism
and topics, and sometimes, not often.
"buse has anything to do in accounting for and a half million souls, and now we left the church of Eogland not because plan
in
Pedo-baptist churches is rapidly de.
sh
some sentences.
But I do generally adthis falling off in missionary supplies, have but four, two of whom are awjy they disapproved a National Establish- here very closely to such plan. As for lan- clining. Varidus reasons are ussigned
the sooner we retrace our steps and re- for sanitary reasons. When’ Mr. Coldren nent but because there was no godliness guage, I seldom take any care about it. As a for this fact by those who uphold this reman, used to walk, just lets himself move, xo ligious practice.
The Independent and
gain the old name and repeat the old went to Calcutta to help the Marshalls aod life in the National church. Now accustoming myself to speak as simply and Congregalionplis
t re trying 10 account
as possible in ordinary talk, I leave to
works, the better. Had it not been for off for America, 1 was the enly man left that the Church ut England has recovered tersely
Why shold: not a glaring error
habit to huve the words fit and forcible,
‘1 for it.
help trom Madison, Dartmouth, Hitlsdale, in our whole field for several days. its hold upon the people as a religious in-; think, for effi sient speaking, the want and use decline? * How long can u Christian pracmust be the preparation, rather
tice be maintained in opposition 10 the
and other schools, our foreign mission
Thank God for our wives "and sisters ! atitution,and hus a large number of godly’ ofthanlifeanyitself
half-dozen hours before.
I just try
New Testament?
Intant baptism has no
might have died of inanition years ago, Ours ‘hus Tong been chiefly a Woman's men as pastors, the urgent necessity for to do my best—thut is, to conquer an audience ~anction
in apostolic exsmole,, or in the
convert minds—nol ever to make a speech,
has in large and
80 far as our own Biblical School is con- Mission.
Shall we Jedain them, and Dissent,especially in villages,
Word ot Godi— Watch Tower:
wich 'would rain all.
na
ro
AD
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at the end of 1879, answered

the

call

’

(i

aa

And over‘thee
its mantle cast;

~

tained.

Sleep, weary one,

Those hours of pain and anguish deep,

-

=

That well might make an angel weep;
Sleep, weary one.

2A

Thou hast nobly wo

This sweet calm rest at set of sun,
For all the day thou hast labored wel
As many a loving deed could tell;

Sleep, weary one.

ar

Sleep, weary one, till the morning light
Shall burst upon thy dazzled sight;—

‘Then with fresh vigor thou shalt ris:
“ To join the friends of Paradise;

Sleep, weary one.’

4

Steep, weary one! We shall miss thee here, ,
Weshall miss thy loving words of cheer;
But we know for thee, the long, long day
Of pain and care has passed away;
7
Sleep, weary one.
Sleep, weary one, * that blessed sleep,
From which none ever wake to weep ;"—
That sleep that brings thee sweet release,
That sleep that ends in perfect peace;
Sleep, weary one.
IOLA.
oo

YE

YE WILL NOT COME TO ME THAT
MIGHT HAVE LIFE.
BY

MARILLA.

A voice from Judea still falls on the ear
And ri ngs through the depths of the soul;
With trembling we list to its warnings so cléar,
As down through the ages they roll.
“ Ye will not! Ye will not!” Oh, breathe it
with tears!
Ye will not accept of the Lord of the spheres.
canst thou reject him and turn from the
yr,
light,
Or flee from this dear hiding-place,
This Saviour who stands by thy heart-home
How

to-night,
And calls in the fulness of grace?
4 Ye will not! Ye will not!” Oh, sad the refrain,
Ye will not, come to him, €’en life to obtath,
oft would our Saviour have gathered in
love,
"Neath the fold of his own hallowed wings, '
The flock which on mountains of sinfulnessrove,
Unmindful of life-giving springs,
# Ye will not! Ye will not!” How plaintive
How

“tlfe eryy
Ye will not accept, when salvation is nigh.
The Lord of
E’en now
Oh, yield to
Ere angels

the ransomed, the
at thy portals doth
his pleading while
shall whisper, too

Saviour divine,
wait ;
mercy is thine,
late!

“Ye will not! Ye will not!” he tenderly cries,
“Ye will not come to me when life is the prize.

A JEWISH PASSOVER AND THE
LORD'S BL
SUPPER. *
BY

THE

REV.rc. PYEISGTON.

The Scripture

lessons ‘pen which the

doctrine expressed in this article rests are

found in Ex. 12: 1—14, 24—28; Matt.
96: 17—29; Mark 14: 17-25; Like 22:
14—20; John 13th and 14th chapters;
1 Cor. 11: 23—29; and Joshua 5: 1-7.
these Scripture referof ng
A careful readi
ences, properly studied in connection
re-

and contexts, will

with parallel texts

veal a divinely authorized rule for Christian guidance as to who are proper subjects to partake of the Lord’s Supper.
‘To properly understand this subject as
revealed inthe Old and New Testaments
1. The origin of these
we will notice
The Jewish Passover
two sacraments.
was instituted of God by Moses and first
celebrated upon the night before the IsLord's

The

iju -yraelites passed out of Egypt.

z : Supper was instituted by Jesus the Christ
on the night of his betrayal, it also being
the night before his crucifixion and departure out of this natural world.
2. The authorized design of these two
sacraments. The Passover was designed
to commemorate two specific objects:
one was historic, as a national memorial
of the wonderful preservation of the firstborn

of

Israel

while

the

first-born

Egypt were slain by the destroying

of

an-

gel; the other and more significant object
was sacramental and typical—it being especially designed to foreshadow the anti-

type, Jesus Christ our Passover, who
shed his blood and freely gave up his life

on the cross 2s a sufferer to make a vica-

rious atonement for the sins of the human

family, rendered effectual to all Christian
believers.

The Lott's Supper is designed

to commemorate two
one

the

historical

Cy

fact

that

objects :
Jesus the

Christ suffered and died upon the crdss
aecoordingto Scripture history; the other,
and it is the supreme object, is sacramen-

tal, viz., in fulfillment of Jewish types
and Scripture prophecy, the Lord

Jesus

Christ suffered and died ou the cross of
Calvary and his death was in the purpose
of the Father expiatory, involving a vicarious atonement for the sins of the world
add rendered efficacious to all Christian
believers.

3. By whom this memorial service, expressed in the Jewish Passover -and the
iLord’s Supper, was and is to be perpetuated.

The

Passover

was

Passover was to

be

ob-

served yearly, until the type had its prophetic fulfillment in Jesus, the antitype,

Sleep, weary one!
How long thy day;
How slowly sped its hours away ;-—

Sleep, weary one!

The

to. be com-

in his suffering and death upon the cross

In conclusion.’
If a graaite or marble
monument, analagous to the great

pyra:

an effectual vicarious atonement acceptable to God had been made in behalf of a

_ wice. The Lord's Supperis to be com- world ruined by sin, and that sinners by
' memorated by Israel after the Spirit or,
1 accepting Christ as presented in the gosin other words, persons who in the gospel
pel should receive full redemption from
sense are ‘‘ born again,"—born of the
sin,
and Be made heirs of heavenly glory,
Spirit, —children of God,—members of —if such an occurence were to'take place.
of
body,—the church
. Christ's

spiritual

ri
Wo!

hy

from inviting all the friends of our holy

Redeemer and also the friends of perishing sinners as well, to unite in the work
of constructing, to entire completion, such
a monument? What consistency would
there be for any limited - number of
Christ's friends, as represented ia denominationalichurches, to claim

the exclusive

and authorized right to construct this
monument? What consistency can there
be in excluding any disciple of Christ

A OALL TO THE MINISTRY: WHAT IS
IT?
BY

THE

REV.

*

as suited the tastes or convenience of the
individuals. It would not be strange if.

AT

wi

i

:

-

& js

the fathers in their profound convictions
against the popular

belief

and

practice,

attached too much importance ‘to special
impressions and overlooked

the

instruc-

D. WATERMAN.

It has always been a fundamental doctrine of the F. Baptist dettomination that
no man should enter the ministry unless
called of God, as was Aaron, A special call

was, with the fathers,something more than
a desireto be useful in God's service,something more than a love for souls and a desire

to do something to win them to Christ. It
was a profound conviction that ** Woe is
me if 1 preach not the Gospel.” It stood
in contrast with the common error of that.
day, that the minietry was like any other

Unlike our _—

The sexton wants first to understand his

business“and then go ahead.

——

if not of impatience,

not want to listen to the dyspeptic with
cold feet nor the plethoric with a hot
head. He does not want to let: his thermometer get above 70 degrees Fahr. any
more than the locomotive engineer would

that can supply the want.

office. It is not my purpose to heap reproaches upon this already too much
abused class of officers, but to try and give
them a few hints which, as viewed from

is sincere and direct. If a form of prayer
must be taught let the real necessity be

my stand-point, if acted upon would be of
great service to the cause of suffering humanity and of God.
The sexton I often think is like the
man with the aes so often quoted, who
tried to please everybody. and pleased
nobody and lost his ass besides. One
thinks it is too cold, so he builds a larger
fire, when another thinks it is too hot.

The request

the Lord's prayer 3

ances ever breathed into words. While it
voices the deepest longings-and suggests
the sublimest truths,it yet contains no sen.
tence which either wavers with solicitude

or thrills with majesty of diction.

There

is in it not so much as a single‘: Oh!" gx.

pressive of “either grief or gratification
As the model of all true prayer, the
Lord's Prayer iis in this respect very sug
gestive.
"We speak of prayer as the soul's
¢ wrestlig g with God.”
Isit so? Op j5
the ‘* wrestling” an experience we have
before we attain to the prayerful state of
mind}

Jacob

indeed wrestled

with the
uy I
idk

fully Enows that his antagonist was an
angel until * the |breaking of the day,»
and when his divine visitant revealed

character

by

dislocating

Jacob's

his

thigh

with a touch, the patriarch Seems to have

wlestled no more. And if you have a
clear faith in the character of God as yoar
Heavenly Father, if you realize that you

have brought your wants to Bim

who is

the Perfect Wisdom and Perfect Love,
how can you keep your anxiety? The
brightness of the soul's first vision of God,
4s be reveals himself in the opening words

of this prayer, will dissipate the shadows
from your brow. Butif a conception of

| the harasses of him we ‘address did not

pire calinness of spirit in us, surely we
should find great peace in the very fact
that God himself has prepared this prayer
for our lips. As Quesnel says, ‘‘ A king
who himself draws up the petition which
is to be presented, must sgrely take great
pleasure in granting it.” That our Lord
said, ** After this manner pray ye,"makes

all prayers modeled

after this to be like

a vessel filled with

Christ's own peace

and put to our lips.
Still another reason for the calmness. of
spirit which the prayer breathes through
us is the fact that it makes mote of Gud,
his will, his kingdom and glory, than it
does of the wants of the petitioner. If we
retain the doxology at the close, as in the

old version, then less than one-half of this
prayer will directly concern him who offers it. *‘ Our Father which art in heaven hallowed be Zhy name; Thy Kingdom
come, Thy will be done,” are thoughts at
the beginning; ** For Thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory, for ever,
Amen!” the closing thought; between
which come even more briefly the cries
which are born of human need. The petitions of one's self are like tents of en-

campment, while the great facts of divine
sovereignty and goodness surround

like mighty bulwarks.

them

True prayer

is

thus exemplified as more of a lifting of
the soul to God in holy reverence, resig-

nation, devotion, than an effort to draw
God to meet our desires, though in

them-

selves the purest and most scriptural; a

willingness to be bent to his will, rather
to bend him to ours. It is

| than aa effort
only after the
done,” that it
How unlike
ers,

soul has said, ** Thy will be
ventures to say, ** Give us.”
this are our common pray-

which,

however

humble

our

lae-

guage, are only voicings of our religious,
if not secular,

selfishness!

Our

prayer

is full of self, with just room enough

at

the beginning for some paraphrase of “0
God!" and at the end for a courteous
turning of the ** Amen.” Suppose, however, you follow the model of the Lord's
Prayer, and as’ much time as you are accustomed to spend in anxiety about your
own wants, so much first «pind in meditation about God,

his

love, his

wisdom,

his promises, the bledsedness of having
his will absolutely accomplished, the glory of a human soul partaking of his glory,

etc. Very likely that some—of your intended petitions will after that be unut
tered, you will be so willing to leave their
matter entirely in God's hands, without
so much as a hint of your own idea as te
what were

best to be done.

tions will be

modified,

Other

and

peti-

from all of

them will be exorcised the spirit of doubt
and solicitude. Thus you will find that the
spirit of the prayer will be. the prayer's
best answer.
For, after all, God himself, as the soul’s confidence, is the best

of blessings; rest in God better than the
cessation of any outward trouble; com‘munion with God better than any stream

of prosperity.—Rev. Dr. Ludlow, in the
Tlius. Christian Weekly.
o> --b
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Afwes; Christianity,
Skepticism

means

ropes

What?

Nothing.

not something more

and better, but nothing at all. Of &
brighter day it gives no assurance; its
face is toward darkness and despair.
|

It

banishes Christ to find no Saviour and no
salvation. For the verities and hopes of the
‘Gospel it ghves us conjectures and fantasies, with speculations about the unknowableness of God and the future, or dreary

philosophies which end in a hopeless and
disgusting pessimism. Is it no compliment

to Christianity to say it is good as the

best, but there is something better. If
first felt and impressed. ‘Vain repetitions”. it is not as good a8 the best, it is, essenure forbidden. A keen sense of want will tially, no better than the worst. If
always find proper expression in words,

How many are seen in society with

the

appearance of happiness to whom it is only a sort of moral toilet, which they lay
aside as 800n as they reach home!
vlHa
yas

In politics

400-00

decided

ut

whether

men

are Christians or Jews, Turks or infidels.
It really ends in failure, and lands the™
conclusion that all religions

8re

equally good and equally worthless. — The

become

Churchman,

modified by discussion; as in a fight between a miller and chimney-sweep,neither
one becomes black nor the other white,

through general dissatisfaction.

but both gray.

§

do for each and all the

it makes little difference
in the

*

opinions

not

it can

most that is possible for any religion, then

0-0-0
* ++

He can not extinguish the fire, 80 i8 in a
dilemma and is liable to lose his office
Many of

they

one of thé most quiet and quieting atter-

tions ‘of the word of God. God forbid
allow his steam guage to get above 140
that+t should ever be-accepted among us,
1bs, pressure. If the church has no therthat the call of God to the work of the
mometer the best thing the pastor can do
ministry is not an absolute prerequisite
to entering that sacred cffices* Bat what is to buy one’ Rhos next Sunday. I
is a call to the ministry.? "And how are, have known an armful of wood to spoil
men called? It is not merely a call to im- the ‘effect of a sermon upon which a
The writer’
prove one’s gift publicly ; every Chiristlan week's study was expanded.

wonderfully to the qualifications for the

which, when

are earnest, are apt, to be fall of anxiety

He does

ie

Tl1-gotten” gains

are never

price, and a good conscience
‘what it is worth.
»

i
haglit

i
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OF THE LORD'S
could arise | profession or occupation, a matter of them I presume, would be heartily thaok- | THE OALMNESS RAYER.
ful if such were the case.
choice, and might be chosen or refused

as the great expiatory sacrifice for the
sins of the world. The Lord’s Supper is
to be perpetuated until the second person- from aiding to the extent of ** The widal coming of Christ, as to his bodily pres- ow’s mite” in such a monument, if it be
ence, in power and great glory to judge expressive of love for Christ and faith in
the world and reign forever and - ever. 1 him as tke atoning sacrifice and Saviour?
once attended a Quarterly Meeting which
And yet, strange as it may seem, any is called to do that, and. the faithful imCor. 11: 26.
was completely ruined. so far as Bpirit|
of
body
organized
or
provement of one’s gitt will show to what
5. These two sesml
vere) Christian believer
ual
results yere concerned, by the house:
are, monumental as truly as memorial} believers who would exclude a member particular position in the church he is
being
constantly: over heated. Get your
the church militant from the monu- called.
They are monumental in an equal, sense
| house sufficiently warm before. the peobe
to
Christ
of
"The call of Aaron to the priesthood, is
with the Feast of Tabernacles,our Ameri- mental service designed
ple come in; afterward there would be
can Fourth of July, or our national Deco- perpetuated in the Lord’s Supper is per- often referred to as a precedent to be folbut little fire required. A body of people
ration annually on the 30th of May. The forming this very act, although they may lowed. No min taketh the honor to himcreates
heat. Normal blood heat is 98 deself, except he is ‘called of God as was
one supreme object is the historical per- not be aware of it themselves.
grees
Fabr.
so that two hundred people,
Every
person,
who
would
contribute
Aaron.
But
how
was
Aaron
called
?
The
petuation of great eyents.
Whatever
moreor
less,
emit a great quaniiiy of
‘may be the private character or motive of money for the construction of a granite or first we learn of Aaron was God's speakheat.
persons who unite is this monumental marble fionument upon which to inscribe ing to Moses, giving him his brother to
- So much for heating ; but what of venservice it neither does nor can injure the ‘the historic and sacrificial death of Christ speak for him, because hé could speak}
Most’ sextons, I presu
e, ale
About this time God called “tiiation
design for which the monument is con- for purposes plainly set forth in the gos- fluently.
ready
know
that
we
live
by
breathing
but
structed and is perpetuated. This type pel, would be regarded as a believer in Aaron, and. told him to go inte the wilmany
of
them
seem
not
to
have
the
least
to
designed
derness to meet Moses.
No intimation
of monuments built by nations, churches
the truths this monument is
idea what we breathe. 1 presume they
and different organized bodies, perpetuates perpetuate, and whatever might be his was| given to Aaron of the important office
think
so long as we get anything
to
great truths in the minds of the people in private motive, his act would universally he was called to fill. See Ex. 4: 10—28.
breath
we
will
not
die,but
herein
they
are
of
Through Moses, Aaron was “called and
the most emphatic manner known in the be construed in support of the design
mistaken ; to breathe some things is cerhistory of the world.
the monument, Equally so the doctrine appointed to the position he was to ocperson
Whatever may have been the existing
Aaron was called directly to tain death. An ordinary-sized
which the Lord's Supper is designed to cupy.
consames
about
one
cubic
foot
of
pure
divergences among the Israelites upon enforce if it be intelligently stated. Then join his brother in the wilderness by God ;
oxygen
every
hour
and
as
only
about
or
0R¢z.
religious dogmas, no sect had any divine
motive
and to his special work by God, through
whatever may be the private
authority to appropriate to themselves character of the communicant, his act is a Moses. If this is to be received as a type fifth of the air is oxygen he must there
fore consume five cubic feet of pure common
exclusively any superior claim to the profession of faith in the doctrine taught of how God. calls men to the ministry,
air
per hour. In two hours, the ordinthe
privilege of observing and perpetuating in these symbols as openly stated by
does it not suggest at least that Ged calls
the Passover. © It was a church ordinance Christian pastor or administrator; and if his servants to his service generally, and ary sitting of preaching and Sundayand the term was not restricted to any communicants disguise their character or the church appoints. them"{o. their special schools, each personconsumes ten cubic
feet of air. If one hundred persons were
one sect of religionists to the exclusion of motives they can not harm the sacrament,
position in the church.
any other sect constituting part of the but only bring upon themselves the just
Bat that was not the office of High shut in a perfectly tight room containing
national church. Irrespectiveof social or condemnation of God, while he overrules Priest to which Aaron was called,, How one thousand cubic feet of air, in less
dogmatical differences, and irrespective of their disguise in the maintenance of the was he called to that? Let us ses: In than two hours every soul of them would
personal fellowship with others as un- gospgl design of this ordinance expressed the 28th chapter of Exodus, we read that be dead. When it is nioreover remembered
worthy persons, they could and did unite in this monumental service. As Chris- after the arrangements for the<worship of that with the air we inhale is exhaled a
in the patriotic and religious services of tians, we are to judge charitably of all God were completed, Moses was com- poisonous gas which can not support anpreserving in this monumental form, and communicants unless their fruits author- manded to take Aaron and his sons from iraal life, it can readily be seen how soon
transmitting to coming generations, the ize us to judge differently.
among the people and set them apart to the air of any public gathering (if there
great truths expressed in the Passover.
the work of the Jewish ministry.
‘Thus is no ventilation) will become impute.
chaplain
a
was
The writer of this article
However unworthy persons, as individ- in the army of the Potomac, in the Sixth Aaron was called of God to the priestly But even beyond this the air in churches
vals, might be, yet if influenced by intel- Corps commanded by Major General office, but chiefly through the instrumen- often is very impure to begin the services
ligent conceptions of the designs of the Sedgewick. This corps was constituted tality of Moses. Are mengalled to the of Sunday morning. Let us follow its
Sunday evenPassover God could and did everrule of three distinct divisions under the corn- ministry under the Gospel dispensation history through one week.
ing’s
services
closed,
the
house
is secarely
their acts for the perpetuation of this mand of subordinate generals.
Each in a similar manner ® Let us see. ye
shat
and
not
opened
again
until
Weduesgreat monument and the truths it pro- corps division had
also a distinct first called the Twelve to be his disciples;
day
night
prayer-meeting.
Those
who
after
this
he
sent
them
out,
as
their
powclaims to the future generations.
by whieh
division flag and badge
attend it go through the deadening process
ers
were
developed,
to
do
work
for
him;
In true harmony with these statements
distinetwas
corps
their position in the
and perfectly analagous to them, the com- tively recognized. On the 9th of May, and after his resurrection and the de- of inhaling the foul air of the previous
memorating of the Lord's Supper is a
scent of the Holy Spirit each found his ap- Sunday and leaving it still more impure,
during the wilderness campaign, Gen.
monumental service entrusted for its Sedgewick was killed. The corps cher— propriate position, according to his fitness They wonder why it is their ** spiritudl
faithful perpetuation to the gospel church
As generally believed, strength has not beer renewed” and how
com- for the work.
ished a very high estimate of their
or. household of Christian faith constitutJames
became
president
of the apostolic | iti is ** hosannas languish on their tongues,
mander, and measures were adopted
ed of all persons born of the Holy Spirit. executed 10 construct 8 monument to
‘council at Jerusalem, Peter and John and their devotion dies.” _ In this atmosThis monumental service is to be the di- petuate his name and fame. The pl
leading speakers in the Master's work, phere they begin the services of another
vine inheritance of all the spiritual chilexecuted was to obtain from the govern- and the power of the Holy Spirit made Sanday. The people come praying for
dren of God in an equal sense with Christ ment cannon that had been used in the their work effectual. They-had a special God’s blessing upon the services of the
asa personal Saviour,and inaneqnal sense
war and have them recast into a statue work to do, and had special qualifica- morning and the minister prays for the
withthe Holy Spiritand all gospel promisPaul ‘has been con- descent of the Holy Spirit but ten minutes
finished in bronze to represent the per- tions for that work.
es. We concede that organized bodies of sonal form of their beloved commander. sidered a model preacher. At what time jnside such a sanctuary cools their ardor
Christian workers have aright,subordinate The estimated expense of this monument and manner was he called to his work as completely and all wonder the preacher
to the teachings of divine revelation, to was so arranged that each officer and a minister of the Gospel? Luke, in giving has no more zeal and they no more iater:
:
ji
"
adopt such methods as they think best |
an account of Saul’s wonderful conversion | est. The ministers may (ry and remedy
calculated to make Christian disciples, their rank,thus allowing the drummer boy (Acts 9) tells us that Ananias was in- the evil but can only partially succeed
but they have no right to appropriate the an equal privilege with the highest officer formed of what God was calling Saul of without the. concurrence of the sexton.
commemoration of the Lord's Supper and in the eorps of aiding in this service. Tarsus to engage in. Paul, telling his ex- Spurgeon once had much trouble in: this
surround it with denominational barriers This bronze monument, in statuary form, perience before Agrippa, said that Jesus matter and talked much in vain. Finally,
and thus close its approach against any exists to-day to mark the spot where told him for what purpese he called him, be took his cane when none were near and
member of the true Israel of God.
Such sleeps the dust of the fallen hero, and to and what his life work would be while broke a few of the lights out of the wina course would be analagous to overrid- testify to the exalted remembrance which scales were on his eyes, and when he and dows. The trustees proposed an investiing by state legislation the’ privileges his command cherished for him. No one Barnabas were sent to the Gentiles, the gation and he seconded the motion. He
guaranteed by the United States govern- of the three divisions which constituted church was commanded * to separate me thought they should offer a reward of five
ment in the several states.
the sixth cerps, claimed either the ex- Barnabas and Saul, for the work where- dollars for information of the person who
did it and when they found him, give him
This monumental service symbolizes clusive or the superior right to construct unto I have called them.”
Paul's case was a special one, and de- the five dollars for doing so righteous an
the Christians Passover, and its privileg- a monument
for their commander.
Because of his act. If sextons would observe (hese sug es and blessings offered to all the house- Whatever divisions existed in that gal- serves further notice.
hold of Christ irrespective of denomina- lant and effective corps, and whatever Jewish education, and intense hatred of gestions with reference first to tempertional, dogmatical, creedal, or ceremonial
flags and’ badges marked the distinctions | Christianity, nothing short of a signal ature and secondly, when fires are being
of God's power,
could built Sunday morning, open doors and
fellowship. The qualifications for partici- between these military organizations, yet manifestation
pating in this sacrament and cenferring they were all subordinate to. a common awaken him a to sense of his conditiun, ' windows on 48 many sides of the house
a divine right to this service is entirely flag around which they all were to ral- and he was then and there informed for as possible for one half hour, they might
what purpose God had appeared unto hopefully pray for a revival of religion.
above all these distinctive fellowships, ini
ly.
bim.
It could hardly be considered a
dependent of them, and derives no auAsa final thought, can we fail to see
fair illustration of an ordinary call to the
thority whatever from them. The one
“ TEACH US T0 PRAY.
that instead of the construction of a pyrasingle requisite for believers to possess is midal monument of granite or marble to ministry. Yet in his case there was a
BY J. W. BARKER.
edoperation of the church and
to discern in these presented symbols the perpetuate the story of the cross and | joint
In response to this request, the Divine
Holy Ghost in calling and sending him
tokens of Christ's body offered in sacrifice
the truths it expresses, Christ, in the gos- forth as God’s minister to the Gentiles, Master gave that wonderful form of prayupon the cross for us. As a monumental
pel, has chosen symbols of his own body Paul’s teaching and the present duty of er which many so often repeat and chant,
service, it constitutes a part of the Chrisand blood, and has instituted this service
the church, 1 reserve for another article.
but which so few really understand and
tian disciple’s testimony and individually
as his own chosen form of building a
appreciate. But a more forcible aad la0-9
helps increase the united testimony that
monument to his own glory and most ef-{'
conic form of prayer is put in to the mouth
Christ died upon the cross, and that in
A
WORD
TO
SBEXTONS.
fectually to illustrate the fact and design
of the’ guilt-smitien publican: * God be
his death an atonement has been made for
BY THE REV. Z, F. GRIFFIN.
of his death upon the cross ?- Can we fail
merciful to me, a sinner.” This man
sin, and through this atonement salvation
to see that this monumental service is the
is conferred upon believers.
The season for an unusual number of went down to his house justified. It may
equal inheritance
of all the church mili-|
‘In the purpose of God this monumental
and heated houses is again up- be well enough to teach simpl¥ forms
tant? Can we fail to see that the Lord meetings
service is placed above all denominationon us, and a word to sextons may ‘be of of prayer to children. A few proper words
Jesus Christ is the great captain -of our
may be given them. But even in such
al legislation.
It is the divinely conservice.
salvation, that he is the Lord of hosts and
cages, it is better, if possible, to make the
ferred inheritance to the church militant,
I
suppose
we
all
know
something
of
that he died for all his spiritual followers ?
and we can but feel that any religious
the duties of a sexton. They are mainly child feel and see the real necessity and
Can we fail to see that those who are
body, by surrounding the approach to
to care for the church and its furniture propriety of prayer. Forms and recitaidentified with the army of the Lord havthe acknowledged symbols of the body
and to dig the graves in the attached tions of prayer tend always to obscure
ing on the Christian ‘armor and engaged
and blood of Christ with barriers which
cemetery. I am not addressing them as a sense of personal want and personal
in conquering this world through Christ
excludes any Christian believer, reduces
grave diggers, but as those who care for responsibility. A sense of need must
and for him are the persons whom the
the ordinance to a denominational standalways precede real prayer. It is not of
the church.
To be still more explicit,
Saviour welcomes to the sacramental
ard and thus, without any divine authorias those who make the fires and see to ten that the little child needs to be taught
table to perpetuate in his own chosen
how to ask for a piece of bread. It is
ty, is exercising a forbidden sovereignty
the ventilation of the church.
way a monument to his own glory P
over a sacrament conferred upon ChrisThe officeof sexton is & very important true, in his earliest days, none but a
Vinal Haven, Maine P
tian disciples by their crucified, risen and
one and an apprenticeship of about three smother can well understand the nature
ascended Lord.
And this is just the one
.| years pulpit ministrations would add of his Ay

memorated by the Jewish nation or, in mid of Egypt, were about to be construct
other words, * Israel after the flesh.” "ed to last throughout all the coming centuries, upon which to record the historic
This service was their divinely appeinted
and vicarious death of the Lord Jesus
Jewish
The
inheritance and privilege.
Christ for the emphatic purpose of setting
and
church,
Jewish
the
d
nation constitute
con forth testimony to the world, that in the
eemroATOUgh natural birth persons w
person of the divine Son of God an expiastituted members of that church, and be- tory offering had been. made for sin, that
the
had
they
of such relationship

highest author{ty for uniting in this ser-

3
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worth

the

never COS¥

aw

Is resting: How oh:tits lowly bed;
The longed-for night has come at last,

iChrist,— Christian believers,—the house. | what wrong er impropriety
hold of faith,~~all persons having the
fellowship of the Spirit,—having Feceived
the atonement.
4. The period of time through wich
these memorial services were to be main-
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against him, saw that he so gave up the
ghost, he said, Truly this man was the Son,
fk. «40 of God.
And there were also
omen beholding from afar: among who
were both
Mary Magdalene, and Mary
(fie ‘mother of

greatly endeared

I.

be asked him

whether he

had

been

any

45 while dead.
And when he learned it of
the centurion, he granted the corpse
to
46 Joseph.
And he bought a linen cloth, and
taking him down, wound him ib the linen
eloth, and iad bim in a tomb which had
been hewn
but of a rock; and he rolled a
stone against the door of the tomb.
And
47 Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of
Juses beheld where he was laid.
Torics—The veil rent.
The lookers-on.
The barial.

Connecting Link.—~The events of this lesimmediately

after those

last lesson.
Parallel accounts, Matt.
23:45--06; John 19: 31—42,

1.

The veil rent.

of the

27:51-66;

Luke
A

interior

of the

The

Temple was divided, like the Tabernacle,

into two

parts, or rooms,

an outer

one

<gnd an inner one. The outer room, in the
front of the Temple, called the ** Holy
Place,” Was separated from the Inner,
or rear room, called “ The Most Holy
Place,” or the
Holy of Holies,” by a
very.

magnificent zcurtain,

wrought \of

costly material and ‘in beautifal colors.
This was known as the *‘ Veil of the
Temple ;” into

the

room

*« Holy of Holies,”

the

bebind

it,

high-priest

once a year, on the Day of

the

went

Atonement to

make atonement for the sins of the people. Within this sacred place was the
Ark of the Covenant, upon which was the

Mercy-seal, and above it the Seraphim,
overshadowing it, It was the splendid
veil hueg before these sacred things and
hiding them from the room'into which
the priests went every day, that was rent

from top to bottom at noon of the day on

which our Saviour was crucified; “while
the earth was enveloped in darkness,
and its solid substance was shaken by a
terrific earthquake.
The rending of that
veil signified that all which was sacred
in the ceremonies of the law was now
over, and those ceremonies of no use, for
the great Saviour and sacrifice whom all
signified was now come, und had fioiched

his work for guilty men.
pensation with its rites

The old dis-

and

ceremonies,

which were typical of something better
to eome, had passed away, and that
, Which they foreshadowed had come.
II.
The lookers-om.
Among those
who witnessed what was taking place,

were the Roman soldiers having charge
“of the crucifixion of Jesus.

The

centu-

rion in command of these soldiers, having

seen and heard all these things, declared
emphatically, ** Truly, this man

was

the

Son of God.”
He was convinced that
the death of Jesus was not the death of
an ordinary mortal. There weré also
many Galilean women who had bagh his
disciples and followers and had come to
Jerusalem with him. Among these were
Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother
of James the less, and Salome, the wife
of Zebedee, and mother of James and
John,

who

with

Peter,

especially

were

honored by the Saviour on several occa-

sions,
These with sad and sorrowful
hearts looked upon what must have
seemed to them the destruction of all
their hopes. The life of one whom they
had loved, to whom they had ministered
4%

had

with affectionate regard, whom

they

every good reason to believe

in as the

Son of God, had been cruelly taken, and

his dead body hung there upon the cross
before their eyes.

It was, indeed, a dark

for them.

and’ gloomy hour

If heaven select it for its icstramen t,
May shed celestial music on the breeze

As clearly as the pipe whose golden tip

Befits the lip of Phasbus.” ©

And yet it remains eve¥tiae that those

OF other

spectators we kuow but little. Many
lovked on in idle curiosity ; some who had
hoped now despaired, and so with va-

rious and sometimes conflicting emotions,

the crowd went and came till the twilight

Mary Magdelene

would have been turned away from the
door of Pilate’s palace; Peter and John
would have been answered with a curt
rebuff even if they gained a scant hearing
from the Roman governor. Bat Joseph's
social standing was such that he could not
be dismissed with a sneer and a frown.
Men in authority, by reason of their opportunities, owe more_to God than the
great multitade. It is well for them when

they recognize the fact and accept the
burden,

a——
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THE

GOOD TEACHER.

He feels an interest in his class, and in

the school at large, and
and prays for wisdom to
his pupil in the Holy
bring them to Christ.
He carefdlly Stuties,
son itself, but also the
teaching and enforcing

faithfully, labors
properly instruct
Scriptures, and
not ouly the les.
best method of
it, and then so

‘conducts himself that his class may

have

him as an example of good works. He
is prompt and punctual, is never absent
and never late without the best of excuses.

When the time for beginning arrives,
he spends no time in idle gossip, nor in
foolish questionings, but at once addresses himselfto the lesson; and.he usually
finds the time allotted too short to notice
all the points involved.
His class register is neatly kept; he
can tell at a glance the name, age, residence, and standing of each pupil, and

the length of time he has been
class.
His class is noted.in the

in the

school

for its

promptness.
No member is absent without cause, and no one comes in lasie to

The secret of Jesus’ power, as

a public

teacher, lay in his apt use ot illustrations
The power of Spurgeon in England, and
here,

as

popular

ting.

preachers,

is

of illustra

Arnold, of Rugby, was a prince of

day was a day of preparation for the
Sabbath. When the evening bud come,

to them, it will be the brightest, happiest

Joseph of Arimathes, ** who himself was
looking for the kingdom of God,” went
boldly to Pilate and asked that he might

be ullowed to take down the body of
Jesus and bury it. Titate called the
centurion in charge to learn

whether

or

not Jesus was really dead, and. when he
was assyred by him that he was, he

gave

the desired permission.

then

took the

body,

made

such

g
Bed

Joseph

preparations

by their

point was

lips.

his firm

wonderful

eagerness,

and

his

faith

im-

pressed all who knew him. Ove day his
only son was ill, and he brought him to
our bungalow for medicine.
While I
was preparing the dose, I heard the
voice “¢ priyer, and- looking around saw
_him.o n' his knees, with the child in his
arms earnestly imploring God to spare
his life. It was a touching scene and ussured me of the child's recovery. This
ten

years

of age, survives

trait

was

his devotion

to

day of the whole seven. What we want
to do is to put religious truths before our

children in such an attractive form that
the Bible will be the

books to them.

most

attraciive

ef

Children want’ the same

kind of food and truth that we do, only
they want it served

upa

litle

AND

his

miss

preacher

will

be greatly

missed

er falls

servioe, he never failed

to ask

HLTH PRS.
i

for ability

to understand and explain Gods Word.
He was quick to catch the truth and his
grasp of it was firm. * * * His eget
questions in the class-room will long "be |.
remembered, and his ready replies also.
Supai’s fellow studevts at a memorial
service sp ke very grat fully of the help
he had rendered

them.

One said:

«:

dience

last

January, less

than

Death

bad

3

ho cause, the symptoms,

ao terrors for

I shall
not get well.

in our Bible School than that he has
plucked.
What a work, during the past four
months, have sickness and death wrougnt
in our mission.
But the Heavenly Father is too wise to err: He doeth all

things well

finer,

so

that they can digest it.
b> +e

The falling leaf, the dropping nut and
the fading flower, all admonish us that
we too are passing away.

Rev. T. P. CHILD

a life-long

Free Bottle of miy

1y1

CONSUMPTION

= _ is not incurgble, if properly attended to.—
Consumption; at its commencement, is but a
slight irritation of the membrane which covers
the Lungs; then an inflamation, when the on
cough is more observable, but rather dry; then >
& becomes local fever and the pulse more fre- ss
quent, the cheeks flushed and chillsmore com-

ES

mon, This Elixir in curing the above complaints, operates 80 as to remove all morbid
irritations and inflamation from the
them

Itfacilitates expectoration,

Everyone
are

now

laughs

have seen a large number of new temples,
in various stages of completion.
Only
last week I vi-ited Kioto, and saw in

process of cons'raction what is to ba one
ofthe grandest Budd bh st temp'esin Japan,
Near by I saw a temple called Ni-hi Hongauji, the most beautiful sacred edifice tha
L ever entered,
At the celebrated schol

the latter temple, s large

number of young men ure being educat
ed for mission rigs to Europe and’ Ameri

ca,

found throngs of
one misunderstand

worshipers
we,
What

the missionaries claim to have done, they

have done; and it has been a glorious
work:

But

the end is not yet, mid

it is

Folly to underestimate ihe strength of an
opponent.—Chaplain G. 4. Urawjord, U.
8.
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of the jungles. How earnestly he held
up the only Saviour for sinners before the
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His faith shone brightly when he |
preached to his poor ignorant countrymen
father.
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leading Corsets;
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teachers, mainly from this cause. The
scarcely been
use of illustrations is governed by five of a néw day, and there
a brighter since the nngels made the Jugeneral laws:
dean plains thick with melody at the
1. The illustration must be within the birth of Jesus.
It looks, after all, as if
comprehension of those addressed.
the strategic pint in the warfire fir this
2. There must be an obvious resem- world’s supremacy was the heart «ff wom.
blance between thb illustration and that an. That won and the family is won.
And when up goes the family down goes
which it 1s intended to make more clear.
heathenism.
8. It must not be so absorbing as to
The editor of the Review adds:
attract from the main subjget it would
Let the godly women of Christendom
illustrate.
take heart and courage.
Haviog pu
4. It must not be long drawn out.
heart and hand to this mighty work «f
5. It should be suggestive always, by evangelizing the millions of heathendom,
A grander, holiassociation, of the thing to be illastra- let them not louk back.
er enterprise never enlist-d man’s ene rgies
ted.
or woman's devotion. Let there be a holy
emulation to see who shall give and pray
Long evenings bring opportunities for aod labor most to honor Christ and win
home delights. Make the hcuse cheer- souls for him.
ful; have a bright fire, a well lighted
room, comfortable chairs, books, magaCHRISTIANITY IN JAPAN.—The Church
zines and papers, music, and pleasant at howe should not deceive itself as tw.
The
conversation ; redeem the time for intel- the status of Christianity in Japan.
lectual and moral growth ; keep the chil- work is not yet done, nor about to he
done. I have heard it said, iv mission.
dren at home by attraction rather than by ary meetings at home, that heathen temcompulsion ; increase their knowledge of ples are falling into ruins, aod that no
God's Word and of his work in nature.— new ones are being built. Both sratewents are untrue for Japan.
The old
Sunday- School World.
1
temples here are well cared for, and |
If we teach our children as we ought
to do, instead of Sunday being the drearjest, dullest, tiresomest day of the week

a distingnished member of the Sanhedrin,

lives than

The great superiority

2B

Graded Papers and graggd T.esson Helps at pricey
far below all others = On trial, for three months, 50
per cent. off and if not found « eiter, this is refunded,
Over five million circula ion: Send for samples
and full particulars. DAV.D C. COOK, 36 Adams
Street, ( hicago.
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more effec-

Says Dr. Johnson, in the Missibhary
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preach
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faith in God. From the day of his conversion, he believed God's Werd with

Woman’s

warned them homeward.
III. The burial. The next day alter
the Crucifixion was the Sabbath, and that

tively by their

disturb the school.— Gospel Teacher.

owing largely to this faculty

They

* * * Another strong

son, now

who are held in high esteem among men
have an exceptional influence, and so are
weighted with an exceptional responsibility. It is probable that no -other of the
discipleship : could have accomplished

what Joseph effected.

Notes and Hints.
son followed

Gud.
:
‘, The coarsest reed that trembles in the marsh.

tive converts.
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him
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Per Cent, Off
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i§ GREAT GERMAN

The rending of the veil
proach. No one dared attack his good”
II. The value of the centurion's testi- name and no one questioned his word.
His life’ was thoroughly honest and of
mony.
;
good report. Only men who have lived
in pagun lands *# * can know how good
Baar
GLEANINGS.
itis to have men. like this among our na-

As we look at Juseph of Arimathea we
41 Jumes the less and of Joses/
and Salome;
see emphasized the power of a religious
who, when be was in Galil
character in men of high station. The
and ministered usto him
women
which came
humblest Christian life has its irresistible
Jerusulem.
/
.
43
And when even w4s now come, because influence for good iz some measure and
it was the Preparation, that is, the day bein certain directions. A man need not
43 fore the sabbath, there came Joseph of
be nobly born, or distinguished for talent
Arimathzea, a councillor of honourable
estate, who also himself was looking for the
and wealth in order to do brave work for
kingifom of God; and he boldly went in
unto Pilate, and asked for the body of Jesus,
"44 And Pilate morveled if he were already
dead : and calling unto him the centurion,

my

him to us all. One of
‘| them was his purity.
He lived above re-
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38 And the veil of the temple was rentin
39 twain from the top to the bottom.
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their devotion to Christ.
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“The way to perfect holiness ‘was

“Is this the Adum’s House?”

of a Bostonian.
*“ Yes,” was the reply,
*“ap’s,
Adam's house until you get to the roof—then it's
eaves.

D0 Popular Son sor 3g en 409 Comic Songs, 30 et.

Bowels

GOLDEN TrXT.— Truly
Son of God. v.39.

Supai was baptized in June, 1872,
and, two years
later, was
put on
thestaff of Santal preachers, a posthe never
dishonored or deserted. ~In 1879, he was
among the very first who applied for admission to the Bible School, and for three
years was a faithful student, devoting his
vacations to itinerdting among
his own
peoplein their jungle country. , Mi were

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

opened by Christ's death.”—Peloubes.
lI. Emergencies may make timid men

Matt. 27: 62-66,

v

Great

ey

8. ‘The tomb sealed.

Matt. 27: 50=6f.""

From it we select the follow-

ing items:

every

; no other Ameri
equalat any., Also.
octaves:
ont,
quality, for popular

Le

$. Ohrist
laid 10 the tomb.
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February.
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Worlds Industrial Coma
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Parallel account. John 19: 31—42.
Veil of the temple. Ex. 26:31—37.
Veilremoved. 2 Cor.8:11—18.
=
’
Accessto Holy ef Holies, Heb. 10:11—23.

one from removing the body. Thus it
came to pass, as was foretold, that Jesus
had his burial with the rich.
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Facts speak plainer than words.” Proof:—
““\The*Doctor told
tv take a blue pill, but I
didn’t, for I bad
1 been poisoned twice by
mercury. The druggist told me to try KidneyWort, and Idid. It was
just the thing for my
biliousness and constipation, and now Iam as
well as ever.”—A. P. Sanford.
Sold in both dry
aad liquid form.
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DAILY READINGS.

ML Afterhis death. Mark 15:38—47.

Supal.

the women
The Sept,—Oct. number of the MisAt the re- | stonary Review contains a sketch, written
also placed by Dr. J. L. Phillips, of Supai, one of the
stationed a Santal students of our India Bible School,
prevent any who died at Santipore of small pox last
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sa~THE REGISTER for 1883.-sx

pressage add€d.
We are now able to fill
orders and hope'to receive a great many
of them without delay.

nize more than a mere

image; we are

impressed and sometimes deeply moved ;
we acknowledge a present force or powar,
inherent in a purpose, that quickens
thought, awakens aspirations,and teaches

a

j The address

of Rev. E Crowell, after Dec.

3, will be San Francisco, 1928 Sutter St. instead of Sutton St., as was stated week before
jast.——The managers of the Bates Student
for 1883 are showing commendable enterprise:
Notice their advertisement on our last page.
——Bro. J. L. Hammett’s article on ‘“ Handwork for India” was intended for publication
last week, but did not reach us in season to

‘college chapel (?)

prophets

and

Truly,

a goodly

students!——We

mevement is on

foot

among

band

learn
the

of

that a

good

peo-

ple of Parsonsfield, Me., to erect a monument
over the grave of Eider John Buzzell—It is
very desirable that the book for which Bro.
Curtis inquires should be recovered if possible.
See his card under ‘ Communications”
——
Only such a pressure of circumstances as has
postively prevented it,has kept us from seconding, in a * leader,” the points contained in
Bro. Phillips’s India letter this week.
Let no
one fail to read it. Our dear brother asks in a
private note:
*‘ Has God nobody _for India in
all our rising ministry? I believe he has,” and
«loses with *‘ tiredly yours.”
His burden is

:great, and not only his, but thatof all the mission

band.

In a note received

the

ether

day,

Editor Wilder of the Missionary Review says:
“¢ I grieve to see your India Mission depleted.
Why don’t & dozen of your young pastors volunteer to-go at once?” It is a pointed and perti-

nent question.

We believe that the minds

of

many young pastors are not. a little exercised
over this matter. Whom is God calling, and

when shall the response be heard, .** Here

am

I; send me” ?——If readers must skip anything
in the Star this week, let it not be Bro. Brack-

ett’s well-considered word for the Star on this
page.——An article by the Rev. Dr. Cheney,re«ating to the union of Liberal Baptists, is re.-served for our next issue.——The Winter St.
church and society, of Haverhill,
will have a
jubilee gathering, on the evening of the 22d

inst., over the removal of their long-standing
«ebt,

Re

3
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a

THabits of prevarication and deception
are often formed in childhood, and become
80 strong that they are rarely ever gotten
rid of. How many unfortunate children
are mow being traised to such practices and
habits by the example of their elders!
Grumblers are tobe expected and accepted

and made the best of in this world, aleng
with thistles and boils and plagues and

pestilences. But no grumblers shall inherit the kingdom of heaven. ~~

Cd

The lower stratum of society is troubled

the world

over.

Its throes

and writh-

ings have terribly shaken the superstructure of despotism in Russia. Germany and
Italy quake from time to time. And now
evidences of unforeseen social eruptions in
France are

fast

collecting.

developments for a guide,

With

recent

no one can be

wholly unprepared for the worst that

pas-

* sion,and vicious socialism and monarchical

tendencies may do for France.
A few
months ago, M. de Freycinet, together
with his ministers, was driven from office.
M. Duclerc, a man of no strength and with
mo following, was chosen as a kind of
“¢ holiday” premier to head an equally
weak cabinet. It is not too much to ex-

pect that they will be driven

from

office

on the assembling of the deputies.
The
‘ three most important leaders are Gambet-

ta, Jules Ferry, and M. de Freycinet.
it is more than doubtful whether

But

either of

them can bring France safely through a
great crisis and preserve the third republic intact. If monarchy and socialism and
4nfidelity should combine their forces, the
. friends of liberty and progress would be
shard pressed. Lyons and Paris are great-

dy agitated.
aumerous.

Threats of assassination are
Theaters are often empty

be-

~cause the people do not dare to trust themselves massed within four walls, The

Feo?

““ 7

poorer classes, which

are the masses

France,

themselves

are

arraying

the well-to-do classes.

of

against

Another unfavor-

able feature about the agitation, is: that
ayo

®

majority

of the

press

openly

favor

the party of disorder.
;
‘We cag hardly avoid the impression,
dleepened hy the results of the recent elec
itlons in our own country, that Christian
nations and modern civilizations are approaching a crisis in which

political

cor-

ruptions, infidelity and social anarchy will

strive hard for the mastery.

r

misfortunes and bereavements.

of our
There

is

nothing that will more certainly secure
the completest glory of the Creator in his
creature, and give to the latter the highest, deepest, most refined and enduring
Joys.
It is net necessary, it may not be desirable, to have many such objects, or several,or more than one,provided it be nbble

and ample enough to enlarge within us a
spirit that is benignant, unselfish and divine. It is far better to. have one worthy
purpose in life, pursued from day to day,
tenaciously held and made continually
productive, than a dozen (more or less)
pursued in turn, by crowdings, by twists,

spasmodically as circumstances may determine, and none of them ever brought
to maturity and wrought out into complete
and everlasting
realities. There was
more wit than wisdom in his advice who
urged the thrusting of all the irons into
the fire—shovel, tongs, poker and all.
There are too many -Jacks-at-all-trades
who are strikingly good at nothing. Earnestness, intensity, power, the ardor, of
of him who signally achieves, the suprem-

est joys of life,—come alone to those
whose object is a unit, whose aim is definite, whose purpose is not nebulous and
changeful but definite and the same, yesterday, to-day, and to-morrow. The men
and women who recognize a worthy calling and attend to ¢f, consecrating every
drop of blood and giving every moment
of time, not required by minor duties, to

it, and courageously overcoming all temptations to neglect if,—are the persons
who have found the true zest of life and
to whom every hour is a season offathomless joy and boundless hope.
But what object in life is comparable
with that of the Christian? We
use
the word Christian
in no superficial
or narrow sense. We take no thought
of mere profession. We mean
the
person who, by discipleship to Jesus,
has found in him the Son of God, has
found friendship with our Maker, has
been made free from sin ‘and death, has
been made perfect in love and knows no
fear. What object in life is comparable

with that of the Christian ? Materially,
formally, it may
that of others;

not

differ

much

from

nevertheless it is different

a8 is the soul itself after the new birth,
and as are all things that, formerly done
with self, are now done unto God

his glory.
effort

to

Nothing else gives such zest

to life as does the
gospel of Christ. It
of

and

no!

fully accepted
offers objects

essentially

inferior

to,

or less absorbing than, those placed . before angels, and in its heavenly light
every worthy object is transfigured and
unspeakably glorious. And one thing,
above all others, it does which removes
the last lingering fear and restraint from
the consciously weak, self-distrustful and
doubting spirit. It gives completest as-

surance of ultimate victory, even though
we fall in the full tide of battle. Christ's
work shall supplement ours and make

that complete which else were fatally defective. It is the natural cry
weakness that
““ All past work appears

of human
;

this ring.

question of

interest of ihe East in Home Mission work in

whisky drinking, with all.its tremendous horrors, has got to be met. The tidal: wave of agi-

the West, but * Rome was not built in a day.”
Amen, Bro. Smith, to your closing sentence:
“ We say with the brother, as we have always

evident that the cost of maintaining sepa:
rate schools will be very much greater
than
of maintaing
mixed
schools.
Now, ‘unless we mistake, the South
“is “so impoverished "that it can not

even bear the burden of furnishing adequate mixed schools, and

a

comes upto the

Congress, for

help.

National

Were the South

strong cry

rich enéiigh to

furnish separate schools, yet such a course

wouldbe wasteful ; but when it can not
even provide

mixed schools,

the

attempt

to create separate Schools—resulting in
the exclusion of two millions of children

from

school

prodigality..
ern friends,

privileges —seems

sheer

We say, then, to our SouthBy all means defer this

deem itself secure against vacillation and
This is npt the worst
final “overthrow.
period which the world has ever seen, but

there is abundant reason whyghe

Church

whites amN_blacks.

dency

would

The

be

inevitable iten-

whites consider themselves

the

superior,

and the blacks consider themselves the interior, race. ‘To put such a burden upon
our colored brother, a burden that is utterly crushing to all high hope and ambition, is contrary to the genius of our institutions, det6tally opposed to all that is
i
ed in a free government.
Our third objection is on the ground
that the colored schools would inevitably
be inferior in quality. Once assume that
the race is inferior, it follows that.inferior
school buildings, inferior teachers, inferior appliances, would be adequate for its
needs. A natural law would attract all
the best teachers to the white schools,
of

that

law

wauld

make the colored schools rapidly retrograde.

According to Dr. Ward,of Casi

dependent,

while

there

is an exdel-

lent school in Louisville

for white

bgys,

1d

a

vortex of shame and ruin!

Let us, then, un-

not shrink

from the encounter.

three

years.”

ambitious and

education from the free schools.” And
this is in Louisville, ‘‘ where colored
school privileges reach their climax.”
How is it down in the heart of the South,
where they are at their worst?

The inevi-

table result of the separate system will be
to give the colored children schools that
are scarcely worthy of the name; and we
object to it as a shame and disgrace.
Perhaps we have already sufficiently
shown the quality of our argument, but

we desire to state one more objection to
this notion of separate schools for the
races. It is that it is totally opposed to
the spirit of the gospel. Dr. Ward, alluding to a law which provides that
¢¢ white and colored are not to be taught
in.the same school,” uses this incisive
language,—** That is the law of Virginia,
and that law is an gbominable sin against

God. Its only purpose is to
perpetuate caste, to give the
-gospel of Jesus Christ, and to
ture itself.” We regard his
altogether orthodox. There

tion that Jesus

strenuously

is dead, rum drinking is the bitterest ¢urse of
this land... That there will be intemperance as

long as there are wicked men in the world,
even till the millennium is ints full tide
of glory, is quite-possible; but that it is to run riot
as now, ‘‘ a pestilence walking in darkness and
wasting at noonday,” bidding defiance to the
Church of the living God, and finding an asylum and a refuge in any great political party of

overturn and uproot caste. The vision
which Peter saw has been disclosed to
the ages. All the world knows that the
races, however affected by temporal, artificial or = social‘ distinctions, are. one.

Indian

fighter of America.

For

self-support.

He

told

of the duties required.

White soldiers would

not be permitted to interfere save in those
cases where the Indians failed to govern themselves. For the futare, they must learn to depend upon themselves.
The gathering num-

bered 1,200 warriors who listened to this counsel with

the closest attention and

with

every

Unquestion-

ably, the solution of the Indian problem must

come in the direction thus indicated,

The dis-

We are able to announce that the Rev.
F. L. Wiley, of Gilford
ge, will act

as General Agent for the Morning Star
canvass in the State of New Hampshire.
He is well and favorably known and
needs no introduction from us. He is a
man of good spirit and loves to do;
thorough work. By the, cooperation of
pastors and all present subscribers, we
hope he may be able to secure at least five
hundred new subscribers in .this state.

been urged upon the churches for a long time,
—urged on the ground of undoubted Scriptural
authoricy, as well as for its efficiency so far as
it has been tried. It is but recently that any
formal attempt has been made to carry the
principle into effect among us ia our benevo“lent work as a denomination.
A few years
ago the card system was put into operation,

and

was

adopted

by

a goodly

number

of

churches.
That it works well is evident from
the testimony of many, as well as from the fact
that it is generally continued, either in full or
or in some modified form, when once adopted.
The advantages of it are too obvious to need a
formal statement.
But still, here they are:

testified, and

many

more could

scattered senses enough to conjecture, at least,

what bas struck them,
nal

The causes of the sig.

defeat of the hitherto dominant

supposed to be, and doubtless
ly numerous.

Among

them

party are

sre, exceptionalpear conspieus

We trust that

General, Baptists.

Our

selves were proper and

came

from the other

No

ed them that

priests

and

bishops

and

their

the

AR

possibilities

famjly can afford to be without

ligious paper.

I am.-th:

a re-

kfal to say that |

learned to read the Morwing

Star when ‘1

was a boy. Its influence over me was
wholesome and stimulating.
How Free
Baptist parents can consent to let their

children grow up without the influence of
the Star I cannof see.

Could

we

induce

all our people to take and read our paper,

what an impulse would be given to all our

benevolent Jork.

We

should soon

have

both money and men for India. We should
soon be able to occupy some of the promising and destitute fieldsin the South and
West. Bat if we do not put the Star into

all our families, we,at least, can and ought.
to put it into many where it does not now

go. I believe it is our: plain duty to add
thousands to the subscription list. Let us
do it. Some of us have friends to whom
the Star for a year would be an appropri.
Who does not
ate thanksgiving present.
koow a family in the country 10 whom the

)

pes

a year, would be a
fo k,
paper each wee
great blessing?" Let us think of it and do
our duty by the dear old Star. N. C. B.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Nov. 14, 1883.

The Maine State H. M. Society.
The Maine State Home Missionary So.
ciety has just closed its annual convention,

which was held with the Biddeford church.

It must have afforded great pleasure to the

officers of the society to witness the large
attendance of the Free Baptist ministers
of Maine.
The session opened on Wednesday evening, 15th inst., with an address by
the president of the Society, Rev, Dr.

Bowen, and a sermon

by Rev. J. J. Hall.

“That the society is alive to “its. many opportunities, and

is already

doing

service, wax well shown by
reports made.

efficient

the different

The addresses given by va-

rious brethren were of a high order, fall of
earnestness and most practical in their =
suggestions. A correspondent says: “The
leading thought of the session was that
missionary work is practical Christlikeess, and it seemedto be not so much a

le conclusion. of the. intellect - as the

Amen!
It is stated that, at a late’ meeting of the
Mormon priesthood, President Taylor instruct-

among

read the Morning Star.”

correspondent

conviction

of

the

whole

soal—‘ more

Christlikeness, more Mission work.’

Mis-

sion work in Maine can not alivays show

councilors are not entitled to hold theigffices | the largest tangible results, because by
unless they qualify by becoming polygamists, changes of population the best fruits are

sciittered broad=cast over the whole Union,

but the

spirit of Christ in the churches

their choices of fields;

The republican patty, as having » majority
in Congress, must be held responsible for the
passage of the anti-Chinese bill. It must be
confessed that this legislation was simply a
piece of political demagogism and thrown out
48 a sop to the anti-Chinese agitators of California. Our republican wise-acres in Congress
thonght théy would thus redeem the great
state which was lost to their party in the last

presidential election. How did they succeed?
The democrats chose their governor by a large
majority

Congress.

and

a solid

Now

delegation

to

the next

let us have a little righteous

legislation, regardless of its effect upon voters,

and

see what will be the result.

less of demagogism,
ship.

Prof. Foster, M.

and

Let us have

more of statesman-"}

P., of King’s

Co., N. B,,

after an election campaign
of nearly six
months, has gone West for a period of rest, as

fact that their churches give twice as much as

we learn from

before the adoption of it; (4) A better proportioned distribution of the funds raised than

The gentleman’s recent decided victory over

there has been for two or three years past any
and

Dr. Atticus

unappreciable.

G. Haygood, who

has accepted

the agency of the Slater Fund, while retaining
the Presidency of Emery College, writes to the
Macon, Ga., Wesleyan Christian Advocate
relative to the recent great meeting of the
American Missionary Association at Cleves
land, for the express

for the education of the colored

people. Among other good things he.says :
People who **
-pooh’’ such work are going to get left, and

they will

have their sinful

it. * * * No man can doubt the perfect sincerity and

profound conviciion of these people.

some of them of the very
best the United States
and Kurope can affor
0 not teach negro
schools ten
rs successively from fanatical
impulses or

from

fe

recent glowing description of the re‘ces of Alaska, made freer mention of its

soil and possible agricultural productions, it
would have been more useful to those, if any
there be, who contemplate immigration to that
hitherto supposed God-forsaken region, for no
country is fit for a civilized population which
does not afford good opportunities for the

primitive occupation of man.”
Allowing the late intense and wide-spread excitement over the suspected and even alleged
| heterodexy of Messrs. Smyth and Thayer to
have been a false alarm and a scare, as it has vir-

been declared to be by large and influential
councils, there is one encouraging feature. It
shows that there are men still in the Church who

are jealous of evangelical faith, and who will
stand like u rock ugainst all encroachments upon it, from whatever quarter they may come,

the caprices of sentimental-

ism. Nor do they * back” their sentimental.
In some parts of ‘the West, at least, woman
ism, year after year, with the expenditure up- | suffrage is not popular; for
in Nebraska it is
on the poor and ignorant of hundreds of thoudefeated by 80,000 majority. As the vote of
sands of dollars. |
;
Such words as these from such a man are the state will not, probably, exceed 100,000, the
worthy of consideration.

They show that the

best men of the South are beginning to com.
prehend the spirit of Northern Christian phil.
anthropists and appreciate sthe good werk
which

they are doing.

Before this tidal wave

those having

many

worldly goods frequently give sparingly;
frequent solicitations for help are liable to
produce unpleasant reactions; while,in the
many changes from country to city homes,
many yield to the temptation to shirk responsibility and run after entertainment,—

for all of which

‘remedy.

evils there

is one grand

We may call it piety, or benevo-

lence, or consecration, or sanctification, or

spirituality, or power of the Holy

Ghost;

itis really Christlike character.
This is
produced by frequent revivals and. patient

gleaning,

bringing souls

faithful and conrageous

to Christ; by

Bible

instruction

and pastoral care, byinging souls to growth
in grace and the knowledge of Christ; and
by the complete and joyful devotion of

Christians to their work,
work of God

himself to

as being the
whom

they

are

servants.” We would advise all our people

in Maine to put themselves in active cooperation with a soclety that is doing such

noble service as 1s this State H. M. Seclety.

The Missionary Helper.
{The following brief sketch of this Magazine,

pre

pared by its Editor and Agent, Mss. M. M. Brewster
was read before the Woman's
rd, at its late annua
meeting ai Great Falls, For the purpose of giving its

facts a wider publicity, it was moved

A”contributor remarks: * Had Dr. Malcolm

purpose of enlightening

Southerners:as to the work of Christian people
of the North

Intelligencer.

as a very gratifying result. King’s Co. is to be
congratulated upon having obtained as its representative a man whose ability, porsonal intégrity and sense of duty are se much above
those of the average politicians of the day.
Mr. Foster can be trusted.

that the increase of the number

increase at all,is so slow

the Religious

his political opponents, and his strong election
to the Dominion Parliament must be regarded

could well be secured without it. We bave
three: permanent causes to be provided for,

Men and, women of education and culture—

.

becomesgdgre intimate.

side.”
Such
a ringing utterance from
a
Southern political paper stirs the blood within
us, ana we carn not refrain from shouting—

testify, to the

pastors are preferred, and Brother Wiley
desires to secure as many such as possible.

.

organ’

in Enfield.
Ill.

practical, and

that, namely, of persuading every Freewill Baptist family in the land to take and

laziness | shall do. One has already resigned, rather | will only make this fact the cause of great
than take another wife, and his resignation rejoicing in the work. In Home Mission
and love of a free, wild life must attend the
was promptly accepted. Is Mormonism as in- work those aided are often better able to
practical accomplishment of this plan ‘that
carnated in President Taylor and his advisers
much patience, firmness and faith in ite ultihelp themselves than are others to help
to be permitted to defy our national governmate success must be exercised by the whites
them, but the spirit of the Master regards®
ment,
and
perpetrate
its
monstrous
iniquity
by
toward their protegés.
violating the law with impunity—indeed, by only the unsupplied need, whether in rich
or poor. Churches dre too often pastormaking the violation of law the * open seless, and pastors are often toe exacting in
Systematic giving for benevolent causes has
same” to places of preferment?

and sleepy und absurd prejudice to thank for

Republican politicians have collected ‘their

denominational

a great way towards preparing them for high- . A few Morman officers are monagumists, and
jipow they are in a quandaryad to what they
difficul-

canvassers

receive stated salaries.

Their

Door, published

er educational influences. So many
ties incident to the Indian’s inberent

matic methed of promoting systematic giving.
What shall it be?

THE CANVASS.

communicants.

There 1s evidently a good deal of political
common sense in the South.
It has been inti
mated that the democrats would strenuously

This shows the pressing need of some syste- [¥

*4

ten thousand

them plainly that the time had come for them
to make an effort for their own living, and to oppose whatever reform measures the repubgovern themselves;
that the troops would, licans might attempt to enact In the coming
guard them no longer from robbery and opsession’of Congress, for fear that the republipression, but that they must, as far as possible,
cans might thereby win thc approval -of the
defend their own rights. They were given to
country. The Charleston News and Courier,
understand that they must turn their attention
commenting upon this suggestion, rises to the
to the cultivation of their lands, and that thelr -bight of statesmanship when it says,
*‘ The
chief would be responsible for their discipline
country is more concerned in good government
and behavior.
Assistance would be granted
and wise legislation that in the ups and downs
the chief by soldiers selected from his tribe,— of political parties, and never has it happened
selections to be made according to character,
that a political party has been condemned for
fitness and aptitude in acquiring a knowledge
loyally voting for measures which in them-

of churches adopting the card system, if indeed

iquity of caste in education.

number

the

he has been studying the wants of the Apaches,

civilization and

dgrtnet}, Tenessee

They

states that the Association’s Board of Education has $20,000, in conditional pledges, for the
endowment of a college to be located in Evansville.

two months

and in this conference expressed to them his
sorrow that during the eight years since he
left them they had nade so little progress to-

wards

this body are

the correspondence and
mutual
courtesies
which mark their intercourse are indicative of
a coming time when the twain shall become
one. Meanwhile we pray for the prosperity of

ceptionally. received from this savage people
go far tosubstitifiite the elaims of his friends that

vision;

our voice and our

in Indiana, Aki

The va-

and. Missouri.

should

terviews and the respect Which he has-unex-

be lamented

this monstrous in-

Bro.

They are an excellent body of Open Communion Baptists and are so like our own ‘people
that relationships
between the two bodies

thém, held the first of this month. Thus far,
the skill with which he hasconductéd these in-

that the human race is one by Divine pro-

"NOTES.

found

Those who ‘have been watching Gen. Crook
in his mission to the Apaches will be interested ‘in the purport of his final conference with

Foreign and Home Missions and Education, no
one of which can we afford to neglect. It isto

and, therefore,

rious sssociatiofrs ‘camposiog

is the Open

We take our Stand here on the ground
vote mustbe against

seats in council, and made addresses.

the land, we do not believe.

create and (1) More regular giving; which meets the
lie to the wants of the several enterprises helped, be| cause their needs are constant and always
human na- pressing; (2) More general giving; that is,
doctrine as more individuals contribute than otherwise
is no ques- would; (3) Larger giving; many pastors have

sought to

Readers of

A correspondent has sent us some account of
the thirteenth annual session of the General
Association of General Baptists, held recently
in Evansville, Ind. The crowded condition of
our columns forbids its publication, but we
have been interested
in its perusal. Rev’s S.
D. Bates and M. A. Stiepherd, from our ministry, were in attendance, were welcomed to

Now slavery

cipline of labor and self-government wouldgo

ot

* No

larger results.”

will be glad to receive these assurances.

welcome as sonie of the first effects must be,

es, embracing a course

says,

for the frontier greater safety in, the

use of funds and

on a broader scale than
urged, let us know no Eust or West, but the
in upon us. We cannot
and we should nut if we cause everywhere,” Let us avoid, so far as
men and women of this. " possible, incurring even the suspicion of fore
country will not longer tamely look on ‘and see getting the whole in our devotion to a part.
their sons and brothers draws.éato this raging

token of being deeply impressed.

He forcibly

ty’s work

tation and discussion
ever before is coming
avoid it if we would,
could. The virtuous

with a five years’ course, colored children
have to be satisfied with meager opportunities for instruction in ** advanced class-

cration, it is God that worketh in us, the

meaning, is as secure as it is certain that
God willbe to-morrow the same being he
is to-day. Ah, these good tidings of
Christ, and this faith which he inspires
and warragts! How they work to banish

.In uny case, this great

all over

making
the “bp is the champion Indian diplomatist as well as

towards

while the converse

venders

TRI VL SM

Brown has not stated one whit too strongly the

It is quite

and

ATI

affected by the money and other appliances of

‘is to furnish schools for them.

manufacturers

BRU

Bro. Brown's article,not knowing the situation,

without instruction, the pressing problem

To think how poor our best has been, how vain, , The commission allowed goes wholly to
the local canvasser. Our general agents
Beside the excellence we would attain.”
But if, indeed, by our consent and conse-

ton?—ar to save

Tad’ she

the country are combining to defeat temperance candidates, and it isquite possible that
more thav one congressional district has been

We wish to say that as local

Unto the doer faulty ; the heart bleeds,
Ana pale Regret comes weltering in tears,

-

i

whisky

lions of school children in the South are.

him who marches to battle, the rapture ‘talented colored boy can get a higher

Without a desired end, in its essential and aebidfog

strong and active church, no nation can

hii

is nothing that

us masters

With men and money

our Mission in India? This is surely ome
of the plain duties before us.
Oris our
great work now to build a church fn Bos.

a

ground
of economy. So longas two mil-

we Jong
There is
free and
powers,

tive be noble. There

)

‘What is it?
1s it to strengthen

Lyndon Institute?—or to
editor is commendably anxious to prevent the
the children of the white population, and | at “the ‘next session. The republicans, even growth
of any misunderstanding. He affirms: push vigorously eur work among the
before
the
elections,
were
expecting
to
lose
the
shuts up the colored children in schools by
Freedmen?
No one doubts that I believe
** There was no thought of breaking-from the
executive of several states, but cherished the
thems8lves.
;
hope of saving the congressmen. ‘But the dis- old Society, but rather to so organize as to in the latter with all my heart; and yet I
New, we must seriously object to ‘ the aster to the lattgr.is even more appalling thédn make their aid more efficient.” The sim is de- can think of one thing that I would place
color linein our schools,and first, on the to the former. There is evidence that thé clared to be simply * to give the parent Socie-' before them all—a work that ought to «be

the way to its highest experiences, and

will so surely make

{In the last number of the Free Baptist, the

It demands separate schools for ed in Congress, and doybtless wil] be revived

colored.

question of separate schools until the optb ascertain and know as much. portunity of a common school education
nothing that will draw out into is within the reach of every child.
Our second objection is on the ground
joyous activity all our God-given
like an absorbing object. There of race-prejudice. We regard such preappear. We print it in this number without
alteration.——One of the
mails
last week is nothing that will nitke us so strong
judice as essentially ¢“ barbaric” and see
brought us a very welcome favor from Hillsand far-seeing and persistent and patient no need of fortifying our position. It can
«dale. The major part of the faculty and class- and
productive. There - is . nothing not be otherwise than that this race-pre@s of the theological school, brought before us
that
will
so . develop “% noble man- judice should be fostered and strengthenby the photographer’s wizardry, look solidly
ed by means of separate schools for tke
and thoughtfully at us._from_the steps of the hood and womanhood—provided the mo-

»

4

the grandest truths of life and joy, perhaps of suffering, but also of reward. We
feel that such a person has apprehended
the true meaning of existence, has found

It seeks to build up churches that

shall be exclusively white, or exclusively

zation of a Northwestern Home Mission Assothe states. It is equally well known that the cigtion contemplates a separation of the West
question of reducing taxation on whisky, and from the East in Home Mission work, I fail to
so making it cheaper, has already been agitat- see the advantage of it, and am opposed to it.”

Our Most Important Denominational Work,

Bl

of human

school.

and the

characterized his recent address at the Anniversaries. He says pointedly: * If the organi

a

possibilities

to

sway is chiefly over the church

Its

setts. Very likely this latter cause had more to
do with the result than appears on the surface,
It is well known that a prohibitory constitutional amendment is in agitation in several of

Lo

a

This paper is offered

for the ¢ Star.”

slavery.

Home Missions in the: West, with the same directness, vigor and general Rood sense that

RY ae ree a

the dignity and

life. They belong to a type too common
new subscribers from now till Jan. 1, to arouse our curiosity and too weak to
in+advance, the usual
1884, for $2.00
impress us powerfully. We. instinctiveprice for ene year. Will pastors please
ly feel that life means but very little to
call the attention of their congregations
them, and if we reflect at all we cannot
2
to this liberal offer?
‘
|
resist
the thought that their lives mean
tle
E> +
but very little to the world. But when a:
person inspired, allured and held by the
Send for it at once. Price, twelve cents vision of an object whose attainment if
each by mail, postpaid. Per dozen, $1.18 felt to be worthy of the noblest’ and most
persistent efforts,is seen by us, we recogpostpaid. Per hundred, $7.00 with ex-

idle gg?”

terrible ** barbarism”

of

of the

unications from ay

the columnsof the Free Baptist concerning - parts of pg

aay

SUBSORIBE NOW

TRUE ZEST OF LIFE.
New England writer has
true zest of life is an
absorbing object. Equally “good indications of this truth are found both in those
persons who have such an object and
in those who have it not. Purposeless
men and women, or those with a purpose
but weakly held, convey no revelation -of
ital

relics

to the usual denomination.

oR WEA RE

¢
for articies
and cannot pay
contributors
ed by others unless an understanding is had to that
<
effect before publication.

3

Caste,in this conatry,is mainly found in
the South, and is one of the

In addition

matter, this department is open 10 brief amgonal
erwise unobjectionable comm

ge

Aa All communications dopgued tor publication
Editor, and all letters
should be addressed to the
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Cononly on ene side of
tributors will please write
to mailpaper and not roll it preparatory
their
and address, not
name
full
send
must
Tiley
ing.
y for publication. We cannot Peturn
manuseripts unless stamps are sent for that purpose. We need at least a week in which.to decide
‘whether we can use contributions of any; length.
We have a Inge corps of pa .} Sditoris) Lei Special

in Ohio and Indiana and, possibly, in Massachu-

4%

TL

* CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

“ OASTE IN EDUCATION."

Rev. H. J. Brown, of Iowa, bas s poken in.

ete. It'is admitted, also, that the whisky interest was nol without its influence, especially

n-ne

sound public sentiment,” Bat passion and
ignorance and jealousy ‘will ‘work the ruin,
not of
France, alone, but of every nation
over w ich they rule.

«©. A. BICKFORD, Editor.

past will inevitably be pushed ito the wall!

ap

ment of substantial ‘governments and a

gress of the monstrous River and Harbor bill,

EC NA

and leader, they will be led on to the attain-

of Christian education for the whole South, the
* sinful, sleepy and absurd prejudices” of the

of the Administration, the civil serviee reform
question, the passage at the last session of Con-

Rh

22, 1882.

ously the boss rule, ihe offensive intermeddling

miserable lives with a meaning, a hope
and a joy that are foregleams of the
heaven that is to be!

a

the nations choose God for their sovereign

aa

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER,

Ir fear and doubt, and to fill our otherwise

of Christ shonld redouble her energies.

Star.

A

The Morning

0
ce
~ @orvespoudence,

in the

request its Insertion in the Morning Star,

Its

Board t0
excel

lent aug Siting introductory remarks are omitted, for
want ofspace. A candid and careful perusal is solicit

ed from all the readers of the Star Interested 18
the extension of Christ's kingdom. M, M. H. HILLS]

Let us briefly review the history of the Help:

er *and glance into its future. In 1877, the
minds of some, engaged in our Woman's Missionary work, became deeply impressed with

the. thought that a more direct and certain
communication should be established between

those who were bearing abroad the gospel aes
sage, and those in thig favored land who were
to be their supporters, and also, that there

should be increased facilities for sowing deep:
er and wider the seed of truth touching tbe
command of our Lord as he went away from
earth. This impression ripened into positive
conviction, which led to action. = Correspondence became frequent and wide-spread, = Plans

began to mature, and the fact looked fairly in
the face as to the practicability of. undertakink
the

publication of a magazine,

The

matter

was laid before the Woman's Miss.' Society, 8

its annual meeting heldat Fairport, New York:

and

was

received

with enthusiastic

Consultation was also had with the

or.

Conimil-

tee on Publications” of the General Conferen®

‘whigh was then in session at the same plat:
ahd a kind endorsement was included in thelr
Some of our excellent exchanges, the Watch report which was adopted by the Conference:
man and the Christian Standard, for in- / The report of the Committee on preparatory
proposition is pretty effectually condemned,

stance, are enlarging

in size.

We

subscription lists are also increasing:

hope their

TR TTR
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work to the Board embraced the ides thats ™

firat, probably not enough’ subscribers
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THE MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER 22, 1882.
~~

in time

tions”?
. *Rev.J. M. Brewster.

secured,

it wiser to present facts than to state opinions,”
sent out eards of inquiry to sgrretaries of societies, and to ladies in the churches, asking them

of subscrib-

crs which could be secured in their vieinities.
The success was most gratifying.

Their report also recommended that * it [the
publication] be plsced under the immediate

control of an editor and financial agent who
shall confer on matters of importance with a

publishing committee of five ladies, and
she be

that

assisted by an editorial committee of
ladies.” This report was unanimously

pine

taken

adopted by the Board, and the vote was
to publish a bi-monthly magazine.

"The place for its' early home was decided to
be Providence,

Rhode

Island, and

the Reid

:

rae.

Scholars, professionalists, statesmen, warriors,

philosophers, poets, all differ in size and

in

Even ministers of the Gospel are either

major or minor. There are a few brilliant stars

among many less brilliant.
scale

some

differ-as

should stop.

to

the

ministry

if the call of

cludes others, let Yio man
tremes may work

harm,

God

be left out.

Ex-

By much which

has

been spoken and writign inregard to the ima few of
‘in
part,

the minor
discouraged.

year

was

a fairly

prosperous

- one.

"Agents in the churches took hold of the work
with zeal, and in some instances, with real enthusiasm. And although the editor was unskilled, and inexperienced, and timidity hindered some from sending to its columns

things which would have

enhanced

many

its value,

, vet the Helper wes kindly received, and encouraged to continue.
The year closed with__out
financial
embarrassment.
No
special
change was made the second year, but the subgeription list gradually increased, and the book

grew in favor, and this volume closed with a
surplus fund; the contributed articles and
some other work being furnished

gratuitously.

At the beginning of the third volume, with
the honest desiré to make a better work, one
more worthy of patronage, and to meet the in-

creasing demand of the readers for more infor-

mation; the number of pages was increased
and

the

mechanical appearance

improved.

Later,us other similar publications were in-

troducing illustrations,to add to the attractive~
ness of ours, and

help lay the

of mission work

deep

quick

sympathies

in

facts and

were used to a limited

needs

the memories and

of the young,

illustrations

extent..

men.

D¥ti#R this

vear the list of subscribers was the Jargest of
either of the five years, it reachiog a little over

who have

not a diploma

feels called of

God

Some one was heard to ex-

claim, ** He preach!—with no more education
than he has got!” " Well, he did preach; he is
preaching; and God has made him sucediisful
in saving scores of souls. Keep at it, brother,
even if you are reckoned among the minor
prophets.
Your brethren in the ministry who
have had better advantages do love you, and

they can not do without you.
take courage.

They

bid you

J. MARINER.

Hand-Work for India.

ed for such small jobs, and run the risk of
some mistakes in the result, would consume
too much time to satisfy the customer, would
many times subject us to the loss of his patron.
age, and would cost more than to do the thing

tion for this publication, has been the communjeations from the missionaries, so fresh, so viv-

have

done

such

canvassing their

shall not. Success is in the path of duty.
I have one in my mind whose éonvictions

utterance.

with the factory, to have the machinery adjust-

noble

service

for

to

instant

and

respective

fields,

We

trackless
:

as

onesthat have

present.

great and

where, and to the pastors also, who have cooperated, we would personally return grateful

thanks

for their interest

and support.

The

value of the cheer and encouragement of all
our missionaries, especially those who were on
a furlough at the commencement of the enterprise, and, also of the author of Reminiscenceswhose help has been like a never-failing fountain, deserves more than a passing recognition, as do also tae interest and devotion of the
several committees.
Deserving mention should be made of the
painstaking interest of the printers, for their
uniform kindness, their honorable dealing, and
especially for their real brotherly help in. the
mare recent issues, and in plans for the future.
But since its earliest conception, the Helper or
its. friends has never had a warmer, truer,
more self-sacrificing advocate and friend than
he who has been called higher,and who,to-day,
serves in the upper home.* As no one else can,

be realized the toil, the anxiety, the devotion
attending its care and management, and he
shared them all with a brave and tender interest, His judgment and counsel were indeed a
“ tower of strength,” his service one which
the Master rerwads with the ‘‘ Well done.”

* And thus the Lord has led us.on, and bas
_ honored your faith and mine, has given his
seal of approbation to the labor of our

hands,

and to our efforts to bless'and honor him.
perils
young

The

which attended the early years of a
enterprise’ have been safely passed.

The zeal which gccompanies

novelty

has not

waned, and oir publication bas ebtained an

work

results; but just now there is a little matter
out of the regular line of this machinery which
needs immediate attention. We have a customer

who stands

done.

It is remittance for India $2,222 short

waiting

for the

job

to

be

this little visitor has been, as one has kindly
said of it, *‘ the star that guides,” or how much

cation Society. It comes in connection with
some half a dozen bequests received during the

it bas

done

to quicken
of

the

prayers

and

at

and

moderate amounts and none of them large, yet

looking

what is wanting in quantity is largely made up
in timeliness. There have been but few, very
few, instances of a remembrance of this cause
in wills for many years past. Some of these

many

home

And now, coming to this point, and

not back except for encouragement, but out
into the present tocatch glimpses of the weary
workers at their tasks, worn with the burdens so heavy for them,
— of the anxious

faces and sad hearty of women whom

we call

last year.

Itis true that most of them are of

late donors, as Bro. Barker and the good lady,
Lydik Tasker, of Strafford, took so comprehensive a view of the wants of the whole field as

lowly

to divide their gifts between the three societies.

homes, bowed with beavy burdens of want
and woe,—in by-ways where sin holds her
bound with terrible fascinations,—in prison

This, I think, was done in the latter case at
the suggestion of her pastor, otherwise the Ed-

‘our

degraded

sisters,”—of women in

ucation cause would have missed its share.

If

pastors only would, etc.! It is to be hoped that
homes where shines no blessed light of heaven,
yes, even at the death-bed of loved ones, where | provisions of this kind are already in wills not
to the torn und bleeding heart comes no hope yet matured, so to speak, and that many others

of a blessed reunion;—as the vision passes
before us, do we not feel that this little light
shall shine forth with increased brilliancy, that
it shall become more of a power to, bring joy,
to reprove, and to help to the way

Wich leads

out of sin and misery and bondage to the great
Cleanser and Comforter? Can not ita scops be

#0 broadened as to make it a truer. record of
“ Woman's work,” while we hold steadily to
that in hand?,, Why not let its pages speak of
what woman is doing in the various fields of
Christian thought and reform, and send out all
this intelligence just twice as frequently?
We are all agreed that never, as hefore, is
God calling us to
glow our gratitude for what

the blessed gospel of

his dear Son has restored

to our sex—-never were we called to a more
loyal service, to a more complete obedience to
the great command.
The vast magnitude of
present responsibility demands new nerve and
new vigor, abd shall we be Shary of any labor
“op

i

L 2

passages of Scripture, showing what God

has

will go and do likewise.

fm

mé by mail or otherwise at my expense.

For some three years past, a pressure has
been brought to bear on the managers of the
Woman’s Miss. Board, to make their bimonthly magazine a monthly.
This pressure came

sections of the

denominution.
After an early and careful estimate of the expense that it would involve, it

was evident that such a change would be very
hazardous, without either an adgance ip the
price, or an increase of subscribers to the"number of, at least, 5,000. The Board feared that an

advance of price would diminish the patronage, so it was decided to work for the requisite
number of subscribers.
An appeal was issued
in the Star calling for the additional number,
Many
responded,
but some
1400
names
were
still
wanting,
Thus
it
has = re-

Concord, N. H., Nov. 18, 1882.

Board,

next

issue

of

the

Star.

We,

of

course, reserve the right to condense, or to reject,
when for any reason it shall seem well to do so,
matter thus furnished.]
I

a call to the pastorate of the Corliss 8t. church,
Bath, commencing his labors Jan. 1....There
is a very interesting revival in the 2d Georgetown church.
Meetings have been held for

four weeks nightly—and the work is increasing
in power.
The churches at Georgetown are much encouraged under the labors of Rev. A. H. Hansgom. Meetings have been held every night for

six weeks with the 2d church, and are increasing in power, Over thirty have already made

a profession of their faith id Christ.

Among

the saved ones are backsliders, parents and
children,
old and young; and the fire is spread.
ing.
!
2
New Hampshire
The

which

Alton

Corner

F.

Bapthy

church,

of

the Rev. C. M, Emery has\been pastor

for three years

4

earnest

exhortations and

private, and his kindness

That while we include Mrs. Carrie D.

desire to make

special

bors in Lowell, Dee. 1. .
:

Rhode

©

re

:

Island.

children of the public schools furnished the
singing for the occasion....We learn with
deep regret that the wife of Rev. J. D. Veney,
St. church, Providence, is

lying at the point of death, at the home of her
parents at Southbridge,
Mass.

:

-

3

i

Bro. Gideon A.

|! New York.

Sabbath the pastor has been called down into
the baptismal waters the present season at this

Stephentown

Center

church

is

still without a pastor; but is enjoying a good
degree of prosperity under the leadership of
their young brother, E. E. Carr, with the united
effort and cooperation of the church.
Earnest
work is being rewarded.
The baptistry in the new church in Buffalo,
of which Dr. Ball is pastor, has been used
twice since the dedication of the church.
Pennsylvania.

Rev. N. J. Shirey completed

a two years’

pastorate with the Danville and Oakland F. B.
churches, formerly ¢* Brethren in Christ,” Oct.
1. Both churches retain their pastor another

year

and

matters

look

favorable.

These

churches have passed through bard trials, bat
by the help of God bave survived them.
Pas
tor and people are laboring to build up the
cause in the community.
G. A. Reedy, a
young brother in the church at Danville, has
gone to Hillsdale to prepare for the ministry.
The churches have other young men of talent,
some of whom have already entered upon their
studies.
The Sunday-schools. of both places
are in a very prosperous condition. A number of the scholars have professed Christ and
united with the church.
Michigan.

Temperance

day, Nov.

the Highland church.

12, was

observed

past, is greatly encobgaged

by

Nov. session

with

Payne,J. S. Harrington and

Christ is blessing

Tne preaching was done

W. Parsons;

(3) Ordaiping Prayer, P.

mon

i

~~

by J.

Smith;

there, to !

—

Freewill

A good wife is like the

ivy

time converts

edifice in

M. The following was the order of exercises:
(1) Voluntary by the choir; (2) Invocation,
Lewis Malvern; (3) Reading of Psalm 122, J.
8. Neal; (4) Singing; (5) Opening Prayer by
E. Blake; (6) Reading select Scriptures, C. L.
Pinkbam:
(7) Singing; (8)
Sermon.by E.
Tattle; (9) Dedicatory Prayer, Ira Emery;

(11) Benediction, A. J. East-

man,
It is nearly 3 years since the old house
was burned and it is a source of great joy to
once more have the privilege of worshiping

God in his own house.

The cost of the house

and furnishing will slightly exceed $5,000.
With a goodly numberof new members added
to the church, it has great reason to thank God
and go-forward.
The services in the afternoon
and evening were very profitable, In the afternoon, after & prayer by N. A. Avery, Bro.
L. Malvern preached a very interesting dis»
course from John 12: 21. In the evening Bro.

mery, a former pastor, preached
94: 40.

from Matt,

All the services were very impressive

and profitable and were listened
large audience.

to by.a very
N.C.

L.

Rev E Crowell

Mr. White a customer,

Rev P Phillips

H H Howard

after having

two per cent. of the whole velacity.

Rev C F Penney Augusta

Rev N C Lothrop

sore

lungs and

inal Ada mson’s Balsam
cis.

croup?

will

do

Give

it.

©

it a

Trial

bot.

i

He who stabs you inthe dark with a pen would
do the sathe

with a penknife,

were

he equally safe

from detection and the law.—~Quintilian.
Horsford’s
Dr.

A.

Acid

Y.,

says:

“ Huve preseribed 1t with marked benefit in indi.
gestion and urinary troubles.”
During the past eight years
receipts of oats in New
638,762 bushels.

When a candidate

city

annual

have been

12,

itches too nych for office the

voters will scratch
PAILLARD’S

the average

York

him.

MUSIC

:
BOXES

recognized

better still send 3 cent stamps

J. Palliard & Co., 680 Broadway, New
for special descriptive circular.
Truth is stranger than fish stories.

as

York
:

to M.

City,

BUCHUPAIBA.
Quick, complete cure, all. annoying Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Diseases."$1.
Druggists.

ROUGH

machine was made in

ON RATS.

Clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bedbugs, skunks, chipmunks, gophers.
15¢c. Dragsts.

:

ACES

The man who never

owns

anything

but

yellow

dogs and an appetite for corn whisky is generally
the first to complain of hard times.
A GREAT BARGAIN BY A RESPONSIBLE
—The

* Christmas

Cabinet,”

St.,

bargain of the season.

is

Trick

undoubtédly

The

are useful and practical,

novelties

and

not fail to send for one or more

HOUSE.

advertised

resent number, by the Eureka
0., 87 Warren

Pa

Brown

our

(2)

Me

Deertield Cen N H

Oneonta N Y

Baxried.
Allen—OQlds—In Lawrence,
the

and

Rev. Thomas

H. Siac,

Mass., Oct. 14, by

Mr.

Arthur

C.

Allen

Miss Hattie 8. Ulds, both of Lawrence.
nterbotham — Alley — In
Lawrence,
Mass., Oct. 28, by the Rev. Thomas H. Stacy, Mr.’
Frank L. Winterbotham,
N. Alley of Lawreuce.

of Me.,

and Miss

Emma

Fox—Dow—May

21.

by the same,

Mr. Charles

A. Fox and Mise Eiiza P. Dow, both of Salisbury.
Horton—Wilson—Oct. 28, by the same, Mr.
Charles

P. Horton

of

E.

Somerville,

Mass.,

in

Kingsley—.

Tigge

Y., Sept. 5, by the

Al Dickinson

Rev. B. G.

Center, N.

Blaisdell,

Mr.

Her-

bert KE, Kingsley and Miss Carrie J. Briggs,
of Dickinson.

both

.

Barnes—Barnes—At the same place, Nov.
15, by the same, Mr. Franklin B. Barnes of Mautomon, Wis., and Miss Celia M. Barnes of Dickin8on.

)

CARPETS
J LPRAY SONS&CO.
ESTABLISHED

1817.

RT

the |

&

Novelty

the

greatest

mentioned

readers

and

Miss Aonie Wilson of Salisbury, Mass.
the
same,
‘Wilber—Stulte—Nov.
15,
. Stults, both
Charles H. 8. Wilber and Eurelia
of Salisbury, Mass.
/ ‘Childs- Fletcher—In Alton, N. H.. at the F.
B. parsonage, Nov, 12, by the Rev. C. M. Emery,
Mr. Oscar Chiids and
Miss Lizzie M. Fletcher,
both of Farmmgion, N. H.

are

the best. everywhere.
For a Christmas present
noghing
cap be 80 acceptable or entertaining; be
sure 4nd ask your music-dealer for Paillard’s Mu.
sic Boxes, or

Me

Graffam—Dan—In Amesbury, Mass., May.
15, by the Rev..J. D. Waldron, Benjamin F. Graf"
fam and Susie J. Dan, both of Salisbury.

Fnosphate

Pleasant to the Taste.
L. HALL, Fair Haven,
N.

Rev W

|

Why throw away so much hard-earned
money trying worthless medicines, when for 35
cents a remedy can be procured that will cure
coughs, colds,

Auburn

FSR Te

Unadilla Forks N Y

Box 250 Harrisburg

Rev G H Ball BuffaloN Y
EXPRESS.
Rev F E Davison Biddeford Me

for rheumatism

is greater than that ot red, the difference being between one and

Y

D George Laconia N H
LL Morey Gray Me
¢
Tyler 42 Wellington St Worcester Mass
Baker Philadelphia N'Y
C Brackett Harper’s Ferry
W Va
A Stanford Middleville Mich
P Rice Marshall Mad Co N C
W Bixby Edgewood Iowa

Rev John Chaney

tries St.

Jacobs Oil; says it is the best remedy ever used for
employed every known specific
was cured by St. Jacobs Oil.

N

Rév J B Palmer Box 486 Waterloo Iowa

Rev ¥
Rev A
Newell
RevJ
Rev N
Rev E
Rev G
Rev N

-

EVERYBODY RIGHT.
:
When every one says a * thing is so, it must be
80.” On this point Mr. A. H. Lyman, Druggist,
rheumatism.

W Bethany

+

Rev 8 J Weed New Philadelphia I11
Rev F E Briges Abbott Me

The name Huguenots is derived from Hugon,
the French hobgoblin, and was given to those
whe bore it from their babit' of hiding at day and
coming forth at night.

Every one who

:
.

Rev J W Bargin Starksboro Vt
Rev C W Dealtry Mixom Mich
Thomas Percy
Parkers Head Me
Rev 8 Curtis Concord N H
Rev T G Wilder Belmont N H

beautifies the

The best Spring medicine known is that wonderful tonic, Brown’s Iron Bitters.

Manistee, Mich., writes:

1
Jat)

Rev 8 D Bates Marion Ohio
Rev D D Mitchell Houston Minn
Rev T A Stevens Fairport N Y

the ancient edifice

into a rain—Johnson.

Co Miss

Rev J B Jordan Auburn Me "3, 1 .

building to which . it clings;* twining its tendrils
more lovingly as

Pinder Kemper

James Thoms Cairo Ill :
fi
W H Everett Woodstock N B
G A Gordon Campbell Hill I11
Rev M W Spencer Woodstock Ont
Rev D B Newell Waterboro Me
J C Warren Marshfi-ld Pa
Rev E W Ricker Lake Village N H

FREEMAN, Clerk.

which

:

W-_Dodge Blue Hill Falls Me
ev LL W Gowen Cape
Sable Island N 8
Henr:¥ Horkaduy
are J 8 ‘Hockaday Cam‘bridge Saline
Co Mo
a
Res 8; J Weed New Philadelphia Ill McDonoughCo
J

very interesting sermons.
:
Next session with tbe
ghurch at North THD,
Bridge, Friday before the
first Sunday in Februa®

should

* Christmas Cabi-

{

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL.

nets.”
gi.

The spots;on the

EE

————

sun were

onserved in China

as early as 321.
THE * MCTAMMANY ORGANETTE,’ manufactured at Worcester, Mass., is the most wonderful
musical instrument ever made.
It is the choicest
Christmas present that you could select.
Price,
only $8.00 with music.

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of, New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubefcular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which

Cod

Tiver Oil can be used, and with more

For sale by all druggists, and E.

298 Paarl St., New
Forty

Years’

B

TRUEX,

York.

wo

Experience

of an

Old

Nurse.

MES. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best female physicians and
nnrses in the United States, and has been used
for forty years with never failing success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the
child from pain,

cures

dysentery

and

riping in the bowels and wind colic.

Bealth to the childit rests the mother,
cents a bottle.

2

’

Aotices.

diarrhcea,

By

Siving

Price 2

Meeting

at Oul-

eout Dec, 1, at 10 A. M. Assignments as follows:
Opening sermon by Key, T. L. Scott; Exposition
of1John3:9 b
ev. B.C.
Hodge;
Review of

Part 1st of Butler's Theology,

Rev.

W,

Brown;

Present Aspect of the Temperance Reform,Rev. F.
H. Butler; The Bible School, Rev. D. Beyd.

D. Boxp,

Clerk.

Union (N. Y.) with the Pultney charch, comme icing Friday, at 2 p. M., Dec. 8, and continuing

All the ministers

within

bounds of this Q. M. are expected Lo be present.
E. E. CARTWRIGHT,

Farmington
church,

Dec.

(Me.)
13,

14.

with

Sermon

the

the

Clerk.

Farmington

at 11

o'clock

Wednesday by Rev. 8. P. Mornll,
D. PEASE, Clerk.
Western (R. I.) with the Union church, com-

mencing

days.

Dec. 6, at 10

A.

M.

and

continuing

two

Ministers’ Conference, Thursday at 8 A. M.
8. B. YOUNG, Clerk.
Waterloo
(Iowa) with the Lester church,

Friday, Dec. 22.

HirAM

CHAMPLIN,

Clerk.

Jefferson (N. Y.) at Keeneville Dec. 16, 17.
Those churches which did pot
pay their Q. M.
assessment at the June session will send it to this
Q M. Conference will be called the 16th at 9 A.
M.
ro
J.J. ALLEN, Clerk.
McDonough (N. Y.) with the Willett church,
Dee.
1-8. Rev. J. W. Hills is to preach the open.
ing sermon, Rev. C. Steere, alternate.
4
Ww. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
Ontario Asso. (Ontario) at Middlemiss, 15
miles west of St. Thumas on the Air Line of G. T.
Railway, Dec. 8,/at 2 o’clock P. M.
J. M. POWELL, Clerk.
Warren & Clark (O ) with the Silver Grove
church, Nov, 24-26.
JERE. MILLS, Clerk.
Winona & Houston {Mian.) at -Utica, commencing Friday, Dec. 8, and. holding over thé
Sabbath.
oF M. RUTHERFORD, Clerk.
)

ORIENTAL

RUGS,

And every grade and variety of Foreign
and Domestic Carpeting, Oil Cloth and
Matting.

558 and 560 Washington

BOSTON,

St.,

IF

18686

Paillard’s

Notices.

E. J. MORGAN, Clerk.

!

AXMINSTERS,

Rec, Sec.

Otsego (N.Y.) with the Franklin church at
Ouleout, Dec. 1. at 7 P. M.. Opening sermon by

over the Sabbath,

BRUSSELS,
MOQUETTES,

62621

#
0. B. CHENEY,
Lewiston, Me., Nov. 9, 1882.
. Quarterly

WILTONS,

benefit

secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not Tiest

Rev. D. Boyd.

Deerfield, N. H., was publicly set apart to the
worship of .God on Thursday, Nov. 15, at 11 A.

(10) Voluntary;

C F Johnson

and

A. M.

Forwarded

:
BY MAIL.
1
Rev F Babcock Halls Harbor Kings CoN 8

Strafford (Vt.)—Held its October session withe
the church at East Randolph. The attendance
was rather small, but there was considerable interest, and the congregationon the Sabbath quite
large. The Woman’s Q. M. Missionary Society
occupied Saturday éveniog to mere than good satistaction. Rev’s-'D. E. Land and A.
Shephard
from the Corinth Q. M., met with us and helped
us Fay by their presence, sympathy, prayers,

The Otsego Q. M. Ministers’ Conference

Baptist church

Books

(4) Charge and Hand of Fellowship, J. S.

P. SMITH, Clerk.

in

! Dedication
The new

Doney Letters Received.

Potter; (5) Address tothe Church by F. E. Davison; Benediction by Biv. Newell.
The choir
furnished excellent music for the occasion.

by the pastor in the morning and in the evenPost-Office Addresses.
ing there wae a general temperance meeting in
Rev. E. W. Ricker, Lake Village, N. H.
which several took part. Two were received
to the fellowship of the church at the last coveNotice.
nant meeting.
A kitchen to the parsonage is
There will be a special meeting of the Freewill
almost completed.
A well has also been ‘dyg ih
Foreign Mission Society at the Paige St.
Baptist church in Lowell, Mass., on Monday.
and will be finished in another week. God's |
th day of January next at seven and one.
the
truly leading his people in Highland.
hal [ 0 ‘clock in the afternoon, for.the transaction of
anybusiness that may properly come before the
Minnesota.
socjéty. By order of the Executive Committee.
his pastorate

W. B. WEED, Clerk.

by visiting brethren; the power of the Lord was
M E Aldridge—Allen Hemenway & Savage—B to their homes filled |
manifest and all returne
Bradley—L E Bailey—N C ‘Brackeéft—J W
Burgin
with new strength to enter upon their several fields
'—Mrs LL M Benham—L Champeon—Mrs H J
of labor.
;
?
Next session to be held with the West Richmond , —8 Curtis—B J Cole—C E Dow—Geo D Fry—E E
Folsom—Free Baptist—Miss M Foss—J Ferguson
church.
J. C. WARREN, Assistant Clerk.
—D A Gammon—J 8 Gay—E 8 Grout—N T Garrott—F Haves—D M Judkins—J Latham—H
H
York Co. (Me.)—Held its Nov. session with the Leightoo—J Lougee—J
Mariner—Mrs
J F B
Lyman church. The weather was fine, and the at- Monroe—Mrs J Merrill-L Menham—D E Millett
tendance
large, the
business
harmonious, the
—W R Norton—W L Noyes—J IF Phil
-1E
preaching good, and the prayer-meetings spiritual
Peden—W N Roberts—D L Rige—JL Smith— A’
and profitable. Bro. B. D. Newell, pastor of the Smith—M C Sanborn—(G B Shorey—J Shoemaker—
church, was ordained by a council appointed at ER Smith—A P Tracy—W L Twitchell-C M
the previous session, after a very satisfactory ex- “Trask—A E_ Teachout—C Whipple—Mrs J D
amination, inthe following order: (1) Invocation
Weatheroy—M C Walker.
and Heading of Scriptures by J. Nason; (2) Ser-

A sermon was preached

has resigned

0). (formerly belonging to the A ens Q. MM.) ba. 3s
organized a new Q. M., knownas the
GalliaQ.M.,
~ *
and the said Gallia Q. M. will hold its next session
with first Huntington church, Dec. at 8, at 2 P.
M. Brethren let us have 'a_fulf delegation.

B. E. Baker,

thers

Nov. 24 ‘and

DEN, nday, Clerk.clos:
Co.

and

8. A. WORDEN,’

A New Q, M.—The churches lyingin Gallia

and

who notienly preached the Word to good acceptance but
rendered valuable aid in business meetmeetings by making suggestions and giving good
advice. Rev’s Hunt and
Doumnocker brought
words of kindly interest,
nthe Tuscarora Q. M.

The first electric copying
England in 1850.

pleasant occasion was enjoyed, in the baptism
of a young man and his wife. This is the fifth
place....The

Rev’s H,

es

in Lowell

"The corner stone of the new Free Baptist
church at Auburn was laid with appropriate
ceremonies, Nov. 16. Rev. J. T. Ward read
the Scriptures, Rev’s H, Canfield, J. T. Ward
and A. T. Salley made addresses.
Rev. A.
Given, the pastor, enumerated
the articles
placed in the copper box in the stone.
The

pastor of the Pond

its

church. A very interesting:

"According to G. Forbes, the velocity of blue light

mention of her

4

Co. (Pa.)—Held

(Indianapolis, Ind., Farmer.)

to

take effect Jan. 1. He will give his whole time
to the editorship of the Free Baptist.

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ.
ers, not necessarily
for publication; and should
reach this office before Saturday night in order to
the

Chris-

is to' be congratulated upon its first pastor.
May the Divine favor attend him in his new
field. Thank God for the Haverhill church redeemed from debt.
Bro. M. will begin his la-

i

into

of the

We learn that the Rev. A. A. Smijh of Min-

Pinisters and @hmxches,

7)
[

preaching
and

neapolis

Il

-Q

.*

SILAS CURTIS,

Rev. C. B. Atwood of Topsham has accepted

Missionary Helper for 1883,

mained, tillat the late meeting of the

eral Conference in 1880. I am not positive
that I have seen it since.
Some person borrowed or took it, and has not returned it. Whoever may find said book is requested to send it to

Jel,

0-0
>

from its patrons in almost all

er,” which were bound in one book. This
Book was placed on the table in the ¢ Histori
“éA1"Room” at the Weirs at the time of the Gene

get

grandest

.. The second Sabbath of November was a very
pleasant day at West Stephentown and a very

a donation to Storer College?
We have not
Boston church, but send the dollar and it will
the means to purchase them now, and it is the
‘be recorded in heaven that, * Inasmuch as ye ‘settled policy here to contract no floating debt.
did it unto one of the least of these my brethD. WATERMAN.
rem, ye did it unto me.”
If every reader of the
EI,
YY » —OP-LLIHLzz
Star will do this, there will be a surplus in the
Lost Book.
treasury in just seven days from the issue of
the Star.
Brethren and sisters, will you do it
and do it now ?
J. L. HAMMETT.
The subscriber has lost from his library two,
‘| volumes of Rev. E. Chase’s “ Religious Inform-

A gleam of light has broken out from a oky
more or less cloudy, upon the work of the Edu-

Charity—the

nearly five years. - The new church

TR

At Harper's Ferry, the second Sabbath of
November was given to the cause of Temperance. The morning service was a sort of Bible
reading. The pastor read and commented tipon

Tioga

the Cbatham

evening

Satfyday

ing Sunda: e: galog.

profitable season was enjoyed. ~The hearts of the
faithful few were gladdened by the appearance of

ry, 1883.

\0f the church in Greenville, Wednesday even-

the Central Association, the great West or the

A Gleamof Light.

since

pei: 22. i

for Nov. 25, 1882. The question is asked, How
said about wine and strong drink. A large conshall this deficiency be met* The answer is gregation, mostly students, listened attentively.
simple, the method brief and the result both
The service in the evening was opened and led
speedy and certain.
This can be done by
by Bro. Brackett, and consisted almost entirely
hand, and do not try to get any machine in of remarks by the students. The principle of
motion to accomplish it. Let every man and
total abstinence has a strong hold upon the stuwoman who reads this put their hands in their
dents at Storer College,and an addition of twenpocket, take out one dollar and send it by next ty-five new names.to the pledge was secured to
mail to Rev. E. N, Fernald, Lewiston, Maine,
the already large number who had previously
giving their full name and address and the taken the pledge. It was an interesting and
church to which they belong, and thus will
profitable day. The school is large ‘and ineach individual and each church get their propcreasing, and doing well; but we need both
er credit for benievolent work, and our mismoney and men to meet the increasing desionaries in the field will be cheered by such a mands of the school.
spontaneous uprising of the people in their beThere are two books very much néeded:
balf. Should any one read this who is so unLippincott’s Pronouncing Dictionary of Biogfortunate as not to have a dollar, beg one of raphy and Mythology,
and Lippincott's Prosome one who bas.
Do not stop to think
nouncing Gazetteer. Is there not some good
whether you belong to the Woman’s Society,
brother that has a copy of one or both of these
the Men's Society, the Miscellaneous Society,
books who would esteem it a privilege to make

honorable place in missionary literature. The
Master, who recoguizes every force which is at
work for him, can only know to how many

strengthen the efforts
abroad.

subscribe for the Help-

Temperan BE Sabbath.

and producing valuable

the church

Burgess is to be ordained and installed pastor

PUTED
WS
ro

a

with

devotion and fidelity to all eur interests, and her
eeds of love and kindness, and her words of
counsel and comfort to the distressed, will make
hér memory dear to all who
have shared in her
sympathy and love.
hy &
Bro. Malvern
has served the ‘Haverhill
church faithfully and with marked success for

you do not wish to keep yourselves acquainted

Then

rofession.

Resolved,

the
she

er, and carefully read its pages.
M. M. H. Hues.’

aec-

ian graces—has tempered
these years of work,
and we car say with our pastor in this parting,
“We
r loved each other more.” Therefore,
Resolved, That we accept the resignation of our
pagtor in the same fraternal spirit in which it is
tendered.
.
Resolved, That we take this opportunity to express to Rev. John Malvern our confidence in him
as d Christian minigh
ur high appreciation
of his services as pastor of this church and society, and remember with pleasure and profit his

solves, we

Dear sisters, in conclusion, let me ask, who of

well as with that of other ‘dear

briefly the work

Milvern as our pastor’ wife in the foregouing

list

of this dear sister

%

our sick and his words of loving sympathy to the
bereaved and sorrowing.
| Resolved, That we owe him a lasting
debt of
gratitude for the noble work which he
has done
under God in raising the money to pay the debt
upon our church edifice.
;

we consecrated such a portion of the precious

with the future. work

have united

welfare in public and

any surplus in the publishing fund, it goes into the Treasury of, the Woman’s Society:
The surplus fund, which had accrued during
the five years’ existence of the Helper, through
economical management and
much unpaid
work, amoupted to about $600. As a dear sister, at our late Board meeting, laid herself a
willing sacrifice, on our missionary altar, already to go to the relief ofour fainting, staggering India band, so sadly thinned by death
and sickness, this surplus fund seemed almost a gift from heaven.
With thankfulness

the

!

rayers.s
y
Resolved, That we tender him our heart-felt
thanks for his earnest endeavors to promote our

Let it be borne in mind, that should there be

is being wafted on her way over
deep.
:

that we review

persons

fajthful

swelled to at least 5,000 names.
It can be easily done by faithful, earnest work.

gone from us?

good

nation was reluctantly accepted. The following ‘resolutions, recording the action and feel-

nine

with trust and hope to. our pastors for their
efficient service of cheer and encouragenfen,
tb aid in raking this ‘‘ new departure,” a guccess, We look also to sisters in our churches
witheut pastors, perhaps, and where the Helper has no agents, and ask who, of you will
give a day to the-Work of securing subscribers?

treasure, as was
needed, to eke
out
means for her passage to India, and to-day

to accept a call to the

April 80th, 187¢, when the pastorate began, sixlyong by baptism and twenty-eight by letters and

look

May the coming year see our subscription

has resigned’ the pastorate

complished in the four years and seven months of
his pastorate. It has been a time of sowing and
reaping, and fruitful harvests of souls have
crowner| the labors of pastor and people. Eighty-

earnest

at once by hand, with the aid of our focal car-

To the women of the churches every-

hope-

new Chelmsford St. church of Lowell.. At a
meeting of the church the 14th fhst.,+his resig-

seems fitting

the

penter.
goed
Now in. our Foreign Mission work all our
societies, associutions, organizations and exec-

machines, doing

‘ Two

HAVERHILL, MABS., Oct. 30, 1882,
Having received
the resigaation of our pastor it

:
sisters,

other dear

id in pertraitare,so filled with love for, and devotion to their work.
As these years pass in
review, there come before us the many who
have hélped to bring about the success of the

utive boards are so many

writes:

Dr. A. Wares, were passed:

subscribers, and adding to
their number.
There is no time to be lost. But a little more
than a month. remains, when the returns
should be made, so that the Agent may be able
to decide wisely as to the number of copies
she shall publish.
The subscribers can render
their agents much aid by assisting them in

to

preach and can not have the advantagessof the
s¢hools, any’ iman has the right to say, Yon
found

the State agency

ingsof the church and sent us by the clerk,

work, in giving their fields a thorough canvass, for securing the renewal of their former

who purposes entering the ministry to get an
education if he can. But the day bas not yet

if one

Rev. A. B. Drew

Rev. J. Malvern

Helper in the past, surely need no words of

have

“plus accruing from subscriptions, advertising,
- = and interest will amountto about $600.00 for
Fi.

year at least, a monthly.
The faithiftil agents and

He is the wisest leader who serves the masseg the best. I would advise every young man
when,

has accepted

of the Haverhill church

reading matter.
So the Board. accepted the
offer of the Editor and Agent, and our bimonthly magazine is to become, for the coming

something better.
Education is acquired by
study. in more than one way.
Many a man
who never saw West Point saw the enemy flee
and the dear old flag wave gloriously.

come

Village

others will soon follow their example and take

on

that pittance will give he twidathe amount of

ours, to arouse them

Most of my mechanical work is done by machinery which is more than a hundred miles
away from the salesroom.
Without this machinery, many orders could not be filled on
time, and those filled would be at an immense
increase of cost of production; but every week
orders come in at the salesroom, for articles a
little out of the line of machine work, which
are needed
immediately.
To communicate

aa

was

would say, *‘ Stop my Helper,’ for the paltry
pittance of fifteen cents a year, especially as

the pulpits; and there was an energy, a zeal, a
fire in their-speech that would help younger

ceding. There has been gradually an increas'ing attachment to the Helper, and its circula’t1ion extends to a greater number of churches.
"It has subscribers in twenty-four states, ia the
Provinces, in Eogland, in Sweden, India and
4 Africa.
There has always been great promptness in paying subscriptions,
the larger number accompanying the order with the money.
Beyond the actual cost of printing and postage, but little has been paid out, and the sur-

One of the features which bas won distine-

The

ing her from the curses ang untold woes entailed on her sisters in heathendom who could, or

Basle, to see the many gray heads that adorneds

thirty-six hundred.
The two later years
have not materially differed from the one pre-

. these years.

L. Wiley, who

who

Many

of the

He Is to follow Rev. F.

of the Morning Star.

Their

It was impressed in England and Scotland,
and more so at the Evangelical Alliance at

men.

pastorate

thé former
and (sent to one address, otherwise

among us, who had any sense of what the
hlessed gospel.had conferredon her, in exempt-

ing souls.

¥. B. Woman's Miss. Society for. 187%,
The

God's

the

45 cents) and fifty cents to the latter, The
Editor and Agent offered to assume the double

been,
good

of them are wise in the Scriptures, and in 8av-

reports of the

aré

have
are

its contents

the abbreviated

They

prophets
They

real object of the enterprise. The first issue
appeared early in 1878, and comprised among

familiar, as it more. fully expressed the

the first of December.

to

a

church, and is to commence his labors there

‘pense. It did, somehow, seem {o those earnest-

men.

already

Gilford

portance of ‘an educated ministry, ftom lack of | hearted women, while ‘contemplating the forwisdom more than a lack of right motive, not ward movement, that there could be no sister

usefulness
has been and
may
yet be of
great value to the church and the world.
We
know how they helped build our institutions.
They should not give up till God calls them
home. * Their experience is of value, and many

chosen was the one

call

ally to club subscribers and fifteen to single
subscribers, making the terms forty cents to

of the pro-

:

the condition that she should have the privi-} a like bold stand for Jesus. The good Spirit is
lege of adding some extra pages of advertise- manifest in our meetings.”
ments, secured and printed at her own exMassachusetts.

in-

gélected, to whom the mechanical work should |
The name

has accepted

statement

fices, only $300. - This offer, however,

One says, Where diplomas stop.

Avnother answers, No;

spective expenditure was presented, based on a
small advance of the price—fifteen cents annu-

prepared

!

Chemung (N. Y.) with the West Smma ¥. B.

church, com wencing Friday
continuing through

Christ to save. Also, Rev. Seth Sawyer, for
many years a non-resident meinber of the |
church, has removed to the village, the place |

labor the change would bribg to her, for $30 ful converts were baptized and united with the
addition to her salary, making it, for both of-| “F. B. church in Sutton, Nov. 12. We hope

In the descending
where

addition to its working force, Two or
ree, have recently. come over on the Lord’s
side, and are- living examples of the power of

of his early Christian labors.
Rev. C. M. Emery of Alton

A carefully

There have been major and minor prophets
ever since the Christian church was instituted ;
‘yea, even for centuries before. Men, like the
stars, differ in. maghitude and brightness.

@uartexlyr Bleetings. =

i

of the urgent

make thé leng contemplated onward movement, trusting, in God and in their sisterhood.

* Minor Prophets:

‘power.

view

both at home and abroad—its managers felt
compelled, by their loyalty to-the Master, to

‘Brothers, a young and enterprising firm, were

be entrusted.

)

i

when—in

necessities of the work in our mission fields,

*

to uscertain the probable number

:

actual

deficit occurred, to an amount not exceeding
two dollars a year, for five years, to meet the
emerzency. The committee, also, * deeming

at Great Falls,

nineteenth century call te “ Go, teach
all na-

operation of, at least, fifty persons be

who were willing to be assessed, if an

s

or expenditure to add to the facility of this

AE

be obtained to defray expense, though

the publication might be a source of income to
the society, and it recommended that the co-

ARE

THE

EST.

Theyare the only ones that are sold by first-class
alers the world over. Send 3 cents for circular.
J. PAILLARD
& CO, 680 Broad.
way, New York City.

Be Sure to Try

BIGLOW & MAINS
Christmas
MUSIC and SERVICES.
You will be Pleased with

Vi
A

Them.

MMANUEL.—New Cantatas by Doane. yoy
attractive. Price, $230 per 100; 35 Cts. by.

HRISTMAS SERVICE, NO. 5.—Glory to

God. Appropriate Scripture Selections, with
New Music by Lowry. $4 per 100; § cts. by mail.

HRISTMAS

ANNUAL

Carols by favorite
cts. each by mail,

NO.

authors.

13.—Beautifol
$3

:

per

100;

4

A full line of Christmas Anthems, Carols, Services,
ete.

Catalogue sent on request.

BICLOW& MAIN,
76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randelph Street, Chicago.
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once asked in utter despair; .and

Be

*You are right, dear,

she: had

oo

OF MY LOVE.

the

money can hire a nurse, I'll find one.”
“Without further words he left the state-

sweet the air; how heautiful’ the long,

¢/ Child of my love, lean hard
And let me feel the pressure of thy care.

foamy

sweep

of

the

For even as I laid it on, I said,

the morning, and

in Paris=—just think of it—and we'll see
f

“think I shall like the ocean best;
and th& whales, you know,” replied her

sister contentedly. She was the youngest of the family, and was more of a quiet little house-body than the rest. +I

the

bluff, kind-hearted

“ Very well, papa,”

4

*‘ Have you seen Sue, lately?"
‘No, papa, not sincg I came on
Why

Mm

deck.

=»

‘I wish very much

to

speak

to her.

Please try to find her.?

A

‘

Alice turned down » leaf and

rose

re-

. “Isn't it like ! the King of glory shall luctantly. At that moment
the quartercome in?’” she had oace said timidly to master, who was in charge
of the deck,
‘the red-bearded first-mate.
touched his hat and said: ‘‘I see’d your
‘Yes, Miss,” he had answered in his little girlon the lower
deck, sir, about
short, hearty way, ‘‘ and he comes every two hours ago, goin’ forrard.”
;
day,8s soon as ever the gates are up.”
The troubled look on Mr. Raymond's
One of Sue's favorite occupations was face deepened. He turned away
at once.
to go as far forward aggpossible, on the Meeting the young doctor as
he did so,
upper deck, and watch the steerage pas- he spoke a few words to
him in a low
sengers, of whom there were two or tone, upon which the two went
immedithree hundred on board. She pitied them ately down the companion-way,
and
becausé they looked so poor and miser- walked. with quick steps toward the
bow
able. Some of them seemed to be re- of the ship. As they passed a door
a

tarning to their old homes, discouraged
and hopeless.
noisily,

but

sickening, sulphury odor crept out, and a

Some laughed and talked
most

of

them

curled

few curls of smoke.
“ They're prepariog, for

up,

the fumiga-

wherever they could, on stanchions or tion,” explained the doctor, keenly watchheaps of rope, and lay there, many of ing his companion’s face. *“I thought
them wretchedly sick, throughout the ‘we'd best do it, to satisfy the authorities.”
shall sit and watch the water, and ob,
day.
They nearly all had a weary, bopeThen they went straight to the head of
Alice, just think of the sunsets— whole
less,
hunted
lock, which went to Sue's the stairs that led to the dark, ill-ventilatsunsets, without the least mite of a house
heart.
Still, she could do nothing for ed steerage.
or a hill between! ”
There the doctor
paused
“I
know,” said Alice carelessly, |. them. The rules of the ship were very and checked Mr. Raymond with hi§ hand.
** 1 wouldn’t go down there,” he said,
‘“there’ll be clouds though, I suppose. strict; she.had carried out some grap-s,
Now, dear, don’t moralize on that, and say after dinner one day, to a delicate-looking lightly, with his rising English accent;
that the clouds are what makes the sunset young girl, who had crept up on deck for **iV’s rather a disagreeable place, yon
bright! All I care for is that we're go- the first time that morning, and for this know.” Suddenly his face changed.
ing, we're going, and we are to sail on little kindness Sue had been sharply re- ‘‘ Hark!” he said. And Mr. Raymond
¢ She listened.
the ‘Samaria’ just six weeks from to- buked by the head steward.
3
oe Fe
.
mustn’t interfere with the steerage,” he
Faintly, sweetly came a girlish voici ;
morrow!”
‘¢ Why, how nice! Then we'll all be—" had said; *‘the Cunard company would up out of the darkness. Some one way
“Good Samaritans!” and Alice's laagh look out for them.” So she could do singing. Ab, if the roar of the wind and
nothing but watch them wistfully and the dull breaking of waters against the
rang out merrily.
:
long
to help them.
bows would but stop for one little mo‘I don’t know about the * good’ part,”
They were six days out from B.ston. ment! Hark—they could hear the words
said Sue, puckering up her mouth fn her
an
funny, solemn way. ¢ Aad I hope there The ship had encountered head winds now:
won't be any thieves on board.”

3

before the day of saillast straw by

preaching from the text, ‘“ They

that go

down,” whis-

pered mischievous Alice: ‘‘ papa says
you have to walk right up-hill from the
twitched

a

little,

but

she

looked toward the pulpit harder than ever. You couldn’t make Sue laugh in
church, and when near the end of a long
sermon, some of the older members

elosed their eyes placidly, or knitted
their brows absent-mindedly,and throughout the congregation there was that subdued rustling of fans and silk dresses, so
annoying to a speaker, the minister was
always sure to find one pair of serious
blue eyes fixed upon him, and one little
pair of ears listening to every syllable of
the “thirdly” and “ fourthly” he bad
penned so carefully in his study. You
wouldn't have caught Sue falling out of
the window while Paul was preaching.
Well, Saturday came at last, and a
' wonderful day it was. As they passed
up the smooth gang-way plank, and
found their way to the saloon, Alice was
in a high state of nervous delight, while
Sue, on the other hand, was feeling sober

at the thought of leaving home, and
the

time

the steamer

had

by

reached

the

middle of the stream, and was heading
for the open

ocean, she

homesickness

come

felt a surge of

over

her,

until

.seemed as if she must fling erscH
board, rather

thun

be

borne

it

aver.

off in

this

great, remorseless ship. A large drop
trickled down her cheek and fell upon
her hand, which was helplessly clutching
the brass rail encircling the hurricane

deck.

As she. turned

blurred

so

that

away,

the great

her eyes
red

funuel

seemed as wavy as the volumes of black
smoke that poured steadily out of it.
Sue knew what was the wisest thing to

do in such a case, and she did it. ‘Shd
looked about

to see

whether

help or comfort anybody else.

she could

Presently

she found an old lady, who was trying to

adjust herself with a heavy rug in one of

those long steamer chairs that are so
hard to get into when they are straight-

ened out.

Sue helped

her, and) then

tucked the rug about her foet so nicely
that the old lady thanked her, and asked
her if she felt badly at leaving home.
This opened Sue’s heart at once, and they

were soon the best of friends.

Before long, as she sat on a camp:

yl

she noticed a commotion among the steerpassengers.

groups, talking
now and

then

- They

gahered

earnestly, and
toward

¥
‘3

|)

in

glancing

the hachway

led to their quarters below.

tht

The sailors

seemed with ons accord to avoid

‘whapf to get on board.”
face

eral days, the officers said. ‘When Sue
came on deck that morning, she thought
age

down to the sea in ships.”
* We shan’t have to go

Sue's

and would not reach Queenstown for sev-

them as

far as possible. Never during the voyage had there been 80 mauy of them in
sight at one time. Already th cabin
passengers were eagerly

was the matted) but could

inquiring

whal

learn nothing.

During the whole forenoon the tacitarnity
and mysterjous aic of the offic-rs iacreased,

from

until

several

men

the cabin, among

of

them

inflaence

Mr.

all the cause and nature of the disturbance
that was making itself felt throughout the
;

Tney found him in his little deck stateroom, talking in low, earnest tones with

the ship's surgeon, uid made known their
errand. “It you don't give soms explanation, captain,” they said, * there will

be a regular panic on board.

are afraid

The ladies

there isa fice in the

that _the’ship has sprung a leak.

The doctor glanced again
at Mr,

hold

or

Let us

know at once what is the matter, and we
will either keep silence altogether or
make such a report as shall salisty everybody that it is nothing serious.”
** Gentlemen,” replied the captiin calmly, after a moment's silence, ** you are
disturbing yourselves unreasonably.
I
bave hardly thought it necessary. to

expluin to passengers all the proceedings

ou board my ship, but I am willing 10 tell

you the trifle that has caused this alarm.
An infant died in the s'eerage last night,
of some childish disorder, and was—bar-

Raw
Ray

mond’s face. It was blanched white as
the foam on the wave-tops that could be
seen over the bulwarks as the ship rolled.
* Doctor,”

he

said,

‘let

me

pass.

That is my little girl, singing.”
** O, never mind,” said the doctor,

still

holding his arm across the compunionway; * I'll go down g8g get her up.”
*D ctor, why

won't you

Jet

me—jyou

seid—"
Ps
Toe surgeon glanced over his shoulder
and saw that they were

alone.

Then

he

looked the other full in the eye, and said
slowly:

¢* Because it—is—small-pox.”
** Then for God’s sake let me

Riy-

mond, Sue's father, waited upon the captain a8 a committes, to asertain once fr

ship.

“Jesus, lover of my soul.”

Stand aside, 1

say,

or

I'll

go by!

knock

you

down and pass over you!” For the tall,
wiry young doctor had placed himself before him, and was directly blocking the
way.
i
“ You will do no such thing, sir. You
are not strong enough to master me, and
it you try, I will have you put in irons.
I will go down and bring your daughter

up.

80.

You can not see her, and afterward

go back among the passengers.”
i While the billows near me roll.”

Again the childish tones,

tired tremble in

them,

sound of the waters,

with

rose

a little

above

the

Mr..Raymond cov-

ered his face with his hands a moment,
then turned away.
** Her mother will conte,” he said.

The
doctor
quickly descended the
stairs. The steerage was divided by
rough partitions into small compartments,

ied. I believe another one is sick now. around the
sides in the open space in the
The doctor was just informing me that he center,
where were the dining-tables
thought it best, as a mere matter of pre- mude of pine
boards, once clean and
caution, to fumigate the quarters. That fresh, but
now stained to a dingy brown.
is all.”
:
r
In euch compartment were six berths,
‘“ And where is the sick child P
| three on a side, one over , the
ti
ether.
“I left it in the steerage,” answered These berths were filled with various
unthe doctor, ‘“ until I could have the hos- tidy heaps of bed-clothing, as thejr occu:
pital made ready. I shall remove 1t my- pants had hurriedly left them in the

self, soon, before disinfecting

the place.”

The passengers withdrew, not more
than half satisfied, and Mr. Raymond
wen
to t
tell his wife what he had heard.

ond
her in her state-room, busily
talking with the stewardess, who had al-

ready told the news under a strict pledge

of secrecy, ‘* or it will.cost me my place,

mem.

And. the poor little creature, she

morning, and the nic ¢f the whole place

Would

:

, tepe felt a great ‘lump in her throat.
She heard the doctor's step on the stairs.

stifling.

In

[ish 2

you've

come,

See the flame-burat lap to cinders

ed you have ample proof in the capricious

fumes.

habitual inebriate.— Signal.

NO

DRUNKENNESS AS A SIN,

:

is but one remedy.

pearly

In 1833 it was

and

dumb people are not the only ones who
talk with their fingers. Sue gave a little
squeeze to her mother's hand, and I suppose it would take something like halt a
page for me to write out what she said by
it. And her mother answered her another
half ‘page in the same way. Only she
did more. She said,
baby

is

better,

comfortably pat to
hospital, and papa
natured Scotch girl
The doctor says, my

Sue.

She

is

bed in the little ship'shas found a good
to take care of her.
little daughter's nurs-

;

ed.

59-0

0-0

The prohibitory and temperance wave, =~ *
which is supposed to have

our western state
a spontaneous

originated

in

ks very much

myvement

civilized, world. | The

tent of 30 gallons

per inhabitant.

1,200

milion

of

the

world

like

whole

consumes

assumption that vast

a

15 gallons,

Instead of wine taking the place of other

have risen to three quarts per head. In
defense of win® he says, where most spirthere are most cases

to remain

are

empires

like

Eng-

open

till two

o'clock

in

the

morning.
Thronghout Earnpe the governments and many citizens seem specinlly anxious that the public sale of beer,
wine and spirits be entrusted to responsi-

of ae-

cidental’ death, apprehensions for drunkenness are five times more numerous in
these than where wine is principally
used,

in Ireland

land, America and Russia could pay their
debts out of the drink-tax does not hold
good any longer, and the reasonable regulation of the liquor traflic is now within
sight. Even the city ot Paris has canceled the old rule which allowed drink-shops

drinks, the latter have increased.
Spirits
in 1837 were used two quarts, and now

its are drunk

hibition

Cornwall and Yorkshire

about to arrive at the same conclusion.
Mr. Gladstone favors local option, and in
Germany a movement of partial prohibition has just” been started. The former

(That

gallons

only

is consecrated to
and Wales;

ble denlers only, and that these be held in

close supervision by means of a high

..

A’coholic insanity is almost everywhere
in _proportion to the direct consumption
of spirits, except in two provinces, where
they drink only white wines, which, he
suys, taken in excess are as dangerous

cense.

In.

any

event,

temperance

made gigantic striles ‘throughout
teadom,— Boston Adorid.

li-

has

Chris=

ia

A Quuker was once advising & drunkard to leave off bis habit of drinking ia-

as brandy.

ing, this.forencgon, saved her lite.”

ever liveth,

Who repenting guilt .orgiveth,

And the broken heart Teveiveln »

and, perhaps, absolutely
Lunier himself was one of the mark myths, proportionately
less of intoxicating
drinks than it did
created by the brandy apostles.” But now twenty-five and filly years’ digo. Sunday

makes

breathed.

“* Whose mercy

as if Dr i

year.)

*“The

sician, who has‘wrought for us an effectual

care by the sacrifice of His life :—

that a marked decrease in insanity had ta-

looked

there

treatment

the unerring skill, the unweared attention,
avd the loving care of the infallible Pay.

ken, or was taking, place in the light
wine districts of his country.
Any one acquainted with Such matters
knew very well such a condition of things
and it

human

every other sin. to have ever at command

France,; had published a report showing

impossible,

No

can heal the disease of the soul. It is our
exteeding high privilege, for the cure of,
the sin ot drankenness as for the cure of

Temp. Advooate.

DRUNKENNESS IN WINE-GROWING COUNTRIES.
About a self Mr. Wetmore stated

was

\

Whatever the sinfalness, for that

While you hurry to obey!
—Nat.

%

Od

Speed you! speed you! God shall lead
you

That the sense of taste is deprav-

appetite. when he has an appetite, of the —{

Sue felt too weak and tired to talk, that
is, by words. Bat, dear me, deaf and

ment and the foul air she had

She laid the baby gently on the bed,

There is not a word about decrease of ‘toxicating liquors. “Can you tell we
ins nity, but the well-known and per- how to do it?” said the slave of the ap-.
four days of that voyage; how the cab“fectly natural result is strongly confirmed, petite. :*: Yes,” answered the Quiker:
in passengers passed a vote of thanks to
that the weaker liquors, it used, lead t» ‘“it is just as easy as lo open thy hand,
friend ” + Convince me of that, and I
“Miss Sue Raymond, for her Berolemy
the use of the stronger, and to crime, will promise upon my honor, to do as you
sand devotion,” and sent them by the doc \pauperism, insanity and death.—Our tell me,” replied the drunkard. * Well,
tor;
how the steerage passengers, who
my friend, when thou findest any vessal
did not know how to express themselves
of intoxicating liquor in thy hind, open
in such tine language, were not content |.
the hand that contains it before it reaches
A MODEL MAYOR.
thy mouth, and thou wilt never be drunk
with one message, but waylaid the doctor §
" At a recent friendly contest between again.” The top r was so pleased with
every time he showed his face among
Australian and English ball-players at the plain advice that he followed it,

I would like to tell you about the last

them, and sent-their humble

thanks

and

blessings to the little voluntary prisoner;
how, last of all, a foremast-hand among

upon which he bad

spent

all

time, and not a few shillings
to

the

blesséd

balm
For eyes grown

Darkness,

bring

thy

weary of the garish day!

Come with thy soft, slow steps, thy garments
gray,
“Thy veiling shadows, bearing in thy palm
The poppy-seeds of slumber, deep and calm!
Come with thy patient stars, whose far-off ray
Steals the hot fever of the soul away,
Thy stillness sweeter than a chanted psalm!
O hlesséd Darkness, Day indeed is fair,
And Light is'dear when summer days are long,

And one by. one the harvesters go by;
But 80 1s rest sweet, and surceage from care,
'/ And folded palms, and hush of evensong
And all the uo fathomed silence of the sky |
~Julia C. R. Dorr, in the Atlantic.

The daughter at home, studying be|" cause her tind was given her to use, exercising her talents

for

their

own

sake,

way be her weary father's brightest companion, her busy mother’s

intimate

and

restful friend, the confidential and adored

comrade of her hobbledehoy brothers, the
loving counselor of her little sisters, and
the power behind the throne greater than

the throne itself.

She

need

not

go

Millon.

purpose to a life beyond
nor

examinaiion

a

MEDICAL DRUNKARDS.,

Let me say that of all persons that haye
not yet become drunkgrds, the most pitiable are they who are drinking liquor un-

der medical advice. -Others drink it upon
their own responsibility, and therefore
with more or less caution.
But these

driok it upon the highest

anthority,

and

“therefore with no fear of consequences.

Other tipplers restrain their appetite
through shame of being seen to indulge
init boldly; these drink under the impervious plea that they are bat taking
m -dicine,. Other tipplers are open to

admonition and ref rmation.s:
do a word,

whilst the one drinking intoxicating liquor
without excuse and therefore against consciente—against that voice of God in the
soul—may stop ere it be too late ; the
other drinking it fur health, and therefore
with an approving conscience, will prohably pever stop until life stops.
The
medical drunkard is led to his grave by
his doctor.— Domestic Journal.

Professor Leone

Levi

says that the

working classes of £ggland + pand twenty
per cent. in grits, Sin drink, and
the middle and upper class about four-

teen per cent.

As

.
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my health

is better, my head is lighter, my purse is
i

heavier. — Guthrie.

bt
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that all the diseases

hereditary, even to the third genera
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life.—

increasing,

wn
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and

the

mpagni,
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mented liquors are liable to become
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I have four good reasons for being” an

ahstainer ; my head is clearer,

to an

NELSON'S

/

lied
4-0

submit

io the right direction.

of the prize, ‘and

vocate.

4

and

winner

provides no intoxicating beveragesat his
official dinners and public entertsinments.
What a surprise it would give New York
to have sucha mayor.—Nal. Temp. Ad-

>-

come

Tne

teschers

the cur-

Ontario,

in the relations of aleohol to hygiene as
in other studies.
This is an advance step

and

the cigars, he hoped he won'd have more
sense than to use them.”
Mayor Tatham

taken one of its many milder forms, and
that all danger was over.
Yes. Sue ‘! had it,” but very lightly,
and her mother net at all. It only kept
them in quiet rooms on the outskirts of
Liverpool, for a week or ten days more
than they had intended. Then they went
on, and had their good time.— Selected.

Come,

éhampagne,

it, but add«d that, * although he had won

the disease, although at first threatening
the worst, among such a crowd, had

DARKNESS.

lunch,

said it was of course his duty to prélent)

he said, ** and tell her as how, if there's
anything that'll muke ‘the boys. decent
when they're on shore; it'll be thinking of
her.”
;
:
Best of all, the baby did improve rapidly, and the doctor finally announced that

&
>

alter

plimented the

aboard.
*“ Please give it to the young Miss, sir,”

intg

riculom of the pahlie schol!

tobacco. The last prize handed bim to
present was a box of cigars. He com-

folks,

on some voyage when there was a crowd

book is officially introduced

to present the various prizes.

cigars, fell away and we e defeated. The
mayor intimated the cause of their defeat
and exhorted them to give up drink and

pence,

rich

Dr Richardson's ngw t-mperanoe text -

abstainery- was

The English players,
who did well in the

during the last few months, with the hope
of selling it by shares

the mayor of the city,
a total

morning,

his spare
and

Leeds, England,
Mayor Tatham,

chosen

the sailors rolled clumsily up to Mr Raymond one morning, and placed in his
hand a nestoil painting ofthe ** Samaria,”

the

doctor,” she

dendened, and there is a lack of ability to
enjoy the sweetest and most delicate per.

—the next:face she saw was her mother’s

Her bead reeled with the long confine-

hood thrown ‘back on her should ors, hpld- (usefulness. - Harper's Bazar.
ing the sick child in her lap, bén ng
A good book is the precious Jife-blood
over it, and rocking it to and f o as she
of a master-spirit, embalmed and treasursung.
ed tp oh,
“I'm glad

Chokes the last expiring breath.

we learn that Mr. Lunier, a prominent
member of the French Academy of Medicine, hus published some important statistics, which are as follows, in the London Walchword :
. Wine is now used in France to the ex-

outside the four walls of her home
farthest for“ her career, nor. let those four.
corner, on the edge of ona of the w
walls limit her sy mpathiés or confine her
ber hs, sat Sue, her pretty brown steamer

was foul and

their acuteness.
Vision is disturbed
hearing is impaired, the tactile sense is

2

through the pressthata Dr. Lunier, Chief
it Superintendent of the insane asylums in

be for a long time? Would she—die ?
‘ ‘ There was no more sea,’ ” she went
on, to herself, as the ship lurched heavily
before the freshening breeze. *¢ That's
good to think of. Only there won't be
any sunsets. Oh, if He would only come
walking on the water, and make those
great waves stop, and—and—put out His

She shall occupy my state-room for

the rest of the voyage. If her mother
chooses to share it with her, and keep
away from you until we land, she may do

§

the beauty of the flashes

‘Reeling squadrons just below,
And the black soil sinks and renders
Your own downfall swifter, so!
Ah! we bid you,
. Come away! come away!

no means clean or dainty at the beginning of the voyage, and still less now,
was not so pleasantto hold as the babies
Sue had leved £6 tend at home.

hand, and—cure—"

;
r of the reasoni
‘| centration
powers.ig
difficult, if not impossible.
You have to
do with a changed condition of the senses,
The lower senses are deprived of much of

bitumen

Ha! we bid yoh, ete.

the sick child, being dressed in clothes by

without looking] sick of that terrible disease?

from her book,

-| orated, the power of thou
t is diminished, the range of thought is limited, con-

Hides the double sting of death,
And a swirling of black ashes

And

house.
!
** But He took them in his arms,” she
*¢ Allie, dear, I wouldn't go forward" of ‘thought, wearily; ‘‘and Palestine babies
the smoke-stack to-day. They're clean-- wereno nicer than ‘steerage babies, I
ing the steerage quarters, and the air is guess.” Then came ong
of what
very unpleasant.”
: might happen next.
uld she, too, be

rosy

officer wouid invite her up with him on
his high bridge, where she could see the
whole ship spread out like a map, and
could look off over the gray water and
gray sky, until the east grew all aflame,
and slowly, grandly, the full, bright sun

$ not near enough: I would embrace thy
eare,
:
:
80 1 might\feel my child Teposing on my breast
Thou lovest me? Iknow it. Doubt not, then;
arose.
But, loving me, lean hard!”

.the Queen, perhaps. Oh, isn't it too nice
for anything? ” and she ended in a little

the

fluttered like white moths upon the horizon. She used to get up very early in

Of its weight to thine unaided strength:

A GOOD SAMARITAN,
-¢* Oh, Sue, papa says we are really going to Europe next month!
Won't we
have fun! We'll go to the ‘ Zeo,’ that
those English books tell usgigo..mueh
about, and we'll climb to the very tip-top
of the pyramids, and we’ll go shopping

waves,

clouds, the passing ships that now and then

I know thy burden, child; I shaped it,
Poised it'in mise own band, made no proportion

So shall 1 keep my child within the circling arms
. Of mine own love.” Hére
lay it down, nor fear
To impose it on a shoulder which upholds

if

oheery stewardess replied: ¢ Only a mile
and a 'alf, mum; it's just under us!”
room and took his way to the deck. He
Father and mother recovered first, then’ soon found Alice, deep in ome of Mrs.
Alice; and last of all, Sue. Then how Whitney's
books, behind the wheel-

”

‘I shall be near; and while she leans on me,
This burden shall be mine, not hers.

and I'll see

ing and volition.
You have to do with a
changed condition of the mind. Thestructure of thought Javiags been deteri.

Lurid gleams the clouds illumine
From their own electric bars ;

Those miautes seemed very. leng to
Sue.
Her arms ached, dnd her throat

anything can be done for the child. If was tired with singing and talking.

with degenerated fat. You have thys to
do with an altered state of thought, fee].

Of his burnin®
sulphor rain,
Oh! we bid you
Come away! come away!
peed you! speed you! God shall lead
Sie
you
ne
“While yoo hurry to obey!

With voleanic thunder jars!
Oh! we bid you, ete.

of the
of the

liver, and pierced the walls of the heart

Where the Wing-god sheds the horror

‘Ha!

Dec, draok habitus

continued,
y

x

;

the alcobol thas hay

to excess has altered the tissues
brain, as it has altered the tissues

Out of Sodom and Gomorrah,
Up from all the darkened plain,

om

At Thy dear feet I lay it:down,

— Selected.

BY GEORGE 8. BURLEIGH.

“Under foot the ho§

;

yf

=

re

‘ How near are we to land?”

Yet closer come—

COME AWAY !

you know what is the matter with

IY,

BB

shore.

“ Speak Thou the * Peace, be still!”

Tho

aD

iw

Habitual lnebrigly has A physical:gg
hi pA
ever the

6

I bring it Thee,

Its need is all my plea.
Ah! empty, wash it clean and white
i." And fill with love to Thee!

« But her mother is; with hore asked

:

NO

It doeth as-it will.

:

in the top of her head. |

:

Ww

What it should be—Thy child!
And ’is beyond my weak control,

the

*

O00

\

Ab, Lord, it is so little like

ing, the minister added

of |

——

DISEASED CONDITIONSIN INEBRIE.

NO

thing,

Tumultuous, selfish, wild!

the Sunday

care

i,

-

4

I$ is a strange and wayward

On

Have you found anybody to take

: Temperance.

Lad

a|

|,

¥

Qu

of

tired.

=

ta ee

hole

getting

=

Fo

that

was

-

WOVEWi ay 4

in

“I

=

re

to her mother, who had “also been | __jg Joft there alone

simply.

Pp

vs

i

[that's sick now—it’s measles like, I think | said

me

a

Submissive unto Thee.

Bo vexed it is, rebellious of
What crosseth its own ease;
Forgetling One who through His life
In naught Himself did please.

scream of delight.

——

A

Its will I can not bend, nor make

/

x

Wp

"1 "I'6o strong it is for me;

of worlds.

.

EY

1 bring my willful, stubborn heart.

government

:

up, sha noticed with some inter- ‘Mrs. Raymond. ’
:
est that the @ipper bar of the railing now
** Indeed she’s not, mem. She's just in
‘¢ Yes, sir; one of the steerage passenand. then dipped below the horizon line ; the charge of strangers, who are taking gers told me. There, there, baby”—&nd
‘that sometimes it went quitea distance her over to the hold folks in Ireland, ye the little woman began again to sing to
above it; ‘that she was leaning slightly, know. And not a soul will stay with the
the child, who was turning restlessly in
first one way and then the other, to keep- poor little thing, they're so frightened
her arms.
2
her balance, as the ship swung on the with the sickness,ye know. The doctor, — ;
1
will
not
say
what
made
the
Wouters
long, easy swell of the ocean; that peo- he tried to 'ire two or three, but they eyes shine so, just then. I never saw a
ple did not talk so much as at first; that won't do it. He says he'll have to be
doctor cry, although I suppose they do
it was very unpleasant to have the deck- nurse for the child himself, after the
sometimes, like other people’ At any
{steward urge her to ‘‘ 'ave some lunch.” smoking’s over.”
:
rate he turned his head away sharply,
In short, our:poor little sailor soon disap-.
«4 Henry,” siiid Mrs. Raymond to her and didn’t say oping.
i a minpeared down the companion-way, and it husband, ¢ don’t you think you had better
ute ; ‘then he told Su
ould see if the
seemed ages before
she climbed “those speak to Sue and Alice, atid ask them not
‘ hospital” was all ready, and would be
stairs again.’ Such
phisery as filled the to go forward? You needn't tell them
back presenily. In three - minutes, he |
next two daypshe
hdd never known,
0,
what is the matter, you know. They've thought,
‘how she -lohged™ for five -minutes on been on deck since morning.”

No other one but Thee,
Who able art to give iy TY
. My God! to Thee I flee.

- OHILD

=

a

and

ini

Because I must, because I know

My Saviour, see!

i

€

—=m | comfortably wrapped and tuckedih by place, and only three years old and half | this little girl? Because if
you haven't, I
her litle daughter, she began to ‘have a | frightened to death, no doubt.”
14°
| am going to stay with her to-night.”

nai

:

—

| stool, talking to her new acquaintance,
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plans and illustrations.
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in

one another and, more or. less, in the ‘affairs

of

# oertuin railroad which runs through a small
country town called Craig’s Cross. Rachel is

the daughter of Judge Lyndal, the president of
the road, and her ‘‘ share” is one that pays the
kind of interest that comes from an investment
of sympathy with the poverty-stricken workmen on the road and in the shops connected
with it. She is very cleverly drawn—a gentle,
wotaanly woman; and #0 is a cousin, Miss Anniee Lisle, one of
the conventional, pattern
young ladies, who
s¢rves to bring out Rachel
in sharp relief.
young physician, Dr. Kel-

on

things

in general

are ex-

oeedingly pungent and racy. She is quite as
original in her way as Mrs. Gamp or as Mrs.
Stowe's Sam Lawson, and sustains the light
comedy part of the ‘story very entertainingly.

In fact, the author possesses in

a marked

gree the happy faculty of saying things

de-

point-

edly and wittily and the dialogue between the
characters, whether leading or subordinat ”,
never drags. They each and all, morevef,
are
given such distinct personality that the story
revealed through them

truth,

appefirs

.

to

be

actual

:

Jacob
WITHERBY:
A Stofy. By
Giberne,
Author. of *
Almee,”
Moon, and Stars,” ete. New York.

Curler

& Brothers.

16 wo, pp.

030

171.

Agnes
* Sun,
Robert

Broadway.

1883.

Pastdts and Sunday-school superintendents,
as well as

Christian

perplexed

in

parents,

are

sometimes

the selection of books for the

~young.- It is nol easy to avoid the extreme
upon the one side of unhealthful fiction, and
upon the other side of works too purely technieal and scholastic. The name of Agnes Giberne, as author, and the imprint of Robert
Carter & Brothers, as publishers, are a guaran-

tee that both the above extremes are avoided
“in the story of Jacob Witherby. The hero of
‘ths story, at the age

of forty-five

‘ppon
a dismal winter

day, makes

@nce,

learning

"From

years,

and

his appear-

the good lesson of patience.
story goes on, showing the

this point t

home
circle, the crooked things, Raclel in
difficulties, searchings, one in sorrow, gossip-

ings, a forbidden seat, accusation, warm
Words, what to do with the burden, heavy yet
light, and the breaking of the clouds, The
story is written in admirabfe style and spirit.

The stream of narrative moves like a brook
through the meadow—there is no roar of cascade ‘or mighty tide, but the linkle of the

waterd, and the banks beauteous with mosses
and

wild flowers.

The lésson taught is noble.

The characters engage at ance our

sympathy,

We are pleased and improved.
LITTLE
© + PERILS
Robert
1883.

BULLETS FROM BATALA, and SEVEN
PASSED. By A. L. O. KE. New York.
Carter & Brothers. 530 Broadway.
8 mo. pp. 583. Price $1.00.

This book, like the fifty-five volumes in the
* A. L. O. E.” library, is at once sensible and
interesting.
It has enough of sprightliness, of
incident, of graphic description of places and
persons, to give it a charm for young persons;
while, at the same time, itis free from exaggeration, and from that sort of dime-novel ro-

mance

which

injures

taste of the young.

the

healthful

We have

literary

before

express-

ed our appreciation of the care §F the publish.
ers, Robert Carter & Brothers, in. this respect, and now approve the same trait in this
volume.
This book, as the title indicates,
contains two parts. The first, ** Little Bullets
from Batala;” shows how, in the heathen land
of India, hundreds of thousands of natives
have been receiving an education from gov-

ernment, one from which religion is excluded,
but which enables them to be reached bymeans of the Press. The Hindus delight in
interesting books, cheap and small; and these
the author calls the small bullets in missionary

warfare.

The author hits spent three years

in

India, and gives much valuable information
coneerning that country and its people.
N

4 Seven Perils Passed” consists of various
pleces written originally for the natives of
ladia, and shows

how the

Hindu convert

te

Christianity has to make his way out of many
dark errors, and to struggle against the

man and thie love of the world.
has, in illustration of the text,

ings.
be

eight

engrav-

It/will

We commend the book heartily.

particularly

libraries.

valuable

in

Li.

fear of

The volume

Sunday-school

A

i

How 10 BE WERATHER-WISE:
A New
View of Our
Weather System,
With lllustrations, By Isaac P, Noyes. 12 mo. pp. bl.
Price 25 cents.Fowler & Wells, Publishers,
168 Broadway, New York.
This is a brief and plainly-written explanation of the causes of

changes in the

weather,

based upon the system of the United States

Signal Service.
that service.

1Italso explains the nature of

+ Comparatively

few

sppreciate

the value of the Weather Bureau, because its
work

is but

little understood

by the people

who read the daily‘! Indications,”

Mr. Noyes

shows how the diith are obtained for these ju-.il
dications, und how simple a matterft is to

observe weather signs, when the principle
involved in weather movements is understood.
. Bvergbody, he claimsyehi observe the weathor himself and be his own weather prophet,

nd in good, square English he indicates the

way,

LayiNG

TruTHS.

From

the

writings

of

Ohurles Kingsley, Selected by E. E. Brown.
Introduction by W. D. Howells, Boston:
D. Lothrop & Co. pp. 202. Price $1.00.

This deeply interesting volume constitutes
the firth issue of the Spare Minute Series.
The same plan is followed as in its predecessors, The editor has gone with judicious
hand

over

the

entire

“books, poetry and prose,

range
culling

of

Kingsley’s
such

jewels

has just been published by Lee & Shepard.
: Like the ubriv,
juvenile annual of the same
name, that laskyear easily took the lead by the

choiceness of its

for attractiveness of its

‘derstood, slundered,fund that, bitterest of- all,
by the very people he loved hest, and under

stood best, I alone aml to escape.

My path fs

Andrew,

Mr. Trowbridge is a writer who, however
interesting he may seek to make himself, never
when

it” tends

is never
to

elevate’

from original designs by the leading

page pictures in colors are equal to the bést

of

their

at

kind.

Juvenile eyes

sight of this pretty book,

|

will

sparkle

Price, 75 cents.

>

Messrs. Appleton & Co. will shortly begin

the publication of an entirely new edition of
the mind and to purify the sentiments-ef Bancroft’s ‘“ History of the United States,”
youth.
As a story-teller he stands among the fully revised, from new type, eomplete in six
Each volume will comprise
foremost American writers for the young.
In . Volumes, octavo.
the contents of two volumes of the original
this book just published, he aims to portray
issue. Volume one will appear this month,
the false ideas and misconduct that are pro- and Yee other volumes will follow at short intervals.
y
:
moted in youth by the reading ot the pernicious literature of our time. There is not a | - Consumption no longer an incurable disease.
dull page in the volume.
A number of illus- Send: to DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, 1109 Girard St.,
for their Treatise on Compound Oxygen, and
trations lend attraction t& the story, which is learn
how this disease may be surely arrested and
the last, and perhaps the most fascinating, of cured. It will be mailed free.
3

the * Silver Medal Series.”
THE CHORAL CHOIR.
tions, & Societies.
By
300. Boston:
Oliver
men copies by mail for

For Choirs, -ConvenW. O. Perkins.
pp.
Ditson & Co. Speci$1.00.

Tuk the Editor of the

Democrat and Chron-

Yaa

icles

81r :—My motives for the piiblication of the
most.

unusual

statements

which

follow

gone;

It isa fact that to-day:

others

thousands of

within a foot of the

donot know it. To
away from just this

grave and they

tell how I was
position and

and

caught
warn

against nearing it, are my object§iin this

In

Obitnaries.
Particula®dosice. Obituaries must be brief

that

probably

soon

pass

Ihad

taken

away.

Shortly

Vermifage
by

be

you

RYURPEY

HUNT BROS.

a cold

after

get the

The

,

Lesson Papers

100 copiesto
in advance.

posLagg

¢

hei A

for $5.00.
Payment
when time expires.

4 cents,

hg!

The ye

of the Freewill Bapliits

C
he first half century of our existence,
from 1780 10 1830. 1t describes with censiderable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$1.00, including postage.
il
give the rise and progress of this body ef
Christians in New York, till the time of 'the

The Memorials of the Free

Baptists’

anion with the Freewill Baptists.
The Mreatise
i
containe a brief statement of

$1.00.
the

doctrines

held by
the denomination,
and our Fora
usagee 1mm chuarch-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 20 cents; postage, 1 cent
Doctrinal

Views

is a small book

in popes

the first 42 pages of the

y

covers,

Treatise.

embracing

Price

6 cents,

or 50 cen ts per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Butler's RcoloRY
yo.
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology, and the author's
views
are those generally accepted by the denontinacion.
$1.KC postage, 12 cents,
The Nacred Melody
ie'a small book of 225 hymns and seversi
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings. = 20
cents; postage, 2 cents.
ry

School

elgg Rep a Meco

’

one
address
Discontinued

Sample copies sent free.
The Psatmody
;
is the - denominational Hymn Book, extensively used. Large boek, in Sheep,
80; Morocce. 90; Morocco Gilt, 1,25; Turkey Gilt, 1.50.
Postage 9. cents each. Small, Morocco, 65 cts:

Educational,

4

:

of the International Series,
for both adults
and children, are printed monthly. at the rate of

BOSTON.

And yet I did not real-

-

papers, printed aliernavd

maps and various other helps. It is intended
be equal to the best.
:
TERMS : 15 cents per copy in packages for the
year, or 20 cents to single subscribers. 5 cents for
one copy.

KIDNEY WORT |]

14

Sabbath-school

the

This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the International lessons
for tirve months, dictionary,
-

that these things meant

compiler who is in

year,
your, if paid pala s trictl

weeks, yn superior
paper,
beautifully dlustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
Sra
is for an ‘older class of readers than the
YRTLE.
rms: single copy, each, ~
35 cents.
. Packages of len dr mare to one address, each, - “= ¥
cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed on moxney sent.
v
Sample copies sent free.
S. S. Quarterly.

608 Washington St.,

Latin

Star.

Little Star and Jigrtle

ane

. Managers,

Nichols

Morning

in advance;
$2.50 ic
d
within
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.
Postage is paid by the publisher.

and for the public. For the excess over one hunizg my danger, for. indeed, seeing these symp:
dred words, and for those sent by persons who do |
continually, I finally became accustomed
the habit of doing his work well and thorough- not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash toms
to them, and my suspicion was wholly disarm"|
accompany the copy at the rate of four cents
overly, and it is probable that choir leaders will re- will
ed
by
the fac¢t that I bad no pain in the affected
per line of eight words. J erses are inadmissible,
disease and restore healthy action.
organs or in their vicinity, Why I should
gard this new collection with much favor,
Ladies
For complaints peculiar
have been so blind I cannot understand.
® to your sex, such
as pain
Spear.—Hester E., daughter of James C.
The first half of the volume is secular, and the
and weaknesses, Kidney-Wort is unsurpassed,
There is a terrible future for all physical
and
Hannah
Spear,
wus
called
to
come
up
last half sacred.
It is a choir book, and choirs
las
it
will
act
promptly
and
safely.’
|
neglect, and impending danger always brings
higher, Sept. 30, 1882, in the 24th year of her
4 Either Sex. Incontinence, retention of urine,
need, in their rehearsals, to practice light as well
a person to his senses even though it may then
age, She embraced religion during the winter
| brick dust or ropy deposits, and dull dragging
be too late. I realized, at last my critical conof
1878—9,
and
was
baptized
the
following
as the more solid sacred songs. Besides this,
Olpains, all speedily yield to its curative power,
dition and aroused myselfto overcome it. And
summer, in company with thirteen others,
by
43- SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. Prico $1.
it is a singing class book, and the 160 graded
Oh! how bard I tried! I consulted
the best
the pastor, Rev. J. W. Hoyt, and united with
songs, ranging from the simplest exercise to the Freewill Baptist
church at West Parish- medical skill in the land. I visited all the proininent mineral springs in America and traveled
a high class glee, are just the thing to make
ville, N. Y., of which sli&
remained a true and
study interesting.
The last half of the book is faithful member until death. She was truly a from Maine to California, Still I grew worse.
No two physicians agreed as to my malady. One
-exclusively sacred, and has a full supply of bright and shining light; and, although modest
said T was troubled with spinal irritation ;anothand retiring in her manner, she was never so
tunes in all the metres, with more than fifty
er nervous prostration janother malaria; anothhappy as when doing good service for thé Mas.
er,
dyspepsia;
another,
heart
diseaes;
geod anthems, choruses and.chants.
ter. In her death,
cords of affection which
another, general debility ; snother{” ¢ohgestion
bound loving hearts together have been sevSO r—
of the base of the brain; and so on though
ered, and?bright hopes for the future have pera long
list of common diseases. the symished.
Parents,brothers and sisters have been
HOLIDAY BOOKS,
‘
Lewiston, Maine.
ptoms of all of which I really had. In this way
called to part with a loving and lovable memseveral
years
passed during all of which time I
Under the management of J. F. FRISBEE, A.
ber of the family, but they mourn not as those
Several more ‘beautiful gift books for the
B., and J. F. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
was steadily growing worse.
My condition
without hope, having the blessed assurance
holidays lie upon our table. Perhaps the most
had really become pitiable. The slight symp- | sistants. Situated in the suburbs of a thrivi
that she is now enjoying a place prepared for
Ys
adjacent to Bates College,
it offers
8
familiar and oft-quoted stanzas in Temnyson’s
toms I at first experienced were developed inher in our Father's house of many mansions.
vantdges superiorto. those of any ‘School in the
The funeral services were conducted by the to terrible and constant disorders—the little
In Memoriam are those beginning,—
State. The Course of Study
extends over three
twigs of pain had grown to oaks -of agony.
pastor, Rev. 8. N. Brooks, who preached, from
years, of three terms each, each term thirteen
“ Ring out, wild bells, to the wild sky.”
the text—Rev. 19: 8—io a large gathering of My weight had been reduced from 207 to 130 weeks in length. Fall term begins August 29.
pounds.
My life was a torture to myself and
Winter
term
begins
Decemuer
12.
ummer
people, a ver$% impressive and
affecting serA happy thought has prompted Lee
& mon, which we hope may prove a savor of life fricnds. I could retain no food upon my
term begins March
27th, 1883. Expenses are as
low
as
in
any
similar
school
in:
New
Englund.
Shepard, of Boston,
to bring out this favorite unto life to many.
{stotmach, and lived wholly by injections. I was
C. B. W.
For catalogue, or further FaTicularsy
send
‘fixing
mass of pain.
My pulse was unconsong; especially fitting as a reminder of the
I. F. FRISBEE, Principal.
Ranlett.—Wm. Ranlett was born in Meéted' i |B ' In my'agony I frequently fell upon
Christmas-tide, in a new and elegantly illustra- dith, N. H., April 22,1790. When about nine
i@*fioor, convulsively clutched the earpet, and
BALES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL
years of age ‘he moved with his parents to payed for death,
ted form, suitable for presentation. Tun the
Morphi
d little or no
—For further.information address the Pres
wer
Canada.
In
1816,
when
26
years
of
effect in deadening the pain. ~ For six days and
preparation of the volume, the same care and
ident,
O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOEN FULage, he went to Ohio, where he spent three
nights
I
bad
the
death-premonitory
hiccoughs
| LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
attention have been exercised as were pre- years of pioneer life. In 1819, he came to New
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
SBBEtANUY,
My urine was filled with tube bs
viously bestowed upon the earlier volumes York, making his home in Hamburg, Erie Co. eusts and albumen.
I was struggling with
He
married
in
1826.
He
was
converted
and
composing their series of household favorites.
ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. Col
Bright's Disease of the Kidneys in its last
joined the Free Baptist church about 1832. States.
Of this series, Ring out, Wild Bells, is a new
When he moved to
South Dayton,in 1852. he
paratory,
Cc an
nts.
ve
hile suffering thus I received a call from
volume, equally characterized by the richest
studies. Adis both sexes. Bost of religious in
gave his letter to the same society at Hamlet,
my pastor, the Rev. Dr. Foote, rector of St.
fluences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest
coll
or
Omar
as
it
was
then
called,
where
he
repaper, faultless letter-press, the finest of artisPaul’s Church of this city. I felt that it was
orthwest.
tion, incidental
mained a member until his decease.
He took
our last interview, but in the course of convertic embellishment, and a sumptuous binding.
ees, only $I5 a year. Board,$2 to
part in a very powerful and sweeping revival
Room, 40 te 75 cents a week.
Scholsation he mentioned a remedy of which I had
There are fifteen illustrations, all designed by
eld in his own mill in 1858 at which’ scores
beard much but had never used. Dr. Foote
were converted.
In 1870 he married again.
Miss Humphrey, and engraved by Andrew.
detailed to me’ the many remarkable cures
Lee & Shepard-thaVe also_issued in similar His companion and two of his own children which had come under his observation, by
W. C. DURGIN, President,
survive him. Father Ranleft had a great de- means of this remedy, and urged me to try it.
style That Glorious Song of Old, by Dr. Eg[2
Hillsdale, Mich.
sire to see another reviyal before he should
As
a
practicing
physician
and
a
graduate
of
the
mund Hamilton Sears, a poem that will long join the host gone before. This desire was
schools, I cherished the prejudice both natural
Theological
Department
of Hillsdale
oft repeated in our class meeting.
After tell -and common with all regular practitioners, and
keep green the memory of its author.
The
ollege.
ing us of the joy and assurance his hope in
book is very atpractive, and is almost faultless
derided the idea of any medicine outside the
There are two courses of study, embracing
the
Christ gave him, and that he knew forihim- -regular channels being the least beneficial.
So
Scriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral
Thein letter-press; paper, illustrations and bindself that he was saved, he would say, * Well,
solicitous, however, was Dr. Foote, that I fin- ology, Homiletics~and Church
History.
Theologiing. All of the fifteen illustrations are by. I’m a poor old man, just waiting for Jesus to ally promised I would waive my prejudice aie cal students have access to the classes and leeIn his last sickness, his MasFredericks, engraved by Andrew.
As a pres call me home.”
try the remedy he so highly recommended.
I tares of the college. Finuncial aid is rendered to
those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
began its use on the 1st day of June and took
sentation souvenir from one Christian friend to ter nourished him with heavenly food. Ever
kind and patient, his heroic faith was the admiit according to directions. At first it sickenanother, or from a child to a parent, this ration of all his nearest friends and of all who
IKE
SEMINARY.—Pike,
Wyoming
Co., New
ed me; but this I thought was a good sign for
York.
This schoel was never in better condi
book will doubtléds’be widely sought during saw him in his illness. We needed no words me
in my debilitated condition. I continued to tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instrucof his at the last to give us the assurance of his
the present season. From the same publish.
take it; the sickening sensation departed and I tion. No primary instruction. With three care
safe passport; for his life of Christian usefulwas ableto retain food upon my stomach.
In
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
ers comes also Mga Rosé Hartwick Thorpe's
ness was a constant benediction to his home
a few ddys I noticed a decided ‘change for the Seminary and English Coilrse.
For full catalogue,
Curfew:must not Ring To-night. Few Amerand to the community in which he lived. Ina
address the Principal.
better as ‘also did my wife and friends, My
good old age,—92 years and six months, —like a hiccoughs ceased and I experienced less pain
R. M. BARRUR,
ican ballads have taken a stronger hold upon
shock of corn fully ripe, heis gathered to his
the reading public than tHis. It is one of the
thun formerly. I was sg-rejoiced at this imfathers, and. may the fragrant memory of his
proved condition that upgbn'what I had believ- Mins CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield
few poetical pieces which, however much it piety and devotion stimulate us to renewed efCollege Preparatory, Normal, Classibut a few days before
waimy dying bed, I cal, Maine.
Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
may be criticised, still possesses that indefina- forts in the cause of the Master be loved so ed
vowed, in the presence of my family and
Full
board
of
teachers,
Expenses low.
well.
D. R. PALMER.
ble element of attraction which no lover of the
‘friends, should I recover I would both publicly
Fall term begins Monday, Ang. 21st, 1882.
and
privately
make
known
this
remedy
for
the
Winter term, Nov. 6th.
;
emotional and pathetic can possibly resist.
Blake.—Died in Danville,
N, H., Oct. 27,
Spring term, Jan. 29th, 1883.
This ballad has found a fitting garb in this Mrs. Elizabeth G., wife of Dea. Joseph 'W, good of humanity, wherever and whenever I
Summer term, April 16th, 1583.
bad an opportyuity.
1 also determined that I
Blake,
aged
77
years,
months
and
20
days.
elegant volume with its exquisite illustrations.
Ay For Catalogue hddress J. H. Parsons, A.
would give a course of lectures in the CorinthShe was a native of Portland, Me. Early in
B.,
Principal,
The poem is given complete, with a’new stanzu
fan Acacemy of Muvic of this city, stating in
life she became a member of the CongregationPittefield, Me., July 11, 1882.
full the symptoms and almost hopelessness of
added by the author. The paper is of the
al church in Newburyport, Mass., of which
Gree
MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, Waterbury
my
disease
and
the
remarkable
means
by
which
finest quality, and is heavily laid, The illus- the late Dr. Dimmick was for a long time the
Center, Vermont.
honored pastor.
Some years ago she became a I have been saved. ‘My improvement was conCourses
of Study.—College
Preparatory,
trations were designed by F. T. Merrill and E.
stant from that time, and in less than three
member of the F. B. church in Danville.
Her
Classical, Englich,Commercial. Special attention
H. Garrett, and engraved by Andrew.
The
months I had gained,
26. pounds in flesh, bepiety was sincere and unaffected. She evinced
given to those preparing to teach. The best Comprice of each of these books is $1.60, They are a deep interest not only in the prosperity of came entireiy free from pain and I believe I mercial Departmentin the State. Ope of the best
my life and present condition wholly to teachers cf penmanship in New England.
Phofor sale by E. J. Lane & Co.——From D. Loth- the church, but also in the religious welfare of owe
Warner's Safe Kidoey and Liver cure, the
nography a specialty. Expenses less then in any
all who dwelt around her. Her friendliness
rop & Co., of Boston, we have received a volother school of equal grade,
remedy which I used.
and sympathy were ever apparent.
BenevoFall term begine Augn*©
Since my recovery I have thoroughly re-inume similar to those just mentioned but which
lent in her spirit, she gave for the help of the
Winter term begins
Ncyember?2?
| possesses its own peculiar charm. The Old needy and for the support of the gospel, both vestigated the subject of kidney difficulties and
Spring term begins February 26.
Bright's
disease,
and
the
truths
developed
are
home and abroad, according to, nay even
‘Oaken Bucket, a poem familiar from our ut
For
further
particulars
address Rev. 8. D.
astounding. I therefore state, deliberately, and
beyond, her ability. Even from childhood her
Church,
at Waterbury, or the Principal, Miss
earliest childhood, is set to dainty illustrations
as a physician, that I believe that more than
lot was to suffer greatly from rheumatic pains.
Lizzie Colley. at Waterbury Center.
one-half the deaths which occur in America
from the gifted pencil of Miss L. B. Hum-, During the latter part of her life her feet were
phrey, who seems to have caught the very spirit go far paralyzed as to prevent walking and she. are caused by Bright's diseiise of the kidneys.
EBANON
ACADEMY —Puplls fitted for busiThis may sound like a rash statement, but I
4 ness, ecientific schools or the best celleges.
of tho text. A whole world of argument lies was very nearly ‘blind. But amid her compli
am prepared to fully verify it. Bright's dis- J. C. PERKINS,
cated and often exceedingly severe sufferings,
A. B., Principal.
between the covers of this beautiful book in her trust in God rendered her patient, cheerful ease has no distinctive symptoms of its own
For turther particulars, address the principal,
(indeed, it often «develops, without any pain
or.‘
ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
favor of thut great and free God-given bless- and often greatly praiseful and bappy. The
in‘the kidneys or their vicinity), but
ing—fresh, pure water. With its old familiar dying hour brought not only peace but exulta- whatever
has the symiptoms of nearly every other known
tation, which found fitting expression as she
RSH
ESTER
MIN ARE
Full board
pathos, every line of the poem touches the
exclaimed, ** Bless the Lord, O my soul, and, complaint. (Hundreds of Reoble die daily,
of teachers and course of
study.
Students
whose burials are authorized by a physician’s are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
heart, bringing a rush of memories, tender
forget not all his benefits.”
Com.
certificate of *‘ Heart Disease,” ‘* Apoplexy,”
course
complete and
practical.
Admits both
and powerful, Bound in beautiful style, it is
Anis.—Ira Anis departed this life Oct, 10, ¢ Paralysis,” “Spinal Complaint,” ** a
sexes.
Becures good influences.
For further inone of the most attractive books for the Christaged 64 years.
Bro. Anis was born in Chelformation address the Principal or A.J, Russell,
tism,” ** Pneumonia,” and other common com- Secretary,
Rochester.
Wis.
sea, Vt. He was married at the age of 22 to a plaints, when in reality it was Bright's Disease
mas trade, suited alike to old und young.
Price $1.00,——Some very attractive books for Miss Cory. He moved from Vermont, to Wis- of the Kidnéys. Few physicians, and fewer N ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
consin and froin there to Minnesota, And was
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the young have also been sent to our table.. The among the earliest settlers in the "vicinity people, realize the extent of this disease or its
dangerous and insidious nature. It steals into
first Tuesday of Sept., Deéc., and March. ‘J,
present publishing season promises to be an where he has lived from that time till his the system like a thief, manifests its presence the
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal,” with a complete
especially rich one for the children, Rip Van death. Soon after he came to Minnesota,bt by the commonest symptoms, and fastens itself board ofassistants.” Students fitted for business
lost his first wife, and about two years" after
For further particulars address the
upon the constitution
before the victim is or college.
Winkle's Travels in Asia and Africa, pub- married Mrs. Christina Levitt whom he now
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
aware.
It is nearly us hereditary as consumplished by T. Y. Crowell, of New York, is a leaves as his widow.
About 1870 he professed
tion, quite as common and fully as fatal, EnRY GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rlo Grane, Gallia
model volume of its kind, It contains 314 faith in Christ and united with the Mapleton
tire families, inheriting it from their ancestors,
., Ohio. The college year consists nf four
B. church, of which he has remained a “have died, and yet none of the number knew
pages, 8inx 6 1-2in in size, printed in large F.
faithful member till desth. He leaves a wife, or realized the mysterious power which was terms of ten weeks each.
The
ooutses " of fay Jie
or
Norinal,
clear type and affluently illustrated. Master three sons and four daughters, the church and removing them. Instead of common sympCommercial,
ege
paratory an
0
College
many friends to mourn their loss,
Van Wert’s narrative possesses decided intertoms it often shows none whatever, but. brings courses, viz.: Classical and Scientific. .
N
!
E. A. Howk,
Calendar.
First term, Aug. 22. Second, Oct.
est for both young and old.
Price $1.75.
death suddenly, and as such is usually sup81, Third, Jan. 23, 1882. Fourth, Apr, 8, 1882.
Chaffee.—Died in Fabius, N. Y., Nov. 5, posed to be heart disease. As ope who has
Snow Flakes from Santa’s Land, by Laurie
College Pees $7 to $8 per term or $25 to $28 per
Lyman Chaffee, aged 68 years. Bro. C. suffered, and knows by bitter expérience what year.
Loring (same publisher) {8 a book similar in Bro.
was couverted in 1831 when 17 years old, was he says, I implore every one who/ reads these
Board, (Including room rent) $2,15 per week.
size and style to the foregoing, but adapted to baptized by Benjamin McCoon and ubited words not to neglect the slightest/symptoms of
For further Information AR to A. A, MoUL~
younger children. Itis a collection of ehort with the Gilbert’s Mills F. B. church, at that Kidney glitiemey. Certain agon# and, possible TON, A.M. Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio,
such neglect,
stories, with every other page:devoted to a time bis residence. In 1835 he was married to death will. be the sure resul
Clarissa Clark. Eight childrenywere born to and no one can afford to bazakd such chances,
T VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This institution 1s
large illustration. There are also many small
them,of whom iE Lemain, In 1856 he came
Iam aware that such an udqualified statenow under management of Rev..D, Powell,
er pictures,
Well Bound, with u handsome
to Fabius.and
¥ember 1 of that year himment as this, Sowing from me, known as I am “tvith Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M,, principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College.
ose
self, wife and three of his children united by throughont the entire land as a practitioner {aria
illuminated cover. Price, $1.25. Still anothingto attend this Institution w
088
letter
with
the
F',
Baptists.
Since
then
his
reand” [éotdrer, will ‘arouse the surprise and poser book from Crowell, and similar to the one
‘Rev,
D.
POWELL,
Flemington,
W.
Va.
maining children have become members. iiis sible animosity of the medical profession and
just mentioned, having the same price, is wife assures me that from the first day, of their
astonish all with whow I am acquainted, but T
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION
.—New Ham
Home spun Yarns for Christmas Stockings, housekeeping, the family altar mevig we
make the foregoing statements | based upon
Jon, N. H,
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph. B.
down.
He
was
ever
true
to
his
covenant
obi}.
facts which I am prepared to produce and
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
by Mary Abbott Rand, author of ‘‘ Holly and
ations with the church.’
His dying counsel to truths which I can substantiate to the letter.
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
Mistletoe.)——From D. Lothrop &Co. comes
is children, we’ trust, will not. be forgotten.
The welfare of those who may possibly be stifthe Institution is the best commercial college in
Chronicles of the Stimpcett Family, by Abby
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
The day previous to his death was our cove.
ferers such as I was, is an ample inducement
teacher
enmanship in the State. Expenses
for mid to take the step I have, and if I can sucMorton Diaz, Some one once said, * Give a pant meeting, to which he sent his final mesless
thann
any
other
of
like
e.
Four
terms
sage.
The
closing
scene
was,
what
would
be
Frencliman an onion and a beef-bone,, and he expected from such a life, calm and peaceful. cessfully warn others from the dangerous path of 10 weeks each.
in which I once walked. I.am willing to endure
Fall term begins August 28, 1882. Winter term
will make a dozen different kinds of delicious| The Lord sanctify the bereavement to-our all professional and personal consequences.
begins
November 20, i882. Send for Catalogue to
IRA Day.
J. B. HENION, M. D.
goup.” Give Mrs. Disz two or fhree simple :gpiritual good.
:
REV, A. B, MESKRVEY, Principal.
Mr. Perkins is a veteran
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is a large religions paper of eight pages,in ie
finy-seventh volume. It 1s able, literary and prorssive.L
All
commuuications, should be ad-

BROS., Pittsburgh, Pa.

anything serious: or that a monstrous disease
was becoming fixed npon me. . Candidly, I
thought I was suffering from Malaria and so
doctored myself accordingly.
But I got no better. - I next noticed a peculiar color and odor
about. the fluids | was passing—also that there
were large -quantities one day and very little
the next, and that a persistent froth and scum
appeared upou the surface, and a sediment set-

tled upon the bottoth.

The

€, McLANE’S VERMIFUGE
Fleming Bros.,
24 Wood

STEMING

cally

is praetic
3nd proper
pn
i desirousof beneed look no farther.
Send for
©
New PAE
oid

erms ;—$3.
Terman.
L83.00 1 er
3
sure

Lee, i Athens

Freewill Baptist Publications.

sleep,

advertising cards.

paia in my head, but as it would come’one day
and be gone the next, I paid but littleattention
to it. However, my stomach was out of order
and my food often failed to digest, causing at
times great inconvenience. Yet I had no idea;

as a physician,

disturbed

P Sand he a three cént stamp for 4 handsothe'

this I noticed a dull, and at times a neuralgic,

even

and

Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. The market is full of
counterfeits. You will be right if it has the signature of Fleming Bros. and C. McLane.
If your Storekeeper does not have the genuine,
lease. repo
Ay
pet
j

hungry one day and entirely without appetite
the next. This was just the way I felt when
the relentless malady which had fastened itself
upon mé first: began.
Still I thought it was
which would

buying

genuine’ DR.
manufactured

cannot
acCount for it. They feel dull and indefinite pains Yo various parts of the body and do

nothing;

uneasy

BR. C. McLANEIS VERMIFUGE

so low,and by so terrible a disease, I should
have scoffed at the idea. I had always been

they are exceedingly

convulsive;

will dertainly effect a cure.

and waiting for my Qenth. Heaven only knows
-the agony I then endured, for words can never

it. Or

pains through-

with grinding of the teeth; temper variab
but
generally irritable.
+
‘Whenever the above symptoms are found to
‘exist,
:
;
:

communication.
’
!
On the first day of Wune 1881, T lay at my residence in this city surrounded by my friends

not understand

viclent

L.C. CHASE, A. M., Principal,

Ohin

land where Telegraphy
ly taught. Youn
Pn
‘coming Telegraph O
Expenses reasonable.
¥Yelegraph Department,

out the abdomen; bowels irregular, at times
eostive ; stools slimy, not unfrequently tinged
with blood ; belly swollen and hard ; urine turbid;
Yespiration occasionally difficult and accompanied by hiccough ; cough, sometimes dry

ment against some of the most deceptive influences by which they have ever been sur-

Deals are

fleeting painsin the stomach ; occasional

‘nausea and.vomiting;

for circulars te

HIMES

sensation of the stomach; at others, entirely

are,

first,rlaiiinde for the fact that I have been
8a
from a most horrible death, and, secondly, a desire to- warn atl who read this statenrounded.

TWOOD INSPITUTE —Send

On

of saliva; slimy or furred tongue; breath very
foul, particularly in the morning; appetite
variable, sometimes voracious, with a gnawing

American artists. . Price $1.75. For sale by ‘uncommonly strong and:héalthy, had weighed
E. J. Lane & Co.——The Prize for Boys and over 200 pounds‘and hardly knew, in my own
Girls comes bound for the year (1882) in a experience, what pain or sickness was, Very
many people who will read this statement rebrilliant picture and story book. The full- alize at times that they are unusually tired and

Trowbridge.
Lee & §hep-

fiction

edtire. In addition fo° the valuable matterit swells; and sometimes bleeds ; a swelling of the
contains, it. will be" found to be exceedingly upper lip; occasional headache, with humming
interesting.
:
4
| or throbbing of the ears; an unusual secretion

stories and poems for
twelve years of age, together’ with three hun- "describe It. - And yet, if a few years previous,
dred: and eighty illustrations, engraved by any one had told me that I was to be brought

and a tribute to his worth.

that

dress, the new volume

isa quarto, with a tastefdily illuminated cove
er, containing a most
ightful’ collection of

clear, and I will follow it.” The introduction
by Mr. Howells is a recognition of the high
qualities of Kingsley as « man and a preacher,

THE JoLLY ROVER.
ByJ. T.
Ilustrated.
pp. 292, Boston:
ard, Cloth, $1.25.

Iferayy matter, the originali-

ty and beauty of its illogtrations and the super-

Maurice back to Abel, who ever tried tojtestify
against the world,
been laughed at, misun-

wholesome except

into

* I.will not

season! 1 will not shun to declare the whole
counsel of God. I will not take counsel of
flesh and blood, and flatter myself into the
dream Hat while every man on earth, from

at that’ time will take

.good care
to secure a copy. Price $1.25.—
Many a person will wish himself a child again, |
when he comes to glance over the pagesof
Our Little Ones, the second ‘series of which

de a liar. Iwill speak in season and out of

loses sight of the idea

prominence skillfully in the sequence of events,
becoming eventually a very ucceptable hero.
Tbe personage, however, whom the reader
will find a particularly happy creation, isa Mrs.
Shacklee—an old woman whose small gossip

and comments

ones perfectly happy

the pupils dilate; an azure semicircle runs
along the lower eye-lid; the nose is irritated,

ing a nature, and emanates from so relia—
source, that it is herewith re published

ie

very real people who have been ‘interested

grows

espoused it with enthusiasm.
At one time he
had warmly expressed his sympathies with the
chartists, many of his friends turned for a

on one or both cheeks; the eyes become dull;

bh

same time tells a fascinfiting story. There is no

and

will be ready in ample time for the holidays,
and the father who wants to make his little

‘ble a

- as Harrison, A. M., Professor of Latin and Greek;
Elias Boltz, M. 8., Professor of Mathematics and
German; Mrs. M. Cuscaden, M. 8., Preceptress
and Teacher
of French;
Mrs. Emma
James,
Teacher
Instrumental Music. Courses of study :
Classical,
cientific, English and Normal.’

with occasfonal flushes of a circumscribed spot

The following article from the Democrat
ad) Chronicle, of Rochester, N. X,, is of 60

{~

Spiritual Songs.
EThis book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes 18
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than half of the tunes found in the
larger book, and is for the vestry and social
worship,but is often used in churches.
i
TERMS : Single, $1.50, dz. or more $1.20. Postage,
Abrig.
*
66
»
hd
50.
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Centennial Record.
A vol. of about 300 pages, reviews

ational

our work

progress for

in the

Missions,

10c.
Tc.

the denomin-

century, gives a history of’

causes

Education]

of Foreign

Sunday

and

Home

Schools,

Temper-

ance and Anti-Slavery. 1t also has articles on the
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Publications and Aged Ministers.
The Tables, twenty
in number, are of great va
ue for reference.
are steel engravings o
Buzzell, Stinchfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr
Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents.

and

Quinby.

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrac.the Diosses;

8 of the

$1.00, including

first sixteen sessions.

postage.

SOvorutme
volumeofof 30300
.

contai

twenty-three

different F.

ters
Price $1. Pos
B
f3er’s Comment

tains

sing

pages,

sermons, by as many

11 ots.
%

pst Minis-

:

—Prot "J. J. Butler, cone
two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

other'on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Babbath schools and family
reading.
88 cts. per vol.; postage, 12 cents.
Lectures
:
ON
THE TRUTH OF THE
BIBLE;
an excel

lent book for all who would
tures ”

Twenty-two

Os.

“search

lectures

portant points of Bible

on

study,

;

Minister's Manual,

but ueeful

the Serip

the

mest

1.00; postage,

im.

@

:

designed especially for ministers.
all church members.
It contains

for

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises tor ten or a dozen
different meetings;
Tke Rules of Order

Fermulas and
Suggestions.
are comprehensive, and yet

very concise and well auianged; stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75

cents.

The

Golden Shear by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life

and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Rules of Ovder.

are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers. 10 cents.
Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers, Sabbath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and Non.
Resident Members, and about 200 pages of very

nioe paper, for the records

$2 650; Postage 25 cts.

Biographies
Geo. T. Day,

or

William Burr,
Daniel Jackson.
Close or Open

of the church,

z

-

:

5.

¢

vw

70
n
- - 50
p
Communion.

An
Experience,
pages. Price
20 cents.
Christian Baptism

and an

a book ot 118
cents.

Price

pages,

th School
are for adults and

Lessons for Every
STORY of Jesus,

Pricy

:

“84

0”
0
”

7%
55

Argument,

25 cis.;

178

postage$8

tion Books
children.
sunday, ,15,
postage ,02
0,
hod
,02

WONDERFUL Works of Jesus. 12,

“oa

Dounglas’s Address on John Brown.
By Frederick Donglas at the laying of the corner stone, Anthony
Hall, Storer
College, Harper's

Ferry, West Va,
Pricelb cents.

.
All the profits go to the college.

erm Aes Rapa, pro

REV.
BENJ.
Pp
hed In 1808,
at the death of a child, and printed by
uest.
The Only published sermon by Randall. Price
cen
Blanks
.
Mar
Certificates,
10 cts, doz.
- M.
y Messengers’ Certificates, «
«
hurch Members’
ficates,
ih
SR
Ha grav
Of
Dr. G.

ll
T. pay

25 ots.

« «3,0. Phillips,

25 and 35 ots,

Small ag raciiige, 5by8 inches, the same
as those in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or
20 cents for the seven; the first four on one sheet.
MAP
OF ORISSA. On cloth, 26 by 86 inches in
size, showing the flald and all the ptations of the
Free Baptist Mission In India, with
much
of the
acent country.Price 75 cents.
e above named books are sold by the doze
at 20
cent, discount or single vol., for fet +
with
the order, or on receiving the books,
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when
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at. the

argument, no preaching, nor any maudlin
sentiment, as usual in this sort of novel; the
moral is pointed by the impression left on the
reader’s mind after taking leave of five or six

presented

enter-

If it seemed to" him right, he

wife:

enjoy:

ment out of them as from a volume of Scott or
Dickens. This new book, which has never
seen the light in any newspaper or magazine,

RBSsvILLE
COLLEGE.— Ridgeville, Ind.
Rev. 8. D. Bates, A. M., Presidentand Profes-

sor of Mental and Moral Philoso; hy; Rev. Thom-

<

humane plea in behalfof the laboring class in

well

ed his mind.

delight,

while the old people can get as much

popular or
never

are a source of perennial

OF WORMS.

oy countenanceis pale apd leaden-colored,

br

ly written Without any intricate plot or dire
eatastrophies, the author succeeds with slight
material and by the simplest art in making a

sey, is also

idea was

resulted, he wrote to his

a strong motive and to the seléct few who
«hoose a story that is gracefully and artistical-

of large cofporations, snd

young they

time against him. Durihg the discussion which

the

story, but also to those who prefer fiction with

theemploy

an

/8YMPTOMS

CONFESSION.

Liver

sake of

Whether

unpopular was a question which

FESSIONAL

Bowels.

pathetic.

and it may be recommended not only to those
the

‘The brief sketch

‘derful quickness of perception, conscientions
in the highest degree, imaginative, and sym-

bright, fresh, capital story
much commendation. It
best smull novels that has
the past fodrfor five years;

A PR

en stories so sprightly and jolly, and so full of The Unusual Experience of a Preminent
every day human mature withal, that to the.
i Man
Made Public.
+

of the author's life shows thé “character of the
author in & vivid light. He was a man of won-

In this modest little book with an unpromising

for

incidents, and she will manufacture half a doz-

the literary bril-

liancy may quicken thought.

SHARE OF THY ROAD. (Round-

whe read a novel simply

to

and

of thought
as in addition

Robin Series.) Cloth. 16 mo. pp.
331. Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. Price $1.00.

title will be founda
which is worthy of
is, indeed, one of the
appeared during

375
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| Arius

School.

than a year.

more

pastor

, Lowden preached at the Congregational
church at Mechanic Falls, Nov. 12 and 19.
Mr. Freese, who is preaching at New Glou-

(epster, is encouraged by indications of TreCor:
vival.
Bates

AT HOME.

Nie:

Yesterday an engine

14.—

" TUESDAY, NOV.

ol

ran into a passenger train on N. Y. Central
Several
& Hudsen River R.R. at Peekskill.
passengers were injured, one seriously.——The
Knickerbocker Block, Minneapolis, was burned
yesterda,
:

Georgia

15. --L- The

Nov.

WEDNESDAY,

a

full

page

por-

trait of *he late Hon. Liberty H. Hutchin-

son. Mi. Hutchinson graduated here in
the class of ? 71 and was, at the time of

Speaker

of the Maine House.

@rhe engraving
will be accompanied by a
“ sketch of his life by Hon. A. R. Savage of
Lewiston, his law partner.
The Sophomore debates are now in progress.
There
The

are four divisions.

first

and

second.

divisions came Friday evening, Nov. 17. The
third, Tuesday evening, Nov. 21, and the
oe fourth comes Wednesday evening, Nov. 22.
The prize in the first division was awarded

to C. A. Washburn: in the second to F.
Morey.
been so

The
long

arrived.

W.

A.

new
telescope,
which
looked for and needed,

D. Wilson,

has
has

of the Junior

class, - has
gone to Harper's
Ferry
to
teach this winter. J. F. Merrill, who graduated here last June, has received from

Gov. Plaisted the appointment
urer of Androscoggin

of

Treas-

county, in the

place

of his father, the we A. F. Merrill, Esq.
Rev. W. H. Bowén, ‘Of Lewiston, has been
announced to give a course of lectures before the Senior class next spring, on the
Goodness of God as shown in Nature.
Cor.
Hillsdale

Notes.

President Durgin has

lectured

in the cities of Adrian and

recently

Ypsilanti.

The

former is the seat of one of the colleges of

the state; the latter, of the State Normal
School.

The

forthcoming

catalogue

will

contain the names of 26 Seniors, 29 Juniors,
54 Sophomores

students

and

in

77

the

Freshmen;

of

Preparatory

depart-

Colquitt for the Senato-

and injury.—Navigation on the upper Mis.
sissippi river is virtually closed, and nearly all
steamboats have gone into winter quarters.

FRIDAY, Nov. 17. —There

have been 139

business failures throughout the country during the past seven days.——Pierola, late dictator of Peru, is in Washington.—The
auroral storm weriously interrupts telegraphic
communication throughout the country.

SATURDAY, NOV. 18.—The New Hogland
Manufacturers and

Mechanics’ Institute

Fair,

Boston, closes.—-Several fires occur in different parts of the country.
MONDAY, Nov. 20.—The Garfield board
of audit decline to take final action until all
claims have been considered by them.—Two
voters bave been arrested in New
ey for
{. receiving $3000 and $1300 for their<potes at
the late election.
;
ABROAD.
TUESDAY, NOV. 14.——The steamer Westpbalia, from New York for Hamburg, collided
with an unknown steamer off Beachy Head,
England, early yesterday morning, and the lat-

ter vessel was lost, with ail on board.

The

Westphalia reached Portsmouth, England, in a
damaged condition.——A son was born to the
Crown Princess of Sweden yesterday.—A
naval expedition is being fitted out at Toulon,
France, for Madagascar.——By the foundering
of a Swedish steamer in the North Sea, forty
persons are drowned.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 15.—— Strong. evidence
against Arabi Pacha is taken, one witness testifying that Arabi ordered him to fire Alexan-

dria and to mifder the Khedive. ——The conclusion of peace negotiations between Chili and

Peru

is

confirmed.—A

German

bark

and

ten

is
per-

sons are drowned.
THURSDAY,

NOV. 16.——Several

vessels are

and of 32 in the
last mentioned
occur which are
department, so
stidents, can not

Russia is thouglit to be inevitable.

lish coast.——A

war between

Austria and

Theological.
In the four,
FRIDAY, NOV. 17.—The Whileley dradepartments some names:
also found in some other per’s establishment in London, England, is
that the total number of ; burned, the property loss agsrégatiog $500,000
——By the explosion of dynamite at Standly,
be given till the work of
Wales, five persons are killed and pine inpreparing the catalogue is complete. On jured. —= A' schoolhouse peur G&G
r,
Mju
Nov. 10, Eugene Merrill,
Frange, is burned, and uine children perish in
BEsd., a former graduate of the college,
the flames.
:
and a prominent and successful lawyer of
SATURDAY, Nov. 18 ——Queen Victoria reMinneapolis, Minnesota, gave an address views the returned Egyptian treops.- —The
- to the students in chapel, on ‘‘ Conditions
Spanish authorities.claim that no infraction of
international

law

regarding

the

gees has occurred.
Nichols Latin

Seheol, Lewiston,

Me.

MoNDAY,

The annual catalogue of Nichols Latin
School is out.
The summary gives the total number of students as follows: Graduates of 82, 15; Senior class 18; Middle class
13; Junior class 19; total 65. Under the
present board of instruction this: school
has rapidly increased.
The following’ are
the instructors:
I. F. Frisbee,
A. B.,
Principal; J. F. Parsons, A. B.,. Assistant
Principal;
Kingsbury Bachelder,
A." M.,
Teacher of Rhetoric; O. H. Tracy, A. B.,
Teacher of Elocution.
The principal ob-

ject of this school is to fit young

men

women

for college, but students can

for

partial

a

course

as

term closes Friday, Nov.

well.

enter

The

fall

24, for a vacation

of two weeks.

:

The graduating

and

exercises

of

Cor.
the

medi-

cal school of Dartmouth College occurred
“Nov.
14.
Diplomas
were
awarded
to
twenty-one graduates.
In the sixteen Southern states and the

District of Columbia the white school population is 3,899,961 and the

© 257.

There

are

16,669

colored

1,803,-

colored

public

schools, 44 normal schools, 36 colored institutions of secondary instruction, 15 col-

ored universities and colleges, 22 colored
schools of theology, 3 colored law schools,
2 colored medical schools, and 2 colored
deaf and dumb

and blind institutions.

It is said that the managers of the public schools in the District of Columbia
have long been working in the direction of

the substitution of teaching for cramming.
The public schools of New York are eS§timated to cost next year $4,000,000.
D. Willis James, who recently,
gave

the

Union Theological

Seminary. $100,000 to-

ward the buildings

now

being’

erected

in

Park-ave.,

gave

the

students

a

lately

practical talk in the chapel.

Art

Notes.

pC

TL

NS Re PRE

A

Messrs. Cassell, Pétter, Galpin & Co.
are aboutto publish “The United States
Art Directory and Year-Book,” compiled

by S. R. Koehler. This is a book somewhat after the
pattern of the “ The Year's

Art,” which is

d$sued annually

in London.

It will contain much valuable information

about the art schools,

art museums,

clubs, ete., throughout the

United

art

States,

from over eighty cities, alist, with
addresses, of about 1,500 Americad artists,

lists of art publications issued: during the
year, obituary notices of American artists
recently deceased, and a variety of other
Ea
Parliament Square, London, is to receige

this winter a colossal statue of Lord Be

consfleld at the period of his career ‘when

he returned triumphantly
Congress.

Whi
to

pel

from

the

Berlin

the Vienna artist, has been
joned by the Ex-Empress Eugenie

i

¢ a
, and

u
of the late Prince Im::
portrait
for that purpose she has sent

- the artist the uniform used by the prince
during his campaign in Zululand.
Mr. W. Hamilton Gibson has returned to
N. Y. city and opened a studio at No. 30

Kast Fourteenth St.

1

Cuban

refu-

.

American Agriculturist Jor Xovem-

ber:
The profits in poultry depend
‘the buildings in which

the

mainly

fowls

upon

of their time. The high prices eggs command
during the winter months, and in fact all

Nov.

20.——The

‘and practical purposes are served by making

‘them of common, rough inch pine boards.
{hese can be jointed on the edges, so as tofit

up tightly, with strips nailed on the joints, gitside.

Upon the entire

common
and

toofing felt, which will make a wind
rat#i-proof finish, and will go fur towards

insuring freedom from

inside surface

lice,

mites,

put

and

the

other

insect enemies; the tar in the felting is décidedly unpleasant to the parasites.
If there'is some
near-by building, such as a barn, granary, or
shed, the poultry house can be buiit against it
asaback, and thus serve a material saving in

lumber and work... The

roof can be treated,

outside

same

felt

covering,

which wiil make it rain-proof.

The

floor can

and in, with the

be made of earth, raised afew inches above
the outside soil, so as to insure freedom from

dampness

1talian

and save the expense of floor lum-

ber.
A ground floor has another decided advantage over boards, in that it 4s more health=
ful and
does not
engender
ailmemts
of
the feet, which are often caused by running

constantly on hard floors. For ordinary houses,
6 to 8 feet high in front, 4 to 6 feet at the back,
and 8 to 10 feet, wide, and as longas is neces-

sary, will be found the most suitable, and this
will generally cut the boards to the best, advantage.
When short pieces of boards are left
over, they can@l used for making the nesting
boxes, coops, etce, ete., and nothing need be
wasted.
For very cold localities, or extreme
weather, arrange for having a small coal stove
in the house.
A half a ton of coal will last an
entire season, as it is necessary to have but little fire at any time, merely enouzh to prevent
frost.
A wood fire is dangerous, irregular,
and requires too much attention.

As regards musical compositions of note
:
ca is undoubtedly young. A great deal
mer.
lust few years been accomplisheq.
ever, during the
The following are all by native composers; —
Zenobia. (8200) By 8. G Pratt.
nd Opera of much
merit,

KEEPING VEGETABLES FOR
WINTER USE.
In these

days of

made wabm

by

light

and

furnaces—it

warm

Paine

&

Sackett,

woollen

I., have

:

mafufacturers,

failed, with

Yellow fever as an epidemic
at an end in Pensacola, Fla.

liabilities

is

considered

A good counterfeit of the standard silver dollars is being extensively circulated throughout
the country.
The Italian Court of Appeal has decided that
the jurisdiction of the tribunals extends within
the walls of the Vatican.
Pres. Arthur will call a special session of the
| U. 8. Senate at the termination of the present
session to elect a president, pro tem.
Canada is exporting more cheese to England

this yeur

than ayer before.

thus far in 1882‘éxcéed

that

about 100 000 boxes.

The

Third

Her

of last seuson by

.

National

shipments

#

.

Agricultural Conven-

tien of the American Agriculin:al Association,
10 be held at the
rand Pacific Hotel, Chicago,
December 12th--15th next, will be one of the
largest and most interesting gatherings of agriculturists ever convened in this coustry..
The exercises will
of great interest.
Reductions will be made on the principal railroads.
The As~ociation’s headquarters are
World Building, New York, and 142 Dearborn
street, Chicago, Ill.
The wife of Chief Engineer Melville bas recovered and bas been released from the insan
asylum,
‘

routs with sand.

We

put them in a hox or

barrel, and then sift indry sand until ali the
interstices are filled. This exudes light and
dry air, and the vegetables

remain plump

and

good.

be so treated,

and

Cabbages

cannot

should be put out of doors and covered so as
not to fi eeze.
Pota'oes, beets, parsnips, carrots, turnips and the like should be covered
with sand.
Celery should be kept in a cold
place where the frost will not reach it. An
old hot-bed answers a pretty good purpeis 4

THINGS THAT WILL NEFD ATTENTI

All perennial plantsshou!

ve

ing of coarse stable manure.

:

Asparagus beds shoud receive before wihter
a heavy dressing of good stable manure.

Young grape-vines will be prot etd

by lay-

ing them down and covering with eargh.
Blackberry and raspberry bushes sig
be laid down and covered.
}

also

The sume treatment should be given to
strawberry beds.
Grass lands should be top-dressed this fall.
If not with stable manure then with commercial fertilizers.
The buildings should all be put in good or=
der. The birns and pens where animals are

as all sward

land needed

for next yéar.—

gregationalist.«

Personal.

soon

to murry the Princess ‘Theresa, a cousin

of Kin

uis of Bavaria.
r since 1876.

lector of

Customs

ill at his

Amadeus has been

rnor L. M. Morrill, the present Colhome.

at

Portland, is dangerously

§

Dr. W. (H. Carpenter, who has spent much
time ip Iceland and Scandinavia, has been deliverin
Baltimore a series of lectures on
*0Old
Norge Literature,” embodying the results
of his obsgrvations ana researches,

The wife of the Chinese minister at Washington has ‘lately adopted the dress usisl

amoug fashionable American ladies; and

suid to be very becoming to ner.
i: 'Tuke little

annoyances out of

the way.

it is

If

‘you ure suffering with a Cough or Cold, use
Dr. Bul’s_ Cough Syrup ut once,
This old
and reliable remedy will never disappoint you,
‘All Druggi-ts sell it fur 25 cents a bottle, ,
vi

meeting

in

Rome ¥

!

A Smooth

Complexio

Ni

i

“Brown's Iron Bitters has a
heavy sale, is conceded to bé a fine

tonic; the character of the manuand medicinal excellence.’

facturers is a voucher for its purity -

New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia originally form-

__

ed one colony under the name or New France. The
first
dgttlement was made
i 1639,

(Fall River, Mass., DailyiHerald.)

of rheumatism

banisn-

-

DR.

for

circumstances ¢fi-a

cash

doors for everything prodaced
offered. See advertisement.

The

cannor-ball

passing

through

bility.

$1.

Dyspepsia,

TRL

De-

Chrigtianily was made the national religion
Norway iu the year 1000, by Olaf Shotkonung.

water,

one teaspoonful

tablespoounfuls

of ginger.

is just what you need.

bread.

break

open

or cut

with

a hot

flour,

one

teaspoonful

than ever.

Ifany

tion,

Ta
:
ae
aes
The O'ympian games Were celebrated until

when

they were abolished

Sudden Changes of the Weather often cause

Pyplwon ry, Bronchial
‘8 BRONCHIAL

and Asthmatic troubl s.
TROCHES will allay the

irrit tion which in inces
boxes.
Price
25 cents.

‘coughing,

Sold

Naddod, a sea-rover, discovered

only

Iceland in 850,

in 874.

Burlington, Vt., Jan. 25, 1882.
, I have nsed Down’s Elixir exclusively for myself
and in my tamily
for a score or more ot years,
and always keep it with me. = WARREN
GIBBS,
President Vermont Life Ins. Co.
>
Fairhaven, Vt. Jan. 1, 1882.
I prefer Downs’ Elixir to any other cough reme-4

dy fir children, simply on account of its tonic and
expectorant qualities.
Respectfully.
GEO. H. HARRIS.
The cross bow

and Gascens

was last used

about 1510,

among the

being

heat

Bitters.

Special” Offer!

Now is the time to subsdribe for tiie Bates Stu.
dent, a Monthly Magszing published by the stu.
dents of Bates College.

entered Spain about 1000 B, C.,
Mediterranean coast in Grana-

da, Murcia and Valencia.

they give

than in

;

any 15 or25 cent

dyes,

STIDENT

song writer, und then he adds:
:
“ You can 8ow to-day ; to morrow will bring
The blossom that proves what sort of thing
Is the e d, the seed that you sow.”
All of which is true.
And Huut’s Remedy is a
woudertul thing, 4 so. It, also, 18 tested by exPertence; You ge ito one who Is severely af.
1eted with dropsy, or some liver
kidney” disease, And ** to morrow,” or a
hile, reveals
it

proves

itself to

be * the sriend in need,” the curd | for which

:

-

in

Advance.”

you

i

$i

El

Address

Wier

Business Manager Bates Student for 1883.
Lewiston, Me.

RTS. Fath soe
Kelley,

for the remainder of this year,

beginning with the October number.

iF

on

PHYSIC,

,

]who thoro
oloy

Piincipal.

Life in
a
ater
TER, Wm, Briggs
and

L CULT

taught by a

ctical
ney Se

ly CAerstan

A
for

or young girls, with special care to their
L
Classes Jor
ners, under best
teachers,
or Hi
or twenty

i

Also,
i a0 Band Inscromente.

classes

Central Block, Lowell, Mass.,

Telephone Stocks.
.

re,
, in the ve
oy

Refer to Lowell Telephone Officers: First National
Appleton National, and Prescott National Banks.

AND

lad; y
ingen

ALDSON

:
‘POWDER

powder never varies.
and

A

wholesomeness.

More

W.

economical

than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be gold in
competition with the multitude of low’ test, short
weight, alum ox phosphate powders,
cans.

ROYAL

BAKING POWDER

H.

:

108 Wall

St.

Widows,

And Chdren,
“Any Sisosse
or injury entitles. Mil.

Ts SON El
and Back Fay and Disch
all

now.

, NOW en!

piri: PATENTS fit

dues under new

Pama EE

PER

serters entitled to .

laws.

tors.
bought and sold.The “Wi
pen: i
copy es

fi

RED

CENT.

9

(week!
LIER hd

ren

Rr

JI

H.
18t29

06

NET.

Security threeto six times the loan,

without the buildings. Interest once,
nual, TWENTY-KIGHTH year of residence,
and EIGHTH in the business.
thin,
ever been lost. Best of References. Send
for particulars if you
¢ money to lvan
N. B. Costs advanced, interest keptup, and principaligiaraniod i ou-e ol foreclosure, Address

nai. tr

MCMACKIN Conciimarro. AGENTS WAY

:

A YEAR and expenses io a

Outfit free. Address P. O.
ery, Augusta, Me,

OFFER.

SUNDAY-SCHOOLS) Asis
ELEC

wound

P E N S ] oi
0 N S lions appropriated and worl ke
ne re
led
fompt worlcand homes juade ha
, ‘Pee
10,

| CHEAPEST BIBLES

Prices very low,
member
these are not little medals,
Pads made of Ronts and Herbs, combined with
Hoon
ut large
3 , not ask ou to buy them blindly, but merely to try
them
A Book,
givin,
rices and full particulars, free, Address atour risk.

The

State hag 1ssu e
PAMPHLET containing & map and
descriptions of
iti 8 soil, crops and
eneral resources
which may
be had free of charge
by writing
to the
COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATION, Detroit, 3"

for Soldiers,

YEOMAN,

87

your compl
write to
us and we will send Aa ON TRIAL one of A large 5 nt,
ECTRIC
MEDICATED
S to suit your case,
pay for it if it cures you in one Lb
It gd
does not Jon
durespree
yon tn
it
costs you nothing to try it. Different pads to cure
Dyspepsia, Ren. rel
matism, Liver and Kidn
Piles,
Lung
Diseases,
Asthma,
Oa|
tarrh,
0 Back, Ague, and many other diseases,
cures
being daily made 0% Tilsen WHeTe all other oo arvelous
have failed.

MARKETS,

the market at low prices,

H.

SON, Philadelphia, Pa.

If you are sick or ailing,no matter what

The state’of Michigan has more than 4,000 11iles of
railroad, and 1
niles
of luke transportation, schioo!y
and churches in every county, Buliic buildings all
paid for, and no debt. Its soil and climate combine to
p
uce large crops, and itis the best fruit state in the
northwest,
eral millions ofacres of unoccupied and

wi

J.

MAGAZINE.

All NEW subscribers for 1883 will rece ad
the November and December nun bers of ree
this. year.
Terms:
$2.00 a years 2 copies
$3.50; 3 copies $5.00; 4 coples $6.00; 8
and one extra $12.00.
For specimen number,
containing
first chapters of this interesting
story 8 nd 10 CENTS,
T. 8. ARTHUR
&

2 AN HONEST

Cheap Farms
NEAR

&

Portsmouth, N.
oil

Sold only in

Co.,

ARTHUR'S HOME

Designed especially to illustrate opel tru hs,
and to aid, not supplant, the sermo n.
We are pre.
pared to loan them at reasonable rates. For. par.
ticulars, address

marvel of purity

Director.

A Serial Story of absorbing interest will
be commenced in the NOVEMBER numberol
’

BEREAN PAINTINGS,

and
whol
r
More
ical than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the

CREW

MONIC, Frank-

he ANGEL of the HOUSEHOLD.

We call your attention to the

Absolutely Pure.

CAFE

CONSERVATORY [4]

E. TOURJEE,

& Co., 113 Main St., Cinelupuct, Obi.

To the Pastors of New England:

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength

wen tlemen st studen
Lowen: Ra

od Aw

12 pentitei Christmas Cards grit n
Colors, sent onreceipt of 25 ets , by recurn mail. Les thua
vnesaalf they will cost elsewhere.
WILLIAM M., DON-

nave b en seeslug.
This is the
rience, of
. 3, Jolitagn a SON, St. Ami, Minn.
thé” host
thailsd ds. We do not fear, but ingle
(J
8
origa
neg.
righ
ting of Huny's Bemedy in kidney and liy.
Mcntion
this paper,
yg
1y38
er Sle
i

os

FREE

Year

for 1853, we will send the

J
grow
Ed vi
Ab

#nd

# «4 A WONDERFUL THING 18 A SED,” Says some

* what sort of thing” it 1s; for

Per

Lock Box 12304.

A%~ In the Diamond Dyes more colorkig is giv.
en for 10 cts,

$1.00

To All new subscribers

«
ROYAL RoW
A8301ureiy POR

fertile lands are yct in

The Phoenicians
and settled on the

=

BATES STUDENT!

the

disdappear-

.

on usury 18 the herald of Lis

The dyspeptic, nervous individual, who is vain.
Iy seeking rest and sleep, will getreliei by usivg

Qe

RUSSELL PUBLISHING CO., Boston, Mass.

French

replaced by

matchlock musket.
The long bow had
ed some time before.

strength

own beggary.

(a

most Beautifully Iustrated
for Little People in the World.
The extraordinary success of this Magazine proves
that the people desire the best literary and artistic matter for the instruction and amusement of little children.
The stories and poems, all original, are by the
P
Best Writers for Children.
The illustrations, 380 a year, are made by the
Best Artists in Fhe, Wand,
expressly for this M
ine.
Invaluable
as an educator. The cheapest gw as the best.
$1.50 A
YEAR.
15 CENTS A COPY.
Newsdealers sell it. Specimen free. The most liberal terms to Agents. Special termis to Schools.

in

It was first colonizea by Ingolf, a Norwegian chief,

This

THIS AND THAT.

AY

OUR LITTLE ONES
~ THE NURSERY.

891,

by Theodosius.

multitude of low test, short weight. alumn or phosphate
Jowdere,
only incans,
YAL Baking Powpes
n., 100 Wall St.. New Youk.

More than one hundred new books by popular
American authors, aud nearly two thousand original illustrations by American artists, are includ.
ed in D. Lothrop & Co.’s holiday announcements.
So li reral an expenditure has never before been
made by one firm in a single year for holiday
books.— The American Bookseller.
i
He who borrows

0

stock.
Mr. Co k’< long experience in this line
enables him to furnish just wha is needed.
He
will send a full illustrated catalogue on apphica-

of

of

Ostalogues
of Musie, &o.

Org't Co. Worcester, Nass., U.S.A,

are contemplating

and

of cream

all

puylug anything in the shape of Bibles, Holiday
Books, Banre:s and Decorations of any kind, thes
will probably find just what they want in his

and sweet milk,a tablespoonful molasses or sugar,
a teaspoontul salt, the same of soda ; stir quite

cups of

by

1 David C. Cook’s line of Holiday Gods this sea.
80n is larger

spread with nice fresh butter, thén with thick
sauce made of stewed sour apples well sweetened.
Put together again, and set ia the oven five or ten
minutes. Serve with cream and sugar.
JOHNNY-CAKE.—JUne egg, a cupfpl each of sour

two

Lungs.

Sold
y

of

®

fe,

the diseased

proprietor.
i

"THE CHRISTMAS CABINET.

:

Roll as soft as

the

restore

Boston,

Send for

NeTammany

,One trial will convince you that it

APPLE SHORT CAKE.—Make a shorfcake as
usual, with a tablespoonful of ~ugar add. When
baked,

A.B. WiLBOR,
druggists,

Ask your Druggist for BRowN’s

possible and bake quickly.
Tos8T WATER.—Cut a elice of stale bread, cut
off the crust and toast it quite brown; while hot
pour over half a pint ef boiling, water; cover
tightly and when cool 1emove

id mw

taste

Gro. W, Horrxax, Druggist.

praises

and

Oil

Iron Bitattack of -

ure in resommending ftto my customers, and am glad to say it gives
entire satisfaction to all.”

health

The Cod-Liver

Boonsboro, Md., Oct. 12, 1880,
Gentlemen:
Brown's
ters cured me of a bad

a four-fee'

Sexual

England.

"quired to heal-and

IRON BITTERS, and take no other.

Impotence,

in New

A Druggist Cured.

pay-

mee!

¥ its delicate

SKINNY MEN.
“ Wells’ Health Renewer’ restores

Re

and rendered doubly effective in
being coupled ’
w th the Lime, which is itselfa restorative principle, supplying natare with just the assistance ro.

“ All who have used it
fitase its
standard virtues, andthe
known character of the house which
makes it is a sufficient
tee
of its being all that is
claimed, for
they are men who could not be induced to offer anything
else buta
reliable medicine for public use,"

old and s kitien rising three weeks.— Southey.

vigor, cures

:

“this combination, robbed of its unicasaut

Indigestion and fullness in the stomach. Having testedit, I take pleas-

‘their

iri

reliable physicians, says:

bore, receives its direction for the whole range; so
the soul in childhood, its direction for elernily.

‘

Easy and striking

Wilbor's Cod-Liver 011 and Lim«.— fhe

Dr. RICHARD SAPINGTON,

before

pever

By B. F. Bajer,

:

friends of prrious who have been restored from
confirmed Consumption by the use of this original
reparation,
and the grateful parties themselves, |
ave, by recomme: ding it #nd rckonowledging its
gwondedtul effie cy, given the article a vast poo.

“i

one of Baltimore's oldest and most

wmarket at your

was

=

‘OIL AND LIME. .

and a non-intoxicant in the fullest

sense.

them {rom the growing crop without ove dollar o!
investment.
Such a chanceto secure a farm un-

der the

By J. R. Thomas.

|PURE COD LIVER|

EDWARD EARICKSON,

«1 indorse it as an excellent
medicine, a good digestive agent,

about equally divided between prairie and timber.
and so distributed that the purchaser is.able to
select at will. Mr. Barnes proposes to sell thes
value-and

i

WILBOR'S COMPOUND OF ¢

macy, says *

and its present weight is 70.000 tons of 2240 pounds.

lands at a nominal

J.M Ch

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston,

Secretary Baltimore College of Phar-

The Washington monument has reached a beicht
of 310 (eet, leaving
215 feet yet to be constgEucted,

beautiful

By

($1.00)

© Will dg (in-doors) for a winter concert.
New Flower Queen. (75iots ) By G. F. Root,
:
New-arran sement of a fagaous Canta,
‘Burning Ship, (30 cts.)and. Storm King,
antatas.

among those who oppose alcohol.”

most death, and made stron: by Parker’s Ginger
Tovnic are the best evidences in the world of its
sterling worth — Post.

ments at the pleasure of the buyer who can

Plen'c, (31 00)

free from alcoholic poisons, and can
be recommended as a tonic for use

Hundreds Rescued.
:
‘Hundreds of men, women and children rescued in
every community from beds of sickness and al.

has 300 000 acres of choice land

Bondage,

¢ Brown’s Iron Bitters is a safe
and reliable medicine, positively

Regiments origin'te! in the French sérvice
about 1560, and all the European armies were £00n
after organized on the new system,

Barnes of Lansing

i

n eplendid or WR) sacred C ntdtar advise,

& ta)

more Pharmaceutical College, says: °

‘Annoyance Avoided.
Gray hairs are honorable but their gematuze ap
pearance is annoying.
Parker’s
air Balsam
prevents the annoyance by promptly restoring
the youthiul color.

jor the great interminable West
themselves and their descend.
state offers such a combinatio:
as does Michizan.
Mr. O. M.

J

DR. J. Faris MooORE, PH.

;

To those bound
“seeking homes for
ants, there is no
of inducements,

Paine.

Christ the Lod. (80 cts) Ry W. Wilityns,

D., Professor of Pharmacy, Balti-

The difference between a hungry man and a
glutton is, one longs to cal and the other eats too

By J. K,

or
Easy Christmas Cantata, ~~
Don Munio. ($1.50) By Dudley Buck.
A legend of the crusaders, set to music.

“Y indorse it as a fine medicine,
reliable as a strengthening, tonic,
free frpm alcoholic poisons.’s gif

ed alls Afhorough trial, all pain, leaving my arm
as w fir eyer.
;

long.

:

Dr. JoseEPH ROBERTS,

in my

arm, and its effect was wonderful, having

Joseph's

President Baltimore Pharmaceutical /
College, says:
Le

Barnard Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Isaac L. Hart, Supt., No. 8, Ashton street,
gays:. I have used that superior remedy, St. Ja-

GINGER COOKIES.—One cup of butter, one cup
of sugar, one cup of molasses, one teaspoonful
dissolved in three

¢ President of thé National Phar-

Can be had by every ladv who will hse
arker’s
Ginger Tonic.
Rezulating. the internal organs
aud purifying the blood, it quickly removes pimles awl gives a healthy vloom to the cheek.
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A short, but complete and Eid Srkier,
Christmas. (s0cts.) By A. C. Gutterson, ©
A sacred Cantata for Christmas time.
Fall of Jerusalem. (80 cts.) By H.E.Parkhur;,
An impressive and musical Canta a.
| 46th Psalm. (30 cts.) By Dudley Buck.
A first-class &acred composition,
Praise to God. ($200) By G. F, Bristow,
Au Oratorio. Noble words and music,
Belshazzar. ($1.00) By J. A. Bulle field.
Grand sud beautiful scenic
Cantata.
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A. Bronson Alcott is so much better that |
'
Outwara
actions can never give a just esiimate
hopes of bis recovery are entertained.
of us, since there are many perfections ol a wan
which are not capable of appearing in pea
The Remains of Jobn Howard Payne; the
Addison.
author of “ Home, Sweet
Home,” who did

and was buried io Tuniv, are to be brought to
Washingion and ints rred in Oak Hill ‘Cemetery
at the expense of Mr.(Courcorun, the wealhy
bauker of that city.
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The first regular commercial

was held 493 B..C., and was called the merchant's
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There was born in Sheffield, Ash. Co., O,
Nov. 7,to Mr. and Mrs. Weecott, a daughter
weighing one pound.
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St. Peter.
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tartar, and ongthalf teaspoonful of soda.

D. L. Moody, the evangelist,is seriously ill at
Cambridge, Eogland.
He
bas overworked
himself, and is suffering from nervous prostration,
Amadeus Duc d’Aosta, brother of King of
Italy, and for two years Kiog of Spain, is

by pressure

or 30 years past, Dr. Graves’
s always cured heart disease
Lrpubles.
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The Stanley station on the Upper
been attacked.

B

nevertheless,

is a loss of vol-

kept should be made as warm a« possible.
Itis quite important to plow old and as well

The electric storm lasted all night Friday in
the West, and brilliani auroral displays occurred at Olymphia, W. T., California, Cheyenne, Denver, Omaha and St. Paul.
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“ Apoplexy

sensation, caused

on the brain.p
Heart Regulat
and its kindred

is not as easy to

preserve vegetables as it used to be in the gldfushioned dark and cool cellars. We have
found it to be an excellent plan to cover all

soft with Indian meal and add a half-cupiul of
flour. A spoonful of cream or other shortening
may be added.
CAKE WITHOUT EGGS.—One cup of sugar, onehalf cup of butter, one-half cup of sweet milk,

Congo has

complaints

ment unle:=s there is a child in if rising three years

cellars—

from freezing and thawing through the winter.

Providence. R.

two

A honse is never perfectly furnished for enjoy.

friendly settlement of the Tunisian question.
~—The reports of a threatened war between
Austria and Russia lack confirmation.

of over $300,000.
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unitary motion
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i
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should have the proection of pine boughs, hay,
leaves or sowething that will protect them
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Edwin M. Stanton died

and lasticg fragrance.
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to urge a
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essentially differeht.

spend much

Hollyhocks, pansies, pinks and other plants

sador at Paris has been instructed

Hon. George H. Corliss of Providence,
R. I, has given to Iowa College a com-

plete set of Ward’s great casts, the University Series, as the foundation of a new
museum.

in the

Everett, and

with apoplexy, a.disense often mistaken for heart

Good, hens will lay just as well at
riul term beginning on March 4,—A collision feeding.
occurs on the Alton Railroad near Oak Grove,} such times, if the necessary food and warmth
is insured. Elaborate and expensive
, houses
Mo,in which three mer are killed and nine
All desirable’
or more wounded.—
Niné stores in the busi- for poultry are not necessary.

wrecked and a number of lives are lost in consequence of a gule which rages along the E: g-
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BREEDING FOR EGGS.
D. Z. EVANS, JR., Writes under this heading

spring, make it an object to get as many eggs as
possible during those times by care and good
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ment;
of
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in the Music; of 120 in the Art; of about
175 in the Commercial and Telegraphic,

of Success.”
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U. S. Senate the unexpired term of the late B.
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ness portion of Shubuta, Miss , are burned.—
The
town of Riverton, Neb., is desolated by
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Legislature elects Pope Barrow to serve in the

Prof. Stamley supplied at thé Court St. fire; help is needed.
w
Free Bapgist” church of Auburn, Sunday,
THURSDAY, NOV. 16.
— A. sugar barge is.
Nov. 247" The- fall term of the college [a by the City of Worcester in the East Riv* finishes
Friday,
November
24.
The
r,N. Y., and severjpersons are drowned,—
November number
of the. Bates
Stu- Several minor casualties occur, with loss of life
‘contain

American - Composers,

commonly the truest; for they will give you id
uarter, and allow nothing to complaisance.—Dry--
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with
Mr. Crowell will probably remain
them during the next term, if the interest
should demand the sacrifice. Mr. Geo. E.

" his death,
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Mr. Crowell of the Middle class has gone
to Halifax to supply the Free Baptist
This chunch has been withchurch there.
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22, 1882...
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